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The

larger part of the force now in the field
is reaching an advanced age. Several of
the men and women, who have done noble service there for many years, must

soon pass from labor to reward.

down. - It is very clear, therefore, that, in

order to sustain the

Missibu yith.any

MAY

8, 1878.

completed and

first

came down

to earth,

With heart of generous mold,
And soul of truth and heavenly worth,
"T'was in the age of gold,
She taught the love that came from God
For all humanity ;
;
Sweet pity in her footsteps trod,

With Faith and Charity.
But Flattery, as the world grew old,
Stole Friendship’s honest face ;

When Truth’s stern accents grew less bold,
And Falsehood taught grimace.
The indignant martyr did not wreak
Her vengeance upon men,
Nor soar on refluent wing, to seek
Her home in heaven again.
She left her rival to reign o'er

The sunny paths of life,
And loved the dark ones to explore
With sad misfortune rife,
Both to their own their aid extend,
Each in her way a mother;

Success still finds the one a friend,
Adversity the other.

:
— Temple

Bar.

reer

CONQUEST
BY

REV.

A.

IN

INDIA.

L. HOUGHTON,

While the Eastern Question remains
unsolved,
and the war cloud still - hangs
over the Danube and the Dardanelles, it

“isévident to thoughtful minds that the
key to the whole situation lies in Asia.
Questions of the * balance of power,”

of

the freedom of the great water thoroughfares, and of the integrity of the Porte,
are specially difficult of solution, not because of their relation to European politics, but because of their relation to prospective Asiatic conquest.
The tide of conquest rising in the East
and so long rolling westward, is already
beginning to return. The great political,
moral,

religious

currents

are now

flowing back toward the sunrise.
The
dream of Oriental conquest is already the
troublesome factor in European diplomacy. It is evident that, in the possible
struggle of the great powers, England has
more to fear for her Indian possessions
than all else.
vi
America has little direct interest in the
political side of this question.
Her po-

1
1
I

1

litical ambition must be forever limited to
her own continent. But in the moral and
religious conquest-of the East, America is
intensely interested.
If India is to be
molded by Western thought, will it be

Christian thought
which shall triumph? It is true that the leading minds
_ of India to-day are more familiar with the
Tainking

of Parker

and Emerson,

and yet India is open to

the

than

reception of

idl ceddind

sionaries in the

field,

and

from anxious,

praying ones at home, from the living,
and from the dead whose lives were given for India, I seem to hear a voice, which

is the voice of God, bidding us, ¢ Go forward.”
Ea,
L

ENGLISH

RR S

CORRESPONDENCE.

CHiLwELL COLLEGE,
ENGLAND, April 16, 1878,

and. Christian

mission-

in hea-

then towns and villages.
The heathen
were never asking for the gospel as they
are doing to-day. Look for a moment at
the narrow section of this field in which
Free Baptists are specially interested.
We are informed pon the best authority

that there is no fairer and richer district
in India than that of Midnapore. Its population is of a fat higher

average in the country.
ready

class

than the

It is a field al-

¢ white to harvest.”

In the two

districts of Midnapore and Balasore, embracinga tertitory of more than seven
thousand square miles, with a population
of more than three millions’ of souls, we
have

at present ten missionaries.

It can do no more.

be-

Jeremiah Phillips, now more than sixty
years of age. Itis plain that with this

meager force the Mission can not be 'aghelp is positively

de-

manded at the stations now held,and oth-

© er points ought. to be. ocoupied
at once.
Bhudruek, further

government possible and given to us perhaps the worst Parliament we have had
for many a year. Nor is there much hope
that a fresh appeal to the country and a
new House of Commons would set matters

straight.

The whole nation is more or

less affected by a reactionary spirit and a
disposition to sustain the government in

checking what is regarded as the inordinate ambition of Russia and eager thirst
for territorial aggrandizement. It is in
vain, that the moderation of Russia is
pointed out; it ig in vain that

the

public

The station establish-

all in charge of the single veteran, Dr.

' More

not pass away. It is the penalty we have
to pay for the disunion and distrust in the
Liberal camp which have made a Tory

mind is asked to consider how slender are

ed at Bheempoor has been deserted,

gressive.

clouds “do

the demands of Russia compared with her
enormous successes in the late campaign.

cause there was no man to hold it. Jellasore,Santipore and Dantoon stations are

toward

the

south on

‘the Salundee river, is a specially favorable point, and a missionary was promised
its people some time since, but there has
been no means for keeping the promise,

and people who have asked of us the gospel have not.yet received it.
Tumlook,

on the extreme east, just above the con-

fluance of the Roopnarain and the Hoogly,
ought to be occupied immediately from a
strategic point of view.
:

of

the unhappy provinces of Turkey, and allowed Turkey in Europe to be blotted out
of the map as a discredit to European civ-

ilization, will not now return to its tradi-

tional policy because Russia seems likely

to secure territorial gains as the result of

her splendid victories.”

We shquld have

been gladif Russia had foreborne to urge
her claims upon Turkey for pécuniary or
territorial indemnity in the way she has,
but, as things go and as human nature is
constituted, Russia's demands are rather
remarkable, in the view of some of us, for

A large and powerful section of our countrymen have a profound distrust of Russia,
make much of her breach of treaty en-

gagements and profess to kmow

that her

aggressive designs are only partially disclosed and yet may be clearly seen

through

her thin and flimsy disguises,

It.is as unparliamentary as it is unchristian to impute the worst motives to a
neighhor or an opponent

;-but-maxims

of

fairness and honot that ‘would be held
binding between man and man seem to

be of no force at all between
nation.

nation and

Many of us can see no reason for

war,can indeed see nothing in the situation
of affairs which wise and judicious states-

manship nsay not deal with successfully
in the interests

of humanity

and peace.

But for all €hat there is a secret misgiving
that somehow dark days are coming

war may possibly bregk out.

signments” and declared the Exhibition

open, longsbefore the workmen were able

to make the same declaration in regard to
most of the packing cases. Marshal MeMahon, no doubt, will do much the same

thing this time; and I would advise those

who contemplate visiting the grand show
before

all

the

de-

partments will be complete and ready for

The

Mission is simply holding a few centers.

reversed its traditional policy in favor

present appearances,

Hindu

zenanas,

great a calamity may yet be averted, and
that the nation which so nobly and bravely

not to start earlier than June, as it will
be the middle of that month, judging from

the horizon, but the darkening

" aries now find cordial welcome

pes

established at

for it. Prejudices of race and of caste
have been gradually weakening until
European ladies now find easy. access to

her people. They are now ready for it,
asking for it, in some cases even begging

lil oat oils XB pal SES

be

THE WAR FEELING.
For some weeks past the public mind
has been seriously disturbed by apprehensions of war. Nor is all fear yet removed. The nation at present is not able
to breathe freely. Day by day the glance
is anxiously
and forebodingly turned to

gospel truth. The time has passed when
the gospel is needed to be forced upon

+

school

must

ly, however, we cling to the hope that so

lass, so that the balloon with its living
oargo will always be under ¢ontrol—provided the rope does not break. It will

intimated, now and then one foregoes the
advantages of theological ‘training, as-

take about four minutes, under favorable
circumstances, for the balloon 'to ascend

is @ preparation for the

till the end of the rope is reached, and
about eight to wind it down again, the
windlass being operated by a small steam
engine. A ride in the balloon will cost

practice of law and medicine.
would think of entering upon

two

dation, no matter how broad or deep itis,

francs,

and

admittance

to the

en-

closuré wherefrom the ascents take place,
one franc.

The

chances

of an

accident

by the rope giving way. are freely discussed, and would form, doubtless, an accept-

able sensational side-show to the satiated
Parisians.

One of the most amusing features of the

suming, I suppese, that a college ‘course

ministry.

And

80 it is, just as it is a preparation for the
But who
either of

the latter, without special study for it ?
In the college course we

have

but the foundation on which

the jfoun-

to construct

a specialty, that is, direct

culture and

19.

and

Obstinate-

inspection.
In our own section, the men are working day and night, and we will be tolerably far advanced on the opening day. The

costly exhibit of Tiffany & Co., of New
York, has arrived and 3 placed in position, guarded by four of the

fifteen

ma-

rines who were sent out by the Gove rnment to guard the United States section ;
one of the rules being that the different
nations have to watch their goods at their

funds of his bank, is there any doubt that
the whole country would have been informed that he professed to be a Christian PAs it is, we

find

but

little

promi-

nence given to the fuct that he was the
main stay ‘of the Congregational church
in his native town.
If the truth were
fairly stated in every such case, would
not some men have more hope for the
world than they now have ?— Sunday-

school Times.

Ea.
:H Ii'Qnii)}o

OOLLEGE

COURSE

PLUS

LOGICAL.

THE

THEQ-

In the outset of the college enterprise
among us, fears. were entertained by
some that the interests of theological
learning would suffer thereby.
That is,
that many called to the ministry would
content themselves with a mere collegiate
education and

training,

and

so

literary and scientific * preachers,

become

rather

own expense, with general assistance, of
course, from the local French authorities.

than ** ambassadors for Christ,” in the
higher sense, as persuaders of men to beIt is curious to see soldiers from all parts come reconciled to God, this last result
of the world in the palace on the Champ | being rightly supposed to be the fruit of
de Mars, stationed on duty in front of the true theological and religious study in
sections allotted to thelr respective coun- connection with a genuine call.
tries, no less than eighteen men of the
But these apprehensions have been by
*¢“line” standing guard, day and night, no means realized. Thereis among our
over the case which contains the crown- collegiates a healthful and gratifying
jewels of England, in the British section.
feeling and purpose in this respect. I do
The arrangements for lighting the not now recollect of more than two or
Palace of the Trocadero, as well as the three graduates of B
College who
Place del'Opera, Avenue du Trocadero have entered our
_miffistry without theand the Bridge ofJena with the electric light ological training.
“It is no uncommon
are rapidly progressing and it is expected thing for those who defer the course a
that the machines will be in operation by year or two, and preach in the meanthe middleof May. The principal rail- time, to express a sense of itsneed, One
way stations will all be supplied with this such wrote me to this effect only last week.
light before the close of the exhibition, Even the college course, rightly purand the proprietors of some of the larger sued, impresses the mind with a sense of
retail stores are making arrangements to the need of the theological. Said a senlight their establishments by electricity, ior to me last week, also, who contemcompared with which gas is as tallow dips plates the theological course, ‘‘ When I
compared to gas.’
entered college, I had not the remotest
The gamins of Paris are looking for- idea of taking the latter, but now I see
ward in great glee to the balloon ascents the need of it.” And that'is the result, I
that are to form one of the features of the think, to which every successful collegian
I
exposition. The balloon, which will be comes who has the ministry ‘in view.
the largest in the world, is now in course do notexactly know all the elements of
of manufacture at the Tuileries, where one scholarship, that enter into the considera-

hundred and sixty sewing girls are en

gaged in putting the pieces of which it. is
made together.

The car will

hold

passengers, and has a restaurant and

attached.

A wire rope, some

eight

fifty
bar

hun-

dred feet in length, will be secured in the

bottom of the car and operated by a wind-

most nothing to do, (of such

work

as ought to occupy their time) and,
too
often, quite nothing to do it
with, and this makes it: necessary for
them to do a vast amount of work such as:
never

ought to be thrown

upon

them.

The remittances must be made promptly

or the workers in the field are starving:
strangers in a strange land.

How

to

make these bricks without straw is too-

often the problem they have to solve. No.

wonder if: they find it hard work,
training for a profession. Let us not be and grow weary and sick at heart under
mistaken here. It is my judgment, that it. Brethren, these things ought not so
the young ministers of our denomination, to be, they need not be. if only every one
forty and fifty years ago, I mean such will do what he can ; if he will do it reg-as.were destined to make a mark in their _gularly, faithfully, persistently, the load!

moderation than otherwise. Atall events
it would be wicked and wanton to plunge appointment, by the President, of one day, as for instance Colby, Marks, Hutchrest must be returned to the field. Vhird,
Caverno and others, were better
Europe into war again, because some {hundred and fifty ‘ honorable” commis- ins,
at least two men and their wives, and
things in the San Stefano treaty are dis- sioners is the delusion under which some versed in the Scriptures, and possessed
of these gentlemen labor regarding their clearer views
three single women, should be added to tasteful to English statesmanship
of
Christian doctrine,
and beprerogatives. Some forty or fifty of them than the average college graduate of
the present force.
To accomplish these cause Turkey in Asia even would have
a
have arrived “already, and are causing to-day.
three things will require the raising of at poor chance of existence should any
And I am far from saying
furleast twenty thousand dollars the pres- ther trouble with Russia arise. The na- Mr. McCormick, the Commissioner Gen- this by way of disparagement to any. The
ent year, above the usual contributions.
tion that refuses to pledge herself to Eu- eral, more trouble than all other things fact is, that from the day one enters upon
In the first place, they insist a preparation for college, till the day of
Another
fact to which we must not’ rope that
she will govern hér provinces combined.
on free passes, which the French Govern- his graduation, he is pressed with. the
shut our eyes is this, that the Mission in accordance with
European ideas of
treasury is now empty, and the Society in. humanity and good government
ment will not grant; secondly, they want studies of the course to the last degree.
deserves
debt. We may as well look the matter to be driven
choice
seats at the opening ceremonies; While in the case of the former nearly all
out of the European family
fairly in the face.
Something must be and to suffer a
great national collapse. thirdly,they want invitations to the grand their study was devoted to the Bible.
done.
This burden must be lifted, or the Providence has
clearly no room for rulers banquet which will be given by the city of Some of us can recollect the worn and
work suffers, and a golden opportunily is who fail to discharge
soiled pocket Bibles, carried everywhere,
the functions of Paris on the opening day; and lastly,
and studied at all times, by the itinerant
lost forever. Can it be dene? Of course rulers, who are not a terror
they
want
introductions
to
President
Mec|
to evil-doers
it can be done.
Look at those suggest- and a praise to them that do well
Neither of these things are preachers of fifty years ago. There is now
but Mahon.
ive figures Rpiah have appeared so often rather a terror to the innocent and peace- feasible, and the ‘ Honoraries” are dis- in the library of our Theological School,
in these coltimns.
One-half cent per ful citizen and a praise to the extortionate satisfied in consequence. England, with John. Colby's ‘Bible, which shows _clearly enough, that it was bought for use, and
week from all our membership would and oppressive ; and we should have
no an exhibit more than six times as large
more than meet this demand.
Will it be room for them either. It is a grand thing as that of the United States, has only three not as an ornament for the parlor table,
done ? This is the question about which that this country, historically pledged to honorary commissioners; Germany has or for accession to a library.
I am not ignorant of the tact, that one
the friends of the Mission are most anx- Turkey and historically committed, as the seven, Russia has three, and no nation has
ious. God has set. before our people in Crimean war indicates, to maintain -the more than ten, with the exception of the with the culture and discipline of the colIndia an open door.
Will we enter? integrity of the Ottoman Empire, never- United States, which has one hundred and lege course may, by reading Theology in
Forty years ago this field was given us. theless has suffered that Empire to be fifty, or about as many as all the other connection with active work, become an
Much labor and prayer have been ex- broken up and has abandoned its rulers, nations which participate in the exposi- eminent and successful minister of Jesus
.pended upon it. Shall we yield it now, because the interests of humanity requir- tion put together. The Parisians think it Christ. We have too many examples of
it to leave a doubt, just as we have of like
and acknowledge that we can not hold ed; and it would be a follyas well
as a absurd, and, in my opinion, they are not
success
even without the. college course.
what we have won?
The present isan shame, now the offending despotism has far from the truth.
:
But what I say is, that is not the natural
extraordinary crisis in our work, one of met with its deserved chastisement at
In
my
next,
I
shall
endeavor
to
give
the
those crises in which God lays great bur- | hands of a great. power, to—quarrel -with-|- some idea
the |
of the arrangement
of the Ex- way, it is not the best way, it is not.
| dens upon his people
in order that they that power because it is a traditional ene- position—a difficult task,owing to the un- most economical way. What I claim is,
‘may gain great vietories. © Great success
my and because its conduct as a conqueror finished condition of everything,” and the that ‘nothing does nor can constitute a
always demands great sacrifice.
Who
in war does not suffer us to forget that it fact that there are two separate and dis- full and adequate substitute for regular,
are the men ‘who will come forward in is itself hardly free as yet frem the faults | tinct exposition buildings, and grounds, systematic, and timely study.
We should not mistake the full legitithe palace of the Trocadero and the palthis crisis, in behall’ of sows in India?
it punishes.
THOMAS GOADBY.
0-0-0
ace of the Champ de Mars, divided by the mate end of theological
fxgining. It is
Our ‘ new plan” is working well as far
PARIS CORRESPONDENCE.
river Seine and united by the bridge of not mere study, though it be the study of
as it has been introduced; our churches
HoTEL DU LOUVRE, PARIs,
Jena. The view from the terrace back of the Bible. It is not simply knowledge,
are being educated to systematic giving;
:
April
14,
1878.
the Trocadero is simply superb, and will though it be the knowledge of the Chrisbut the process is slow.
Are there not
Another fortnight, and the grand Expo- form the favorite promenade for visitors tian doctrines. It is not a bare
acquaintmen of means who, understand the strasition will open. But it will be far from to the Exhibition.
ance with duty and obligation, though it
~ Lous.
tegic points in the situation, and the neready, and visitors for the first week or
As
A eh"
be the duty and obligation of the Chriscessity for an immediate advance; who
THE DIFFERENCE.
: tian minister. But also that by a
two will have to pick their way carefully
three
hear the divine call; and whose generous
When a church-member commits a years’ contact
among packing cases, shelving, canvas
with all these, there may
hearts prompt them to do larre things in
public sin, the fact of his membership acthis emergency ?, And will not every man, scheens, covering incomplete or unfinished companies the statement of his crime in be acquired a thorough Christian characsections, and bric a brac of all kinds.
ter, an enthusiasm for Christ, and a love
woman and child in all our congregaSomehow or other, these grand interna- every newspaper from Maine to Texas.
of souls. And injust so far as this result
tions, do something for the -Christian conBut when a Christian is found to be a is not
tional
exhibitions
never
are
ready
attained, even theclogical training
on
quest of benighted India? We can not go
hero, the fact that he was a disciple of
time
;
Paris
was
not
ready
is
in
a
1867,
failure.
Vienna
But it is attained at least
‘back. To falter is to lose all which we
Christ is often unaccountably forgotten. If
:
'
:
have gained. From heathen towns and was not ready in 1873, and Philadelphia the heroic Mr. Barron, who recently sur- often.
A former graduate of the Theological
villages, and from the heart of the jun- "was not ready in 1876. In 1867, the Em- rendered his life at Dexter, Me., rather
gles; from overburdened, fainting mis- peror walked through two rows of * con- than swerve from duty, had stolen the ‘School writes, speaking in behalf of his

with the thinking of Edwards and Hodge ;

bo 4

Grau, Adee | AB

and

the

First, the

school

Midnapoor,or some other central location.
Second, the missionaries now at home for

FRIENDSHIP AND FLATTERY.
When Friendship

three things

must be done the present year.

"endowment of the Bible
WEDNESDAY,

Shall

their burden be allowed to drop when
they fall beneath it? The work will suffer unless fresh helpers are at hand to
take up the burden when these lay it

bope of permanent success,

Morning Star,

NO.

IY

whole class, ‘“ We all, I think,

shall

al-

ways remember those, who gave to us
what is infinitely better than mere mental training, love and inspiration for our
work.”
But as I have

already

admitted,

there

is no loud call for these suggestions,
but so long as there is any call, there is a
propriety in making them. ‘So that no
one shall unwarned take a course that
shall diminish

his

usefulness,

or

he

a

‘will be lifted, the work

will

go

grandly

forward and all who have a hand in it
will rejoice because the people have a
mind to work.
A GOOD

EXAMPLE.

.

A letter recently received at this
contains words of eneouragment and
of experience worthy of notice and
sideration. It is from a brother

office:
a bit:
conin a.

neighboring State, concerning the work
at Harpers Ferry. He says, “To aid in:
educating and then elevating the race ourgovernment so‘long oppressed seems to
me the duty of every Christian in the
Upjted States. I have made it a point to
give fifty dollars a year for missionary
purposes,

and,

the

cause

you

present,

(the Girl's Hall) shall have a share.

I

think I gave ten dollars for Harper's Ferry last year, and you may

count

on

that

now.” He speaks other words of encouragement, expressing deep interest in, and:
strong desires for the prosperity
of
the work at home and abroad. May the
Lord abundantly bless him in this life and
that which is to come, and may the num-

ber of those who will

“do likewise” be

multiplied on every
needed halls

hand

shall

be

until

built,

all our

our

debts

paid, our schoois endowed and our missions re-inforced with strong young work-

ers eager for hard work and rejoicing
in —

the privilege of serving the Master
the strength he has given them.
LETTER FROM MISS CRAWFORD.

with.

Dear Friends of the Mission:— *
Rejoice with us.

Last Sabbath

Brother-

Silas Curtis baptized two of our orphan
and three other girls who

are

girls,

members of the

Sdbbath-school {and two of them our day
scholars.
Bro. and Sister Phillips spent
Saturday and Sunday

with

us.

He

preached

in the forenoon and admistered the Lord’s Supper. Bro. Hogbin was also present, having

come

to examine the

English

school.

He

read an

sermon to us in the evening.

We

had a bappy and I trust profitable day.
A brother in Sawyerville, Province
Quebec, has

generously sent

me

of

one hundred

dollars, for which the Lord. reward hinr.
I
feel utterly unworthy to receive it, but the
on

New

Year's

day

and

have

thanks.
The missionaries are all cheered

my

hearty

by

the

in-

Home and Foreign.

-

The first number of ““The

Missionary Helper” has reached us.

It does -

the ladies credit, and will help the cause.

L. CRAWFORD.
Jellasore, March 20,

.

THE SANTAL TEACHERS’

CONVENTION.

We have had a glorious week.
three teachers were wide awake
into every thing with a will.
A

the old named boys.

Jamey

These fortyand entered
word about

Howe

flourished

a handsome book-slate, which he had sent to
him years ago. Things sent out to the people

theological

clair had
to go back ‘the second day, for he
left at home a sick child. He lives forty miles

who, from age,or other circumstances,
are

obliged to forego the advantages of that

course? This question must be answered
in another article.—J. ¥.

MISSION
°

CONDUCTED

BY

WORK.

fore the

American

last

away.

be-

October,

miles awayin the heart of the jungle.
to me.
The first two
first chapter of John,

Christ.

missionary secretaries instead of a burden,
The heawiest part of their burden is the
apprehension of a deficiency of means and

He

The other

three mornings the

(the Word)

was life’s

life was man’s light,
about a mine, so they
containing gold, would
less it was worked, so

the
and

same

light

mine,”

and

ouxs..
in the -

The teachers knew all 1
were told that as.amine. make nobody rich un- -.
this wonderful' mine, .

and

life,

must

be

worked

day in Sabbath-school was the great review of

the week’s morning lessons andiwas wholly satisfactory. The ten commandments: weve perfect, and they showed a goed undexstanding ot’
the subject of the weeks

the teachers do in'these

Semi-annual. conven-

six

months

beforehand,

containing.
i

have all that time to study up.

Merit-marks are giveh according to the reci-

tations andat the last these are all added and

prizes given tothose who get the highest figJamey Howe drew.the §rst prize this,
ures.
ar. Ah, the mail goes this minute L:

sionary stations already established could |

SEE.

yOMidnapore,

March 21;
le—
fl
mmo
Missionary:
The reccipts of the American
5

.

They are all

Association for the first half of its financial

preach the (gospel in regions beyond.”
the order of preferment for the graduat- And this is quite as true in our own case,
ing exercises ;- but I do know, that the though our work is on a small scale comhighest honor should be conferred on him pared with the vast enterprises of the
who has most thoroughly learned how lit- American Board. The burden of our
tle he knows. Let him have the vale- Boards and officers is not that they have
dictory by all means.
But, as already so much to do, but that they have al-

The society has also received $9,921 teward
the payment of its debt, with pledges for $6,-

tiofi of Faculties, when they decide upon

7

-

A printed programme is sent: to. each , |

the subject they will be examined on and’ thevy

Let

receive for a time this enlargement with-

lessons.

The home people would like ta know what °

the

us lift from them this weary load and give
them more joyful work to do. The mis-

out being overwhelmed.

The:

mornings we had
the subject, John

lation is a little differently worded from

teacher

necessity of curtailment of the work.

for

subjectin the other gospels.
In the 20th verse
of the 1st chapter of John the Bengali trans-

‘an enlargement wouldbe a relief to our

and

love

morning Bible-reading of one hour was given:

tions.

year,

He was fresh and firm in his

Jesus. He and his little wife are at least forty

of missionary operations will be immediately required. Societies and boards are
at hand, all ready to transmit a four-fold
effort and movement of the churches. Such

of the

body borFt was so
John Sin-

from it the light and, life. They, seized the
jdea. Many of them are praying men.
Sun-

said, ¢ No enlargement of the machinery

of men at the end

.

every day, by secret prayer im order. to get

REV. G. C. WATERMAN,

Board,

nedYly worn out one, which every
rowed, because it was the sharpest.
good to see those dear faces again.

containing

WHAT THE BURDEN IS.
President Fairchild in ‘his sermon

-

.

here are greatly prized. Joseph Odell keeps
his knife and uses it too, but Jamey had a

graduation, so that, free from the distraction of teaching and preaching, it
might have been more satisfactory. |
have felt this more sensibly in connection with preaching than’ teaching.
Now if the theological course be of so
much importance to the college graduate,
what shall we say of it in the case of those

-

°

creased efforts put forth in behalf of missions,

source of life-long regret. There is no
item in my own preparation for this work
that has been so often and so deeply regretted, as that I did not enter on my

course sooner after college

-

Lord gives me many undeserved blessings.
Some sisters too very kindly remembered me

anxiously waiting for means and men to year ending March 81st, have been $85,752.
959 more conditioned on the’ payment.

debt during. the year. ,

<. The Coltons will soon publish a
gionary pap, for which a want has

of the

.

large mislong been

t. The stations of the American Board.
eli have a.special mark..of designation,

,
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Department.

Practical Truths. (1) We see that God
knows and governs the course of history.

“Sabbath - School Lesson.--May
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTES

BY

Questions see

PROF.

Lesson

natura! principles, but God, unseen,

19.

J. A, HOWE.

an empire on earth,
Like himself it is
invisible, and, like himself,it is known by

Papers.)

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM.
“GOLDEN

TEXT:

its manifestations.

peace, love, purity, honor,

“ There is a God in heaven

that revealeth secrets.”’—Daniel 2:28,
Daniele=2:36-43.

36. * This is thedream.”

The dream
after the king

on the Chaldeans and magicians to recall and relate,Daniel was enabled to declare. Having related the dréam he now
explains it. The ability of Daniel thus
shown was no natural gift, Inanswer to
his own prayers and those of his compan-

ions God graciously revealed to Daniel in
a dream what he wished to know. “King

- The

scepter of Nehuchad-

nezzar was swayed over other nations be-

sides his own.
was king ofthe

He conquered,
kings of Syria,

and so
Egypt,

by

of Babylon,

those

gave

of

any

efficient teachers,

other

work

in

hope,

the empire

the average

at-

who

come

not

before

ing.

of this

-did not include every other nation. ‘Thou
art this head of gold.” The king dreamed that he saw a great image having ‘a
head of gold.” . Different parts of the
empires, and the

“head of gold signified the empire of Babydon. ‘* Gold,” rather than other metal,
was a fit symbol of the riches and splenvdor of Nebuchadnezzar.
+ Another kingdom inferior to thee.”
All writers agree
that the Medo-Persian empire is meant.
Babylon, in 538B. C., was conquered by

‘ rhe Medes and

Persians under Darius. 4
* “.dnferior to thee.” The character of this |
~ ewpire was represented, in the image, by.
The library contains 153 volumes, a
_i the breast
and arms-of silver. Media was | "number wholly inadequate
to the needs of
one arm, Persia the other.
In Dan. 7:5, the school, but it is hoped that the need
where a vision of beasts corresponds, in
will soon inspire a means of supply.
meaning, fo this image, the empire of
Five of the members wére removed by
- Babylon is likened to a winged lion, and the angel of death
during the summer and
--that of the Medes and Persians to a bear. autumn of '77,
all of whom left a good
"This empire continued for 200 years and
record, giving evidence that for them to
= was very powerful.
die was gain.
© “Third kingdom of brass.”
In the
The school is now under the supervis~ image, the belly and thighs were of brass.

ion of Mr.

-In the vision of beasts, the third was a
winged leopard. The Macedonian kingdom of Alexander is the one meant. . Tt
existed from about 334—142 B. C. ** The
fourth kingdom.” Shown in the image.
by the iron legs, and the feet and toes,
part ofiron and part of elay. In the vision of beasts, this kingdom is represented
as a dreadful and terrible animal, with
iron teeth.

co-operation

whole-souled

their reign,

as

Daniel men-

We

will

&d; ands to be planted after they are in
ruins. They were broken in pieces in

Christ, will be shattered.

of

Tho’ I leave kind friends so dear.
¢ Also”—dear humble Christian,
Work on, work on, for life
Is quickly, surely fading

With

every fleeting breath.

W. C. KING.

taing around us,

word,‘ can't.”

cultured, he still

made

the

most

of his

opportunities.
Morning,
noon, and
night, he plods on, ever and anon repeat-

ing, * I will.”

The trivial duties of life

are well done, not because they are more
attractive to him than to another, but because he realizes that in this lies success,

and “I will” makes all labor lighter. Depend upon it, such an one will outstrip
your talented, cultured, but feeble-willed
man by many odds in the race of life.
Show me a youth who looks above and

beyond the barriers in his path,
who heeds
not the allurements to an easier one held
to view so vividly by the tempter, sturdily answering “I will,” and at some future
day I will show you an eminently useful
if not a great man.
Listen to Napoleon answering the obJections of an aide-de-camp that the Alps

BY MRS,

That

angels will in heaven

rejoice

If you repent this day.
Then

“ Be ye also stead fast;’’
Be firm, be bravé, be true!

"Twill make you, oh, so happy,
And you will praise Him, too,
. And when your work.on earth is done,
He'll take you to Hig glorious home.
. Yow’ll hear the highest’ heavens

ring

With songs of praises to the King.

The Sunday-school Convention at Atlanta, Ga., was well attended,and the ex-

CARY.

“ They that sow in tears

shall reap in

Joy."

How soul-cheering the thought when
Sorrow’s hand lays heavily upon us, that
tears are to be wiped away, that the dark

clouds of affliction will vanish in Gods
own good time and the bright sunlight of
his love and power will penetrate the
gloom and dispel the darkness. With this

blessed sunbeam of truth shining upon
us in its sweetest effulgence from the
sacred page, the poignancy of our grief
is greatly diminished.

The

burdens

of

life weigh less heavily upon us and the
many cares and

hardships, when viewed

from this stand-point, assume a different

2s prophecy of events. sure. to ‘o¢- ercises were both interesting and profita- aspect
ble.

D. E.

young Christian,

Firmly take your stand.
And spread the name of Jesus Christ
Throughout your native land.
And dear, dear sinner, listen,
And hear our Saviour sap,
:

and

gleams

of

obscuring

peace;

hope

the

are

sunlight

overflowing, still, there

idle lamentation,

is

The

something more than mere exhortation;
we need solid truth,—the ground of all

and

are but stepping-stones

to

‘| some higher thought or nobler aspiration.

will

world

bring

can

into full

Working, then, humbly at the foot

the cross,

and feeling

of

our pilgrimage

drawing fast to a clese, let us

see to it

that, with all our labors and entertaining
powers, we have not neglected
tain

strangers,

for

some

to enter-

thereby, you

know, entertain angels unawares. And
then there will be the satisfaction of
knowing that our labors were not for the
favor of a few, as men-pleasers. But

partially

lost

stated clearly, and, if need be, illustrated, should be sent home to the conscience
and the heart. Euelid is very well in
the school ; but a sermon, addressed to
guilty, perishing sinners, whose day of
grace may close within the hour, should,
plainly, be somewhat. different: from a

need have no fear bat that God's cause in
general will prospér, and our own beloyed home be built up;

no

field

time

for

is before
and

the

cold demonstration,

our

D. The half hour or more assigned to
the spreacher by modern custom, and
which, in so many instances, reaches the
limit of modern patience, is the golden
opportunity of the ambassador of Chiist.
He has no time to waste in useless apologies, which few may care to hear, or in
a long drawn exordium, or irrelevant

Heavenly Father,and to the work of sowing this seed are we called,
If we sow,

we shall reap. Seed-time precedes the
harvest as well in the garden of Mind a3
in the broad fields of Nature. If we would gather the beautiful blossoms of joy and peace, we must willing»
ly, cheerfully, sow the seeds Which inevitably produce them.
If we would pluck the ripe, 2oiden fruit
of wisdom and truth, we must first sow
the seeds of desire and earnest inquiry;
diligently watch their germination and
growth, uprooting the weeds of impatience and selfishness, and thoroughly
prune the fungous growth of pride and
superstition, The benign influences of
Faith, Hope and Charity are also essential as vitalizing elements in the healthy
and luxuriant production of wisdom and
truth. If our ¢ harvest” is to be one of
joy, as this Scripture lesson declares,

if the great future has untold beauties to
gladden the eye and cheer the heart ; if in
the * Beautiful Beyond,” all tears are to
pass away, and in their place come joy
and peace everlasting,—how should

this

thought affect our lives ? Should we not
render our hearts submissive to the Divine will ? Labor with willing hand and
earnestness of purpose in the Master's
vineyard,— ever looking upward in sorrow's hour, realizing that a kind and
loving Father hath sent these afflictions

for

God

useful exhortation ; yet, every great truth,

been prepared

as beautiful lessons

be it done never so slyly the

see it), him
salvation, |

star-

ground made ready to receive it, by

us, the seed has

—
preacher that works with one eye single
to God's. glory and the salvation of
souls and lets go pulling and hauling (for

the

though

to our sight by the dark and gloomy
clouds
of despair;
though sorrow’s
tears .bedim our vision and we feel
that our cup of sadness
is full to

soul discipline

speculations, or

ending

frivolities

with

Q.- E,

of any’

sort.

He should hasten, decorously, to his
message, and keep to it, resolved, God
due impression.

He should well

stand what he is there for, what

underhe

took

at hand),.ina sermon, put upon

And, working this way through

yes,

life, we

up

so high

that wicked men and devils will tremble
when

they

hear

the

thunders

of the

mighty tread of that host that knew
recognized none but Christ.

and

nl

TWO SETS OF ARMOR.
The armor with which Satan furnishes
his followers is directly the reverse of
that Christian armor described by the

apostle Paul.

Instead of a

girdle of

truth, he girds the sinner with the

and

deceit.

breastplate of Christ's

girdle

Instead

of the

righteousness,

up the ministry for, and see that the people comprehend it, too, if he can. To
let off a sermon is a small affair, a poor

with

own

righteousness.-

business.

fends himself against the curses of the
law and the arrows of conviction. In-

To win souls, and lift Chris.

tians to an earnest life, should be his un-

faltering aim.

foundation of these
Not all are emotional

and like errors.
by nature, while

some are; but holy unction is no gift
He

of his

Instead

the shield of faith, the. sinner has
shield of unbelief; and with this he

of
the
de-

stead of the sword of the Spirit, which is

5. The lack of unction may lie at the

nature.

fancied

a breastplate

he

furnishes him

who

is by nature

of

ardent,

and he whois naturally sluggish,

may

each have it. Loudness of speech is no
sure index of unction, nor is boisterous
action, nor an unnatural tone, nor a

put-

on manner in any respect. It is. not so
easily described as felt. The preacher
is not wholly unconscious of it when
under its sway, nor are the hearers all
unaware of its presence with the preacher.
We can not obtain it from books,
men, nor-even from the luminous teach-

0-0-0

the common people (by far the largest
class), an unwonted task; and when
preaching requires unusual and excessive
labor to apprehend it,. such hearers are
soon weary, and may give but a languid
attention. There is-no saving charm in the
unnoted sound of even the most felicitous
utterances.
*‘ How shall they hear,” to:|

what we have done, we have done with
all our might, and to the glory of God.

helping, to obtain a hearing and effect a of error

and spiritual development.

tionary

OON SOLATION.

He’ll make you truly happy
As He made even me.
“ Steadfust,”—dear

of joy

—too much intellectuality, in a discourse,
may binder its best effect. True,we need

ings of the most eminent elocutionary
professor. We can not work up, nor put
HINDRANCES ON THE PREACHERS on, the genuine kind, the only kind sire‘ly and
healthfully
effective. ** The
PART.
Depth saith, it is not in me; and the Sea
ever, and the haitle.of Watecloo was aq-{...
BY D. D. TAP PAN.
saith, it is not with me. It can not be
on him.
For eight long, fearful hours
gotten
for gold, neither shall silver be
had the English sturdily. faced the iron
1. Want of an evident, definite aim.
for the price thereof.” But
hail.
Column after column of brave. Desultory remarks, however valuable, in- weighed
men were mown down like grain before troduced at random, and largely pervad- God is ready to give it, when thoroughly
It is this, more than
the sickle, and as often this sullen com- ing the discourse, may prevent a distinct desired and sought.
mand from the leader, * File up, File impression. We might say of such a peculiar intellectual endowments, soundup,” rolled along the line, carrying his sermon that it was good, but we can néss of judgment, strength of memory,
¢wn determined purpose to every heart. not readily give an account of it, and exuberance of imagination, aptitude for
| The crisis came, the order to ‘ charge”
illustration, skill in adaptation, melliflunothing has very especially rested upon
was given, and the irrepressible «I will,” the mind. A momentary, superficial at- ent speech, knowledge of men, any, or
all of them, that ensures success.
When
conquered, as it always does.
tention to many discursive thoughts is
What is there worth winning in life adverse to the deep impression of any- other excellences “exist, this mightily inWhere some are
that it does not require labor to attain? thing in particular. + The hearer goes creases their power.
Obstacles are only stepping-stones to a home perhaps not more aroused than lacking, this more than supplies the
want,
|
higher plane. Defeats, if rightly improv- when he came to the service.
Young
ministers,
honored
servants
of
ed, areomens of victory.
If the old-time .custom,—modified,— of
Washington lost more battles than he having, andin some way making prom- the Lord Jesus, let it be effectually comwon. Such-men trample impossibilities inent, separate heads, were more ex- mended to you te seek for this, beyond
Tt shall pressinto
under their feet.
In the conflict of life, tensively in vogue, would not this add all other acquisitions.
success will be attained by the soldier who clearness and definiteness to the discourse, ‘the most eflicient and successful service,
is willing to fightto the last, bitter end, assisting
the preacher to keep to his every quality of mind and heart, every
e’en though it be upon his knees when he topics, and the hearer to note or set up native and acquired power for good,—
can no longer stand. Are you willing to some way-marks as he travels on with whatever pertains to you, which nay
always be a nonentity in life? Will you hini?
minister, on your part, to the achieve9
remain in mediocrity ? If so, back down
‘Want of directness may hinder the ment of the great ends of (his most suband out of the race; say, ‘‘ Ic-a-n-'t win, Y best effect of preaching. General obser- lime vocation.
and then don't try.
++
vations, highly suitablein their place,
It was Philip the Indian Chief who should not abotind in preaching. - They
OHRIST ONLY.
-said to the hesitating warrior, ““ Go away do not, usually, come down with power
BY G.B. CUTLER,
among the squaws and children.” Gen- upon the hearers. Men are naturally too
ius is greatly over-estimated, as a rule it self-ignorant, too self-righteous, and too
Let all that love God preach a Chrisis all included in these magic words, *I indolent, in the things of religion, to tian unity of labor for the salvation of
will ;” but for their influence it would re- make a due personal
application of precious souls. Though we have propermain hidden.
The world is severely them. Pointed appeals may not be so ly made a choice of a home in one or the
matter-of-fact, and he who would win the
readily evaded.
* And Nathan said to other of the branches of God's great
laurels of its applaudits must wrest them
David, thou art the man.”
There was church on earth, we should be very carefrom its grasp by force.
no escaping this, and the prophet was ful lest we get more particularly inter“I will” inspires the youth to wait
doubtless wise in skillfully preparing ested in the upbuilding of our branch of
long, tedious years, and patiently drill
the way for it. Skill is the attendant of the church, than in rolling the car of saltill he can go out and compel the respect
the most effective preaching, and may vation with all its wheels (not one) upof men. “I will,” melts mountains into
prevent pungency from missing its intent. ward and onward toward the portal of
mole hills.
Neither law nor gospel tolerates rude- our final home.
- «I will” points the path from poverty ness, nor are exasperating and bungling
I have found, .in my very small experito affluence.
‘I will” is the guide-board personalities . excusable.
But, time is ence, that td know nothing but Christ and
on the road from oblivion to distinction.
wasted, and immortal souls are trifled with, him crucified means a great deal, and
4 T will” breaks the fetters of evil habits when frigid ¢¢ generalities,” whether during the past winter I have preached
as if they were silken threads.
‘I will,”
« glittering” or dusky, are substituted Christ and that'his blood cleanses from
if Tightly used, makes a man of the sot. for cogent arguments and earnest, affecall sin. Not one word about my own beIf, on the other hand, it is wrongly aptionate appeals.
‘loved branch of the church or its doctginplied, how swift is the fall from sobri3. Allied to this is a lack of simplici- al points, but simply the blessed Saviour ;
ely.
ty.
Involved sentences, the profuse em- ‘and oh, how God moved upon the masses
Like all God's choicest gifts, rightly
ployment
of hard words (less out of to repent and be saved.
appreciated, it is a savor of life unto lifes
place
in
a
book;
which one may read, if
I feel'that our being very often ‘alone
abused, of death unto death,
he choose, at his leisure, and: with a dic-- with God in secret prayer, and with tears
>

Now try and think of Jesus
He’s done so much Yor thee,

ous beginning of it, and of its increase

: B

have a friend, below no more,

And soon, dear Lord, I'll see Thee,

Christ's kingdom, of the small, myster i-

and universal prevalence.
Let any ore
compare the religion of Christ on the day
of his ascension with it to-day, and he
- will be convinced that this prophecy has
_ mot failed. ** Zhe dream is certain.” That

Sunday-school

“ Ye"—know not, oh, ye know vot,
The time when Jesus comes
To call His dear and loved ones
Up to his glorious home.
Know you,dear friends,He’s called me,
I’ve answered tho’ still here,

No power can

‘mountain
and filled the whole earth.” It
is a symbol of the supernatural origin of

his

To welcome death’s embrace,
For béing always stead fast
‘We'll see His blessed face.

destroy the religion of Christ.
It will
live immortal as the truth.
“ The stone cut out of the mountains

withouthands.” The king in his dream
.saw this
sfpne, and it became ‘‘ a great

to

" Then let us all be ready

It shall stand for-

the power

an or-

‘ Be"—ever ready, Christian, To answer to the call!
Oft times, when least expected,
The sword of death does fall.

vever.” The power of armies is one pow- |
ver, of science is another; of false faiths is
against

faithful and

But with the /hosts above.
‘Whilst passing calmly thro’ death’s door,
He left this message with his love =

The truth of Christ is to pre- |

arrayed

earnest,

pastor,Rev. Louis Malvern,

this message
friends:

vail where once these kingdoms stood.
Christ's kingdom succeeds the four nam-

powers,

of its

California, trusting in Jesus, and leaving

. prevail over error. Ilence, his reign can
not be overturned.
“ Not be left to other
. people.” The people of God alone shall
possess this kingdom.
No others can
~ever enter it, much
less inherit it.
~*% Break in pieces and consume all those |

. another ; of vice is another, and all these

for

“BE YE ALSO STEADFAST.”
The following verses were composed
by E. B. Hart, of Cleveland, Ohio, -and
fledicated to W. W. Lewis, who died in

political lords, a new and

_ preparation for him,

has

~

- spiritual kingdom shall be bégun.
«¢ Set
4p a kingdom.” The kingdom of Christ.
“Never be destroyed.” Tn its nature the

kingdoms.”

who

school is, and will continue to be,

The former is far more

+ trmth of Christ is indestructible, and

Leavitt,

gan of power in the church, in the community and in the world.—A. E. 1. H.,
Sec. and Treas.

der’s successors, the Greco-Syrian, or the

tions in the other three cases successive
« empires. ‘He does not leap centuries
“and pass by powerful kingdoms at home,
to take up ithe history of empires whose
~capitals were in the West. The kinigdom |
rghatthe- successors of Alexander juled
well corresponds to the descriptive imagery of it in this, and in other chapters.
‘The tocs of the feet.”
These represent
the ten kings denoted inthe vision of
beasts (Dan. 7:8) by ten horns. The
*¢ little horn” there specified refers to Antiochus Epiphanes. °
‘In the days of those kings.”
During

C.

and above all with the blessing of Almighty God, we claim that our Sunday-

and to conquer other nations. The king- dom here meant is either that of Alexan-

probably. the one meant.

A.

some years held the position, being admirably adapted to the work, and is unquestionably the right man- in the right
place.
‘With such means and appliances as the
school now possesses, with the hearty

It was tobe as strong as iron,

+ empire of Rome.

that God intends each and every one to
labor; there are duties devolving upon
Among the many maxims of our lanus which can not be passed by, and we
guage, there are none finer, or more re| have not the power to choose the time or
plete with a sterling truth than this:
conditions’ when this labor must neces** Where there is a will there is a way."
sarily be performed. Though the night of
On the other hand, many a man’s vocabaffliction may have hung her sable curulary can all be condensed into this one
BY

The
yearly penny
collection has
amounted to £50.
‘The picnic and excursion during the summer added a neat
little sum to the treasury, besides affording a day brimfull of healthful enjoyment
obstructed his army, ¢¢ Then there, shall
to the children, as well as to those of an
be no Alps, and that marvel of engineero'der growth.
ing skill, the road across the Simplon,
The school bas contributed largely towas the result. No finer example of the
wards the purchase of the pulpit-set for
influence this element has exerted in the
the new church, and settees for the vesworld’s history is offered us than that of
try, and is not bankrupt yet, but has a]
the struggle between
Ergland and
small capital laid by for future use. The Br rance. The impetuosity and prowess
primary department is in the hats of
of the latter were a match for the stolidity
those well suited to the work, who love of the former.
the children as did the Great Master, and
For a quarter of a century had Welwho strive to awaken in their tender
lington overcome seemingly insurmountaminds a love for the good, the pure and
ble difficulties by simply wearing them
th@ holy.
out.
A decisive time had arrived, how-

king was very broad, but its boundaries

image signified different

can

their scholars ¢* like the unthinking horse
into battle,” but who prepare themselves
for the work by careful research and interchange of thoughts, acquired at the
weekly session of the teachers’ meet-

- guage is that of compliment, not of exact

It is true that

we

are 2560 members, while

Eastern king.
He made Babylon the
wonder of the world.
* Ruler over them
- all. “All” includes the territory inhabited by men, beasts and birds.
Thg lanfact.

‘Hence,

tendance per Sabbath is about 127. There
are 15 classes conducted by earnest and

to this ** king of kings” his ¢ kingdom,
power, and strength, and glory.” The
power and glory of Nebuchadnezzar were
"never surpassed

umph.

privations it sustained during the erection
of the new church edifice, it “has retained
its full membership and stands to-day on
a better basis than ever before.
There

archs.
‘“ The God of heaven hath given
‘thee.”
Daniel, as a monotheist, tells
this polytheistic king that the one God of
not the gods

ap-

(8) The kingdom of God will tri-

autumn of ’76,or the after vicissitudes and

Arabia and other nations.
This, howeyer, was a common title of Oriental mon-

heaven,

manhood

pear.

The thought comes home to the soul

Inthe makeup of every truly successful man, this faculty stands as the great
world so long as it stands, and in the balance wheel of his helo: You are
what you will to be.
bearts of the redeemed forever.
That it is possible for a man to be
—
hedged around and borne down by adTHE LACONIA (N. H.) SUNDAYverse circumstances is true, but we genSCHOOL.
erally over-estimate the power of these
Believing that many of the readers of foes. If we only buckle on the armor
the Star are interested in Sunday-school and combat them: bravely, they will in
work and progress, we present a few time melt way.
facts relative to the condition of the. LaThe truly proud man boasts not ; that
conia F. B. Sunday-school during the he never fell, but that every .time he
past year, ending April 1.
scrambled to his feet again; that though
Notwithstanding the ‘ tongue of fire” his natural abilities were few and slimly
that swept away its entire library, in the

had forgotten it, and after he had called

of kings.”

reigns,

labor in hope, in'hope build up schools
and churches at home and abroad.
(4)
The reign of Christ is to endure in our

Notes and Hints,

of Nebuchadnezzar which,

Where God

reap in joy.”

I WILL.

con-

trols the issue of events.
(2) We see
that the God of heaven now has a realm,

sentence, ‘* They that sow in tears shall

1

Empires rise and full in accordance with

A grand and vitalizing truth is conveyed
to the mind when reading the beautiful

Communications,

away. The good we get is, commonly,
obtained on the spot. But if, while a
hearer is striving to grasp the import of
one lofty expression, the preacher has
pushed forward with other difficult utterances, the prospect of great benefit from
the performance to so perplexed a hearer
is. but dim,
4, Extended metaphysical arguments,

ww

pleading for the souls of men, has much:
to do with our success as servants of the
“living God, working for the welfare of
those about us.
At any rate, when we get the worth of
a precious soul burdened on our hearts,

which wrings from that heart of ours- the
most pathetic appeal to God, so that he

answers our prayer by saving that soul
edification and salvation; unless they un- from sin, then i\ is we feel very little of
derstand the preacher? It should be con- that sectarian strife thats so widely desidered that the mass of people are la-- veloped in the world to-day by the difboriously employed, during. the week ;. ferent: branches of God's church. Oh, -|
that T might say something to peihaps
and many,doubtless, come to the Sabbath:
worship but partially recovered from the express more clearly the object of my
week's exhaustion. ~ Something not de- most earnest prayer. We are notalways
‘manding severe mental effort may arrest to feel that we are the nearest to God's
and fix attention. But a style of expres-- kingdom, or any such. notions. Because
sion quite above that to which they are the mass of humanity before us is conaccustomed discourages, and then in- tinually saying, ‘‘ Why doesn’t he preach

the word of God, he teaches him to wield

the sword of a tongue set on fire of hell,
and furnishes him with a magazine

of

cavils, excuses and objections with which
to attack religion and defend himself.
He also builds him many refuges of lies,
in which, as in a strong castle, he proudly hopes to shelter himself from the
wrath of God.— Payson.
Ef
ff. EE——

GEMS OF THOUGHT.
Hope is a lover's stafl.— Shakespeare.
Mercy to him that shows it is the rule.

Cowper.
Ambition hath but two steps—the Jowest, blood ; the highest, envy.— Lilly.
Man is an animal that can not long be
left in safety without occupation; the
growth of his fallow nature is apt to run
into weeds.— Hillard.

To 16vé in order to be loved in return,
1s man ; but to love for the pure

sake

of

loving, is almost the characteristic of
angel.— Lamartine.

an

It is never permissible to degrade the
human soul for the advantage of others,
nor to make a villain for the service of
hongrable people.— Rousseau.
We part more easily with what we
possess than with our expectations of
what we wish

always goes

for’;

because

beyond

3¥pesiation

enjoyment —

Henry

Home,

The disposition to give a cup

of cold

water to a disciple is a far nobler 'property than the finest intellect.

but not

a fine intellect,

the

Satan

has

image

of

God.— Howell.
It is the most momentous question a
woman is ever called upon to decide,
whether the faults of the man she loves
are beyond remedy and will drag her
down, or whether she is competent to be

his earthly redeemer and lift'him to her
own level.— Holmes.
There is a Russian proverb which says
that misfortune is next door to stupidity ;
and it will generally be found that men
who are constantly lamenting their illluck are only reaping the consequences
of their own neglect, mismanagement,improvidence -or want of application.—
Samuel Smiles.
As freely as the firmament embraces
the world, so mercy must encircle friend
and foe. The sun pours forth impartial
ly his beams through all the regions of
infinity ; Heaven bestows the dew equal-

ly on every thirsty plant.

Whatever

good and comes from on high
sal

and

without

reserve;

is

is" univer-.
but

in

the

heart’s recesses darkness dwells. —Sehiller.

There is no art or

science that

is too

difficult for industry to attain to; it is the
gift of tongues, and makes a man understood and valued in all countries and by
all nations. It is the philosopher's stone,
that turns all metals;, and even stones,
into gold, and suffers no want to break.

into its dwelling. It is the north-west
passage that brings the merchant's ships
to him
as soon

as he can desire.

word, it congpers all enemies,

In

3

and makes

fortune itself pay contribution.—Clarendon.

There oan be no
Summer..

The

very

barrenness in full
sand

will

yield

something. Rocks will have mosses,and
every rift will have its) wind-flower; and
every crevice a leaf; while from the fer-

tile soil will be reared a gorgeous troop
of growths, that will carry their life in
ten thousand forms, but all with praise
to God. And so it is when the soul
knows its Summer.- Love redeems its

weakness; clothes its barrenness, enricheg-its poverty and makes its very
to bud

er.

and blossom as the

deser;

rose'—Beech-.

:
The Lord takes up none but the forsak-

en; makes

none

healthy

but

the

sick;

gives sight to none but the blind; makes

the straight Bible truths, and let his none alive but the dead; sauctifies none
appropriates little or nothing. Few of brother or sister churches alone?” and: but sinners, and to all these He is pre-«
us, probably, carry much of a sermon they also say one to the other, that the cious.—ZLuther.

duces f state of listless passivity which

4

“Doctrine and Life”

.in God’s
It was

_ THREE OLD SAWS.

‘We say

‘Let the comfort hide from view
Winters that deform it.
Hearts as frozen as your own

if sin

to wa

fires

To that radiance gather;
You will soon forget to moan,

”

houses in it!
1 to
Will it help your loneliness
On the windsto din it!
Raise a hut, however slight,

$-b-8-4-4
* roe

FUTURE PUNISHMENT.

stitute

no

claiming

Orthodox,

Universalism

obstacle

advocate

shonld con-

to membership

with

evangelical churches,nor to any customary
recognition and endorsements as preachers
of the gospel. This plea ismade ‘all the
more, of late, sihce Universalism, .as is
claimed, is assuming a more evangelical
type.

.

Itis,

indeed,

a

wrong to

exact

needless

tests, to magnify merely speculative matters into undve importance. Whether Universalism can come into recognition
under this head, is deserving of consideration.
It has had as many phases as the
moon. During the prevalence of Calvinism it was
Calvinistic in its base,

trusting to the

absolute sovereignty of

evil

is

no

loss at

is "a thing

all,

existing

only

It becomes us to proceed
according

to this theory,

strangely

to newly

the

church,

and
its

ministry,

its

by Universalism,
Calvinistically interpreted. Interpreted by the many errors
it involves, it is simply a subtle infidelity. Doubtless many have adopted
the conclusion,

without

accepting

errors
involved—have
bearings of the theory;

these

not traced the
but the leaders

have seen, and adopted, and avowed.

sal salvation upon universal

reformation,

makes any nearer approach to truth and
safety, we will consider in a subsequent
article.

more liberal, it is accommodating itself to emphasized human freedom, and
seems quite inclined to “predicate the

HIS OWN STUFF !
How natural it sometimes is in the
order of God's house, to neglect some
portions as being of minor importance.
Perhaps the Scripture lesson is unduly
abridged, or is read with unseemly haste,

where.
When,

if ever, Universalism becomes

so evangelical

thatit shall tend to pro-

in order to make room

unusual

length.

duce, as its legitimate result, the genuine

parts

are

reformation

most

of

of its

advocates,

then, cer-

— tainty; stHovers-of
“Christian reform-witt
be ready to give it deserved

sanction.

Hitherto it has fallen far“ short of this.
It 18, however, as yet by no means certain that Universalism will generally
throw off its hitherto Calvinistic type,
nor is it certain that its later utterances,
claiming the certain reformation of all
men, some time, will be

found

to harmo-

nize with entire human freedom.
The evil and danger of Universalism
lie notin the simple belief that all men
will be finally holy and happy, but in
the errors involved in the premises to the
final conclusion. This will appear upon
reflection.
1. Calvinistic Universalism predicates
its conclusion upon the theory of God's

absolute sovereignty.
love;

* God's nature is

he wills the salvation

he will execute

of all

his will,

and

men;

all men

will, therefore, be saved.”

But sin and misery now exist. God
does, or does not, will their existence.

On the theory just stated,
will. them,

they

would

if God did not
not

exist, and therefore God

be.

They

wills them, and

has willed all the sin and wretchedn
ess
which have fallen to our race in all time.
Universalism has generally accepted
this conclusion, advocating that
sin
and misery, in the present life, do in
some way belong to God's own plan of

human

discipline and

development ;—

are allowed and overruled in a manner
and degree
making them . consonant

with the greatest good of the race, on

the whole. Universalism does so affirm,
and must. This will appear, if we ask,
Isit possible that sin shall ultimately,

taking in the whole of existence,
in man, or in any other being,

©ffect

as beings,

any diminution of possible
good in
virtue and happiness? To affirm is to
say that God can
and does will an
endless evil to his creatures, or to surrender the theory which makes all events
to harmonize with the good
pleasure
of

God.

Universalism

advocated

the

has,

uniformly,

negative.

therefore, that sin is not

It

any

ac-

af

credited sense of that term.
If, in accepting the conclusion that, all
men will be saved, we must also accept
a theory

results,
slowly.

which

then

spoils all ‘essential

'dis-

it becomes us to proceed

No

possible

with

the

stanzas.

think that only

evil,—no

need of a Redeemer.

Universalism has resorted to many an

ingenious method of evading this con-

clusion, but has signally failed, tending,
on the whole, to a fearful depreciation
of the character and mission of the Son
of God.
Professionally, none emphasize,
more than they, salvation through Christ.

hymns,

to ‘ omit”

Many

the sérmon

consequence;

of

devotional

or the

directions

seem. to

is

of

whereas, in

‘much
the true

conception of the public service of the
sanctuary every part is important, and
should receive due émphasisand appropriate preparation.
§
How much fresher would the Scripture reading seem, should the minister
study it carefully beforehand, reading
it aloud in his retirement, with reference to expression,
emphasis, and a
true
with

interpretation
of
preparation,
also,

its
meaning,
for a [rare

terse remark by way
of explanation
here and there. There s'ould be preparation also for the devoui nal

‘exercises,

inasmuch as the minister 1s to lead the
thought of the whole congregation to
the throne of grace, and to give exression to the common need.
The

ymns would

be

read with

better

ef-

fect (or such portions of them as are
read), were they
carefully
examined
beforehand; while the sermon
would
be delivered with added power, were
it gone over aloud once or twice before entering the pulpit. In this way
greater familiarity with the
manuscript
would be gained, if the sermon
be
written. The mind would be roused
to a more vivid sense of the truth to
be proclaimed, and the delivery proceed
from a more vigorous mental
state. Thus all parts of the public
service would
be vital with spiritual
life and power, with increased likelihood of freedom from soporific influ‘ence, and
larger prospect of serious
impressions upon the hearers,
Above
all, closet preparation should not be
neglected. If lene
orasse
est
bene
studuisse, so,

by pre-eminence,

to have

prayed well
beforehand, must be to
preach well afterward.
As to the curtailment of other portions of the service for the relief of
the sermon,
we are reminded
of a
good story sometimes told - of himself
y one of our foremost New
England
ulpit orators. When a seminary lad,
e had
gone
out, tremulously,
to
‘ supply”
a country pulpit; and feeling
in his bones that his
discourse was
rather longer than the average, if not
too long for the best effect, he curtailed
the preliminary services to the extent
of omitting
altogether the reading of
the Word. A good, old-fashioned deacon,

of

the

the

close

plain-spoken

came down

of service,

inquisitive,

a little

you

greet-

thé disle at

half-reproachful

‘“I'noticed that
the Scriptur.”
“Yes, sir,”
preacher.
‘I
that, conscious
be

sort,

with

neglected

the halfremark:

to read

meekly responded the
did so.
The fact was
‘that my sermon might

long,

1

ventured

to

the service.”

Ob!” was the reply.

2. The theory which harmonizes sin with

atonement.

the

that methodto shorten

the good pleasure of God, and with the
ultimate best: good of our race, necessitates a virtual denial of the doctrine
of

out

real

Or

hastened over.

ed ‘him as he

follows,

sin in

given

fora sermon

¢ Next

perhapsyou'd better ‘leave out

take

‘time

some

of

Itis said that Socialism in Germany

and Nihilism in Russia, much the same
thing in there purpose, are making great

and that little or nothing

is

done to counteract their progress. The
term Socialism is familiar and includes
in popular apprehension that infidelity
which denies all divine obligation and
that radicalism which casts oft all loyalty
to human
government. .Nihilism,
or
the doctrine of nothing, rejects all sorts
of obligation,’ and professes contempt

But, we inquire,—Did Christ come into
the world with a view to any pre-existing of everything in view of the fact that
liability that sin would, even could, no duty .and no right to punish exist.
Both these theories reject all idea of a
work any ultimate damage fo men? future state and claim the right for an
Here again,fo answer in the affirmative to follow his own will. _ Each oue is to
is to surrender the sine qua non, of the

whole theory,—the absolute sovereignty
of God. Manifestly, if God is sover-

eign in such a sense as that no event
possibly occur

against

His

will,

1S impossible that even a crisis

can

then

ogeurred,

it

be a law
likes.
The

unto himself, and do as he
pie
!

consequences

of such

unbridled

license are in some faint measure to be

imagined, but whenever they begin to
be seen, the hoiror of the result far exceeds

Paris

imagination.

is

the nearest

yet
to see,

In all countries, and under
of government, while human
what it is, this same spirit will
in one or another theory by

all forms
nature is
work out
which so-

ciety is to be

everybody

improved,

and

Never reflect.on

To getit, and

the good of it,

Angel of the

another

the

duty snd

your

earnestly

more

to

your minister

unto

the perfect

day, and the end of your course shall be
in those blissful regions of everlasting
light, where you shall shine forth with
H-your-minister;—and-both—with—Christ—asthe sun in the kingdom of the heavenly
Father.—Jonathan Edwards.
‘¢ How do you know the truth of your
religion?” said an inquirer to a humble
but faithful disciple.
** Just as I know
the

sun

shines,”

said

the

other;

truth

of Christianity,

they have felt, in their

own

enant, the Messiah

of peace,

heathen do.”

it be

The

Commune

manifestation

in

of

‘Thou

shall

The

conclusion,then, from
that we

take

‘His name in vain.”
Christ said once
only in his prayer—our <pattern—¢ Our
Father who art in heaven.”
Do we not
pray somewhat as ‘‘ the unthinking horse
rushes into battle,” and

after we

get in,

are we hot in sore straits to get out again ?
We flounder and thrash.
We say «0
God,” <¢ Dear Lord,” ¢Ieavenly Father

and then, by way of yarioat, we say
0 Heavenly Father,” possibly putting
a ‘* dear” before it in a very ¢‘ unthinking” way, to say-the least.
Some irreverent mortal might fancy
that either, short of ideas, we put

in ex-

clamations like the above * to fill up,” or
that,

quite at our wits’ end, we called up-

on God, as did the
gain

time

prophets

to think,

of Baal,

to

¢¢ What next?”

If

we thought more; prayed briefly, and
¢¢ for the things we have need of,” possibly we should not so flagrantly
offend
Scripture and good taste, and in all probability flippancy would give way to earnestness ; and while men would not so
sharply criticise, God would much oftener

hear and answer.
Beware of a common tendency of which
too much can not be said by way of condemnation.—Pulpit & Pew.

"The Christian Era some time ago published the following ¢¢ bayonet charge” to

a congregation ‘at the installation of a
minister :
Dear Brethren:—I suggest that you
pray for your minister daily; guard his
reputation carefully ; hear hun preach
weekly; listen to the word wakefully;
treasure it up joyfully;

practice

it faith-

fully ; labor with him sympathetically;
attend the prayer and conference meetin
constantly ; support the Sabbath schoo
heartily ; subscribe for him liberally ; pay
him promptly; give him a bit of meat
and a ball of butter occasionally; call on
him frequently, but tarry briefly; greet
him cordially, but not rudely—and may
the God of all grace bless you abundantly
and add unto you daily such as shall he
saved eternally. Amen.

ADVERTISEMENTS,
New

Music

Clark’s

Reed

or prefer-

ences.
Let all your mutual accommodations be
and

free

as

air.
The very felicity is in the mutual cultivation of usefulness.
Consult one another in all that ‘comes
observation,

.

Organ Melodies.

WM. H. CLARKE.
Price, Cloth $3; Bds $2.50.
Mr. Clarke’s celebrated ‘‘ New Method for Reed
Organs” is universally recognized as a_standard

book for instruction.

"A book

by the sani® skillful

hand, and in which the same fine taste is displayed
will be universally welcomed. It has 200 large
pages, Sheet Music size, and about 120 charming
pieces.
:
:

Hill's

Temperance

* (40 cts.)

Glee Bock.

Provides admirably for all the wants

of Clubs and Lodges.
Just the book for
TEMPERANCE
MEETINGS.

GOSPEL

Ditson & Co's Musical Monthly.
Nos. 11 and 12 (each No, 25 cts.: $2.00 per year),
continues the good
work of supplying the best music at the lowest price. 20 pages of choice music
in each number,

selected from Ditson

udable copyrights,

]

&

Co’s

val-

PEARL DROPS. sine biotasy
id

RILLI
i

Ary

&c.

Capital for learners.

\ T

Fine selection of Pi« ano

pieces

of

eas

medium
culty, by Pacher, Allard,
Kinkel and others.
Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price.

OLIVER

DITSON

& C0., Boston.

» E. Ditson & Co.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

tf16

1

THE

CHICAGO,

BURLINGTON

&

QUINCY

R.

R.

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
:
:
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the
t feature of their
houses so the Ma
ment of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXURY

of their

patrons

solely

in

view,

do.

not use

thelr, CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pasa
Traffic, or Sleeping gu
ses (as is the case of the
so-called Hotel Cars) ; once, they are. always kept
sweet, neat and clean.
The moderate charge of

75 cents only, is

made for each meal, and the

Menu

is ample to satisfy the eplcurean taste of the most
fastidious: ‘11 Ti £3E IV
0
1yews
A YEAR.

or

sphere of the other.
A hesitating or grum yielding to the
wishes of the other always grates upon a
loving heart,
‘
pe

Books!!

By

done

Always leave home with loving words,

the experience,

He

the Teacher,
Wisdom, the

—,—,St®

for they may be the last.
z
Marry into different blood temperament from your own.
Never deceive, for the heart once misled can never trust wholly again.
It is the mother who molds the character and fixes the dagioy of the child.
. Never find fault unléss it is perfectly
certain a fault has been committed.
Do not herald the sacrifices you make

within

Reluge,

-

unnecessarily, or too often,

us

[J
the house is on fire.
Lot 'each strive to yield oftenest to the
wishes of the other.

whole-souled,

the

these and a few similar passages, forces
itself upon us that when we call upon God

into a

They who marry for physical characteristics or external considerations will
fail of happiness.
Never make a remark at the expense
of the other.
Never talk at one another, either alone
or in company.
-Give your warmest sympathies for each
other’s trials.
If one is angry, let the other part the
lips only for a kiss.
Neglect the whole world besides, rather
than one another.
;

spontaneous,

He is the Rock,

tain commandment’ reads,

DIVORCE.

habits,

the

not take the name of the Lord thy God
in vain ;"? ‘and another says—‘‘ When ye
pray, use not vain repetitions as the

Be a Christian, and marry a Christian.
Never both be angry at once.
Never taunt with a past mistake.
‘I forgot,” is never an acceptable excue.
A good wife is the greatest earthly
blessing.

tastes,

sin,

faithful and true Witness; in short, he is
the very Word of God., In his name all
divine revelations are summarily com| prehended.—Dr J. H. Van Dyke.

passed by me when I was ly-

to each other’s

for

Sanctification and Sun of all saints.

* be-

surely make

let

Propitiation

is the Truth, the Treasure,
the Temple, the Incarnate

ing in my blood,—He in whom. all fulness of grace and glory resides,—He and
He only shall be my theme.— Anon.

criticise,

prophets,

of woman, the Shiloh, the Surety and the
Shield, the Sacrifice and Sanctuary, the

had made us sinners.—Ceurrick.

If you must
lovingly. : yd

the

the Ransom, the Righteousness and Resurrection of all who shall be saved. He
is the Son of God and of man, the Seed

righteous, as the disobedience of Adam

TO GUARD AGAINST

the

salvation,

At the same

ee,

of all

Physician of souls, the Power of God unto

Our Saviour was obedient under the
law, and fulfilled all righteousness, that

He who

and

and the Morning Star of the everlasting
day. He is the ouly Begotten of the
Father, the Root and Offspring of David.
He is the Prophet, the Priest, the Prince

time there is no intolerance so bitter and
scornful as that of the so-called churches
whose faith consists in not believing.—
Dr. A. P. Peabody.
The higher rose the waters of the Deluge, the higher was the ark lifted on
their bosom: and thus, as the floods of
affliction riSe in the soul that carries
Christ, will it be lifted buoyantly above
them—nearer heaven and everlasting
happiness.
An‘iron put into the fire loseth its rust,
and becometh clearly red-hot; so he that
wholly turneth himself unto God puts off

as

Kansas, Missour: and Towa Improved Farm

First Mortgage Coupor
guarantee,

Bonds

as an assurance,

Agents wanted. Busts

ness legitimate Particulars free.
Address J. WORTH & CO., 8t Louis, Mo,

5

fo
ortland,

0

er day at home. Samples worth
¥, free. Address STINSON & Co.
Me.
1y5

guaranteed.

that

We

we loan not to

exceed one third of the actual value.

In over

six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through us ever did or ever will get an acre:
of land under foreclosure. Sen:
for particulars
and references.
J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan,,
Or Regnery Dickinson, -Manager, 243 Broadway,
New
0 York.
1y49

Ayer’s Oathartic

Pills,

For all the p
nd _ for curi

Physic,
Jaundice

digestion,

Headache,
Eruptions
iousness,
Neural
; for

r brethdead.

Lawgiver of men, the Lamb of God that
taketh away the sins of the world, the
Mediator and Messenger of the new cov-

er.—Edwards.
A church which lays intense emphasis
on what it does not believe, and whose
members know not how to express any
article of faith without a negative particle, is a nursery of skepticism and infi-

his obedience might

the

He is the Light, the Life, the Leader

hearts and

new man.— Thomas a Kempts.

Corner-stone,

Heritage, the Habitation of his people,
the Judge and King of saints and angels.

because

all slothfulness, and is transformed

the

10PER CENT. NET.

i]

Foul

s of a F
stiveness,

Stomach, ' Breath,’

Erysipelas,
rity Be
Dropsy,
a, as 4a

urifying

He is God over all, blessed forever, the
Head of the Church, the Husband, the

lives, its transforming and sustaining pQw-

delity, and nothing better.

Counselor,

ters, the First-born among many
ren, the First Begotten from the

cause I see its light, I feel its heat.” And
so there are thousands and tens of thousands who know, from their ewn experience, the

and

PRAYER MEETING PROFANITY.

may become a blessing to you and to
others ;" «iid if Christ gives you a minister‘whois a burning and a s ining light,
*¢ take heed that you love and rejoice in
his light;” let your frequent petitions
be
to him for instruction in soul crosses
and under spiritual difficulties, and thus
walk as children of the light, that your
path may be the path of the just, which
shines. more and

Author

Can sucha thing be possible ? And are
men profane in the house of prayer? And
' are they unrebuked,undisciplined? A cer-

privilege

that

the

sire of all nations, the Elect of God, the
Emanuel, the Everlasting Father,
the
Eternal Life, the Fountain of Jing wa-

HERE AND THERE A GEM.

very

the

>

How often have we found a cross,
‘Whose heavy beam we scarcely bore,
When passed beneath, and lifted up,
To be the frame of Heaven’s door.

Itis your

Covenant,

of sinners,

Covert, the Captain of salvation, the De-

spas-

I

with

Finisher of faith, the Alpha and Omega of
all human hopes. He'is the Brightness
of the Father's glory, the Bishop of souls,
the Bread of heaven, the Beloved of God,
of men, of angels.
He is the Covenant,

human race will be emancipated from
the fear of any penalty that is consistent
with the law, and what consequences
will ensue, islet to the imagination
to
conceive,
In the revival of infidelity at home
we see only

which

and

OHRIST ALL IN ALL.

*‘ Thou
shalt not surely
die.”
this is believed universally, the

abroad,

motive,

Christ is the Advocate

al

modie effort of human desireto. get out
of the dominion of law.
But Law perrades the universe. God is everywhere.
tion of his law incurs its penalty. The only escape is by his own
scheme of salvation. To reject that
makes the penalty
necessary.
And
there is no help for it.— Observer.

a past action

-+494

the force of God's law must be broken
down. The devil's first text must be the
motto,
When

147

the best judgment at the time.
The beautiful in heart is a million
times of more avail as securing domestic
happiness than the beautiful in person.

is to be happy in doing just as he pleases.
The recent outbreak in our own country
against the doctrine of eternal punishmend, is in the same line. lt is the wild,
turbulent spirit of resistance against the
idea of law, and penalty and obligation.
Where no adequate penalty attaches to
law, it ceases te be law and becomes advice. And so the law of God with its
penalty must be cast off from the human conscience, that men may go on in
sin. According to the Broad Church
generally, the time will come when the
punishment of sin will cease in the universe. = Socialists and Nihilists would
willingly be Universalists. That is the
good time they are striving to pring
about.

8, 1878.

was done with a good

~ Never gpeak-loud to one another unless

0-0-0

headway,

STAR, MAY

Socialism in operation that the world
has ever seen, and except the days had
been shortened by the mercy of God,
the horrors begun would. have speedily
filled the world with affrigcht. What
will be the outcome of these vile principles in Germany’ and Russia, we have

pray

God. . Of late, since theology bas become

faith of universal salvation, upon universal reformation,
some time,
-some-

MORNING

and

The grave errors involved
in Universalism have seriously weighed it down,
and while all would gladly believe in the
salvation of all men if true, few comparatively have professed to believe it,
and fewer still have been willing to
hazard their souls upon its adoption.
Whether the new
Arminian phase of
Universalism, basing its hope of univer-

0-0-0
* +o

tinction between good and evil, and their

Til)
Aly

manifestly,

be, on the whole, an

Such are some, not all, the conclusions
to which we are driven,
legitimately,

BAKER.

H,
Not a few liberalistic writers,
of

theory,

ordinances, and its various duties of
prayer, exhortation, &c., all of which
have been understood to be for safeguards against sin, and means of usefulness in reforming and saving men.

4

Blends with hope’s bright river.

belief

on this

slowly.
3. Again, we are compelled,
interpret

Unto souls that shiver;

Yievertheless to be

not

‘We repeat.

Show them how dark sorrow’s stream

. that

an

could fall to man.

ultimate evil,—but,

can

in any sense
in name. .

If the world’s a vale of tears,
Smile, till rainbows span it!
Breathe the love that life endears,
Clear of clouds upon it.
Of your gladness lend a gleam

0. E.

never possible,

occur, then such logs

Weeds and brambles smother;
And to roofand meal invite
Some forlorner brother.

REV.

such

to man, then neither can it be such
temporarily. If any loss to-day shall
be so fully made up to-morrow as that
on the whole, really,it is quite.as well
that the loss, so called, of to-day should

« Ah! the cheerless weather!
world’s & wilderness,

BY

demanding

that any ultimate evil

If the world seme gold to you,
Kindle

universe,

expedient as the mission of Christ.

SERRE

Es SEE 4 Goh. ok, Bile. |

THE

od

Rheumatism,
Discases Bilrs, Worms,

Are the most effective and congenial purgative ever
discovered. They
are

mild, but

ef-

. fectual in their
operation, moving
the bowels surely
and without pain.
™ Although gentle
¢ in their operation,
~ they are still the
most thorough and
hh nd
=
searching cathartic medicine that ean be employed : cleansing the stomach and bowels, and even the

bidod. In small doses of one pill a day,
they stimulate the digestive
organs and
promote vigorous health.
Ayer’s Pris have been known for

more thana quarter of a century, and have

obtained a world-wide reputation for their
virtues. They correct diseased action in
the several assimilative organs of the
body, and are so composed
that obstructions within their range can rarely withstand or evade fhe
Not only do they
cure the every-day complaints of everybody, but also formidable

diseases that
human skill.

and dangerous

have baffled the best of
While they produce power-

ful effects, they are, at the same

time, the

safest and best physic for children. By
their aperient action they gripe much less
than

the common

purgatives,

and

never
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and strengthen the system by freeing
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from the elements of weakness.
Adapted to all agesand conditions in
all climates, containing neither calomel
nor any deleterious drug, these Pills may
be taken with safety by anybody. Their
sugar-coating preserves them ever fresh,
being purely vegetable, no harm can arise
from
their use in any quantity.
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I AM ONE WHO WAS CURED

CONSUMPTION.

GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine

tains

who

The Register

is not expected

to live;

and

as ig

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,
some three years ago, I want him to try
them.
I gained fifteen pounds while taking the first three bottles, and I knowit is
just the thing for him. Res
tfully,
« V,
HULL.
A————

© Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
repared on its native soil from the green

feat. has become as famous in this country
as in India for the cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.
¢

We now inform the public that we have
made the importation of this article into
the United States our Specialty, and that
in future the afflicted can obtain these
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
we have, at great expense and trouble,
made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ‘‘ Pure
Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and having it extracted
upon its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said
chemist being a native), we know that we

have the genuine article,

all that is claimed for it, and that one
bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
its positively and
rmanently curing
Consumption, Bronchitis, and" Asthma,
Instead of devoting a column to the
meritsof this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most can
ex-

tracts from letters verbatim will show:
Gayoso, Pemiscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :(—I must have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.
the medicines

usually

Burr,

ATE

Jackson,

+

-

menced

began

but just as soon

using

the

to improve

Hemp

as he com-

Remedies

HENRY

:

he

in health until I re-

garded him as about well.

W. KIMBERLY,

Tracts

M.D.

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of
Ointment. Mother has been suffering with
BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried
most all kinds of medicine, and says the

Deep

is the only thing

Respectfully

JANE

yours,

Ds.

05.

*

-

cts. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.

|

Denominational,

which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
ily ana institutions,
of 17 articles of faith and a de-

sirable church covenant.

Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference,
and for:
gratuitous distrib ution.
;
The above named books are gold b
the '‘cozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash wi
the order,
or on receiving
the books.
Send your orders to

I. D. STEWART,

that

A. ASHBROOK.

RR

RIVER, PowEsHICK, Iowa.

GENTLEMEN :—]I have just seen your
advertisement in m Japers I know all

Dover. N.

H.

For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Chicago, III.
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich.
a

D.

Loruror

& Co., 32 Franklin St., Boston,

Mass,

50 New Parlor Games
Of

American

64 cards.

History

on

This 26th fhou-

sand reduced 75 to fifty cts..
“They stand without

val in the home

di

time : “The Ten Plagues of:
Egypt, 4 new games on 40»

illustrated

;

Agents

cards,

Wanted.

50

KF.

1200s

TREAT, $05 Broadway, N. Y.
ga

a ri.

circle.”—

Philip Phillips, Singer. AL
so a new Bible history pas-

LEHEHN

cts.

£647

B..

Salary. Salesmen wanted tosell our

Staple Goods to dealers. No peddling.

2,4, 6 & 8 Home

8¢., Cincinnati,0,

Michigan Central Railroad.

LOVRLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., KY.

Indica

»

50

were not stereotyped till within the last few”
years, and we can furnish only the following:

GeNTs :—Please send me three bottles

Cannabis

aud the

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;: an excel-ilent book for all who would * search thi Seriptures ” Twenty-two lectures on the most im- portant points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9.
ots.
;

——

gives her relief.

J5

.

ION)

I had also consulted the: most eminent
physicians in the country, and all to no |

purpose;

Gospels,

Lectures

pre-

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMP

the

:

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

had used all

on

contains, in addition fo the usual Calendar...
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
_—
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions. obitparies of deeeased ministers, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
The Biographies of
DAVID MARXS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
.- $1.00, post,10 cents,

is a confession

and feel that we are entitled to credence
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

tell the story, as the following

volumes, one

Our Faith and Covenant

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

better

two

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family ,
reading. $1.0); postage, 12 cents,
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C. WENTWORTH,
TY
hy

H. B. LEDYARD,
HE Sup't, Chicago:

about the Cannabis Indica. Fifteen ears
ago itcured my daughterof the ASTHMA ;

v7

she had it very bad for several years, but

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.

was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the

of La Salles
New Depot, Van Bairen Street, head
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medicine on hand
friends.

to accommodate

my

I have taken a cold Jately, and

as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,
you will please send me a $9 box of your
medicine. Respectfully,
|.
ry: :
Th
JACOB TROUT.

Accommodation

Bx bpttle, or three bottles for $6 50.
intment, $1 26 each. Address,
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St,
N. B.~CIRCULARS FREE.
Any worker can make

Pills and

C

pm|
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“I
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
sYMETOM 9
Not tion that this remedy will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh
cold in twenty-four hours. Ask your druggist
for DR.
JAMES’
CANNABIS
IN.
DICA,
and
if they fail you, send to us direct.
One
bottle will satisfy
the most skeptical,
50
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to cotemplate.

The Horning Star,

tions of labor and capital will be most
likely to find a peaceful solution in proportion as the sway of intelligent ‘reason
and enlightened conscience becomes universal. The same is true of the questions that arise between races, political
and religious sects.
Eliminate the ignorance and prejudices of the masses,

be

on business, remittances of money, &¢., should

.addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N, H.

The Western Editorial Office is at 95 Clark St.
.

Room 52, Chicago,

LIBERAL BAPTISTS IN ROME.
An event of some interest to American
Freewill Baptists occurred in Rome not
the

than

less

It was nothing

and the issues are at once relieved of their

opening of a place of worship as a center

greatest

of evangelistic and missionary work for
Baptists

with

them,

and

to-

gether in a limited circle of friends ** no

small stir” was made.

The Rev. J. Clif-

ford,of London, and the Rev,

JamesWall,

missionary in Italy,preached. The event
was noticed by some English journals
and a brief account of it was honored
with a.place in the telegraphic messages.
Thus another Italian mission finds a local
habitation and a name.
The General Baptists of England are
among the small denominations, but it
can not be said that they lack altogether
.the courage to undertake great enterpris«es. The Orissa (India) Mission was in
its origin a bold undertaking.
In 1821,
two men with little

experience

and

less

fame ventured to enter Orissa and

an evangelistic
shadow

found

mission under the very

of Juggernath.

Before

them

was a mighty and hoary superstition, the
growth of centuries, casting its spell of
fascination over all India, and numbering
iin that sacred province itself millions of
votaries. In their hands and upon their
lips, albeit at first in a strange tongue,
was the gospel

of Christ,

and

in

their

hearts the spirit of grace and truth.
At
home a band of churches in all counting

not ten thousand members supported and
sustained them; and

thus equipped

and

furnished they addressed themselves to
their gigantic task.

More than fifty years

have passed away and the earliest work«ers have gone to their reward; but the
mission lives, reinforced by earnest men
and women from England and America,

and the blessing of God is upon it. Chris-

tian churches have

have been

been founded, schools

established, native

preachers

have been raised up and

trained, a pure

and Christian Titerature

has been ~Circu-

lated, and the Bible

itself is

known

far

and wide in the province.
The humble
* cand
unpretentious commencement of
_ mission work has gradually grown, and
extendedits power, until the

least inter-

ested observer would acknowledge that
it has won for itself a worthy and honor-

.able position in the

history

of Indian

missions.
pt
What has happened in Orissa by the.
good hand of God upon the workers may
also happen in Rome and Italy.
Fifty
years hence there
may be a flourishing
primitive
apostolic body of churches
growing out of this quiet and humble beginningin the Via Urbana. ' *¢ In itself,”
says Mr. Clifford, ‘* the opening of such
-a chapel is of little significance. It dwin~dles into nothingness before the splendor
«of ‘the Papal coronation; but like the
. quivering of the leaves of the forest it
i fells that the genial wind of liberty to
«worship God is blowing across fields long
consecrated to exclusiveness and oppres-

sion.”

Whatever may be the issue of this

enterprise, it is impossible to deny that a
‘return to a primitive apostolic Christianity is the great, pressing need of modern
Ttaly, and that the first introduction of

“Christianity into Rome was by: a similar
small beginning of zeal and devotion.
The center of work found, the

workers

foundations

of the

“traditional palace of Pudens,—Pudens the
“Roman Senator and friend
Timothy. The very ground
apostolic Christianity,” and
‘that the gospel preached

of Paul and
is sacredto
it needs but
by Paul be

preached again, and the church he fos«tered and aided find a new modern representative on that spot; and then this
.movement, evangelistic in spirit and aim,

will contribute, along with other similar
_. movements in Rome and elsewhere,to re~ « store to Italy the blessing and joy of the
free, spiritual fellowship of the
sspiritual New Testament church.

course,

dressed.

a diminished

the

free,

of the girls’ boarding
Ferry.

‘The

hall

Woman's

the editor, ¢ is asked to

at Harper's

Society,”
lay

the

says

corner-

we bring than an offering to this struct-

excellent paper in this number showing
the necessity of the Woman's Society, it
i especially urged that ‘‘we should know
no

limits

to
our charities, and
our
should include the uttermost
prayers
That they also inbounds of the earth.”

general

aspects

of.

the

work

which the ladies have ,already: undertaken are hopefully presented. | Success is

attending the effort to interest the chil-

Nova Scotia are doing a good work,

and

States Commissioner
«of Education.
Tt are hoping fo do still better, while corabounds in statistics, in statements of respondence from various localities in the
fact, in suggestions and recommendations ‘home and foreign fields is of a' cheering
de. well

to study

nature, ' Twenty-nine life-members

have

For this is the text book of been added to the Society since the last

and heed.
ithe nation's progress.

The

Secretaries

.of War,
the Navy, the Treasury,etc., each
represents an important department of
the Government, but the basis on which

teach of these departments may most se~curely restis the general education of the
people,

Taking that view of the matter there

‘are, to be sure; certain features of this
_ Reportthatit is net altogether pleasant
§

are

who

differences

between

well

one. of
and

America

I first saw

on the farms as field laborers.

up

them so working whilé going

the

Clyde, then on the way from Glasgow to
Edinburgh, but especially here on the
continent. You will see a man or two
with a team of some kind, and the rest

of

ing the ground,

spreading

manure,

the

planting the fields, literally carrying burdens and doing such a proportion of the
work of Germany's day-laborers. ' Then,
again, in passing the market place this
morning on the way to the picture gallery,
I took 4 stroll through it. This market
place is ‘quite a large square, with no

clude ¢ the uttermost bounds of the
” in their work as well as in their
ea
prayers is attested by facts too well known “booths to speak of onit,but in the morning
one sees innumerable - baskets and some
10 need recalling here.

W.

a copy of the last report of the United

such as we would all

those

agreeing
have atmuch out
delegate

the Woman’s Treasury as soon as
and all who are ready to give money

possible,
or make

pledges to do it at once, as only a few days are
left before this matter must be decided.

had a right there, and we wish he had at-

L. A. DEMERITTE,
Treas. F. B. Woman's Miss. Soc.

\

tended, but the attempt to keep him
Dover, N. H.
away was a purely individual act and
Ef.
gn a SE
without any representative force.
The
New England F. Baptist Convention,
work of the convention in which most
[Minutes of the third ession, held at Freeman
general interest centered was the choice " Place
Chapel, Boston, April 23, 24, & 25.]
of
a
lesson
committee
to
prepare
a
course
constitute the future citizens of the com. Tuesday Evening, The meeting was called
monwealth, the rudiments of a good ed- of study for seven years, commencing to order by Rev. J. L. Phillips, chairman of
the Committee of Arrangements, after which
ucation,—to
furnish the essentials
of with 1880. . This committee was chosen,
practigal knowledge, not to make finished after much prayer, from nine different de- the following temporary officers were chosen:
scholars. The work ofthe higher schools nominations, and is composed of men Chairman, Rev. B. D. Peck; Clerk, Rev, J.
:
who ought to command the respect of J, Hall.
is to confer on a limited class the advanA committee of three was appointed, conThe committee is
tages which belong to extensive culture the Christian church.
sisting of Rev. J. M. Brewster, Dr. Cheney
and which in many cases are advantages made up as follows:
and Rev. L. Malvern, for the purpose of nom-

ure?” Sure enough! It was only through
the hands are all women.
In the parks
the death of our brave soldiers that the
Normal School work at Harper's Ferry of Berlin it was women who were doing
From their most of the spading up! for the flower
has been made possible.
graves has sprung this new national life. “beds. I now see more clearly how GerWhat is more fittingly woman’s work many can spare 80 lage a proportion of
her male populationto the unproductive
than to nourish this life ?
of living in barracks and drilling on
task
The interest of the Helper in foreign
work is also apparent.
Indeed, in an parades. It is her women who are spad-

dren in benevolent work, and several
»¢¢
Children’s Bands” have been organized
“Blair, the able Representative of the third
since
the last issue.
The. auxiliaries in
New Hampshire distriot in Congress, for
Henry

to

And just here we touch

ants at the convention unite in~
that certain papers and parties
tempted to make altogether too:
of that exception. The colored

Europe. While in the former the gradations between the rich and the poor are

stone on May 30th, the floral day of the
Nation. What more fitting tribute could

The

EDUCATION OOMMISSIONER'S RE:
PORT.
We .are indebted to Hon.

I refer

«

At large.—Rev. J. H. Vincent, D. D., inating the permanent officers. The Commitof a lucrative kind.
A writer in the
Christian Union, who calls himself ¢* A of N. J.; Rev. Dr, John Hall, D. D., of tee reported as follows: For President, Rey.
N. Y.; B. F. Jacobs, Esq., of Ill.
C. S. Perkins; for Vice-Presidents, Rev. J.
almost infinite in number, so much do City Superintendent,” dealing with. this
From the denominations. —Rev. WV. Rand, of Mass., P. W. Perry, of N, H., and J.
they intermingle and run into each other; subject repeats the old blunder and makes | Randolph, D. D., Baptist; Prof. P. G. M. Purkis, of R. I.; for Secretary, Rev. E, WV.
He says: * Itis Gillett, LL. D., Methodist; Rev. R. Newtheother hand, the distinction is far another even worse.
-here,on
Porter, of Mass, ;. Asst. See., Rev. J. J. Hall,
«Three hundred thousand votes are a
not very clear that merely teaching a ton, D. 1., Episcopal; Rev. Prof. Austin of N. H.; for the Executive Committee, Revs.
large majority in any election for Presi- more universally seen and recognized. The
man to read and write makes a better Phelps, D. D., Congregational; Rev. J. J. L. Phillips, A. L, Houghton, F. K. Chase,
dent of the United States. = The determi- cut of the coats and the fashion of the hats
Worden, Presbyterian; Rev. B. M. H. P. Lamprey, H. J. White; P. W. Perry,
citizen of him; it is very evident that A.
Palmer, D. D., Southern Presbyteiian;
nation of the election, therefore, is prac- of the well dressed gentlemen are almost
such a degree of education as will make Rev. W. E. Cunningham, D. D., Southern and J. M. Brewster. The report was adopted.
tically in the control of less than 300,000 identical. There is none of that freedom
him
think clearly and intelligently will Methodist; Rev. J. A Broadus, D. D., Upen the resignation of the Rev. E. W, PorAmerica.
ter as Secretary, the Assistant Secretary was
voters, or less than one-sixth of the prac- in dress which is to be found in
make him more valuable to the commun- Southern Baptist. Rev. H. S. Baugher, chosen to that office.
In For obvious reasons I do not venture to
tical illiterate voting population.”
:
:
ity.” We should say that it is becoming. D. D., Lutheran.
A Prayer and Praise meeting of thirty minseveral of the States, by the census of speak of the dress of the ladies.
From Canada.—Rev. D. H. MacVicar,
tolerably
evident
that
it
is
not
alone
the
utes was then held and conducted by Brother
DOGS AND THEIR USE.
D. D., Rev. John Potts, D. D.
1870, the illiterate voters are clearly in
men who *¢ think clearly and intelligentH. P. Smith, of Boston. After ‘which the
As in Berlin, so here, the dogs m the
the majority. Suppose that these should
Rev. C. D. Dudley read his paper,on * Church
ly”
but
the
men
who
also
think
in
the
But in this place
—«Tug female members of our church- Discipline Indispensable to-Church Purity and
combine, or that wild leaders should in- street are all muzzled.
direction
of
honesty
who
are
‘‘
valuable
fluence them to cast their votes, through there is one class of dogs which do not have
es,” remarks the Congregationalist, ‘‘have Prosperity.”
to the community.”
The Winslows and
The Convention adjourned until 9 o'clock,
the country, on the damaging side of some muzzles on,—the working dogs. Just be- Chaces and Hathaways were capable of other duties besides going to the ladies’
important question,, The peril is suggest- fore coming into my room this evening I thinking clearly and intelligently, but prayer-meetings ; one of which may pos- "Wednesday morning, Prayer by Rev. H. J.
White, of Biddeford, Maine.’
4
ed at a thought. And one’s mind is not met on the street a lad of perhaps a dozen the endowment of moral honesty was sibly be to avoid display in dress at
Wednesday
Morning.
A
prayer
meeting
dog
sized
especially relieved by contemplating the years of age and quite a good
church.” It then mentions the case of a from 9, until 9: 30 was held.
wanting. The moral element in educagreat riots of last July, and the reports together drawing a small hand cart after tion is of quite as much importance as lady who is said to save the congregation
At 9: 30 the Presjdent was in the chair, and
where she worships ten thousand dollars. prayer was offered by Rev. L. Dexter. The
that as many as 10,000 Communists in this them. Both appeared to be tired, but the
the intellectual.
Does the instruction
ayear.
‘A woman of wealth and of minutes of the previous session were read and
country are supplied with arms and am- dog seemed to be the harder worked of
farnished
by
the
State
deal with Chris. high social culture and position, she yet approved. It was moved that we proceed to
lookhe
them
passed
I
the two, and yet as
munition, and are daily drilling for some
tianity as the foundation of public and
the discussion of the paper presented on the
makes it a ruleto dress for church in a
purpose as yet unrevealed. The common ed around to the Boy with an expression private virtue?
previous evening, relating to which the stand"
manner so plain, and inexpensive, as to ing committee offered the following resoluschool, well equipped, is the best safe- that exhibited a strikingly faithful and
patient disposition. ‘And itis a very frethrow her whole influence against any “tion :
guard against these influences.
That the spirituality and usefulness of our
But these are only minor features of quent sight to see dogs harnessed to carts, ——'THE movements of the Socialists or undue expenditure in that direction, thus
Communists of this country of late are helping to make everybody feel satisfied churches demand a more thorough practice of
hara
having
cart,
a
to
dog
one
generally
It
is
on
the
whole
an
enthe Report.
Bible discipline.
Nearly every de- ness on somewhat similar to that of a deservedly attracting much anxious atten- to attend Sabbath worship with such, and
couraging document.
Remarks
upon
this
resolution
were
tion. Especially in Chicago, St. Louis only such, outlay as can fairly be affordpartment of instruction shows gradual horse. The handle of the cart is held by
made by brethren Phillips, Bradbury, Chase,
Normal Schoolsare stead- the person who accompanies the dog and and Pittsburg the work of secret organi- ed.” There doubtless is not a church in White, Peck, and others. Tt was moved and
improvement.
ily increasing, and are each year turning who also has a broad strap going over zatien has culminated in an open show of the land but has one or more persons in adopted that the resolution lic upon the table
The total school one shoulder and under the other by strength which is justly alarming to all its congregation who can and probably to be called up for further consideration.
out better teachers.
The Rev. E. W, Porter, of Lowell, Mass.,
population in the States alone, according which he also pulls. Sometimes itis a the friends of good order and public safe- ought to exert just such a saving influ- -then presented his paper on“ Denominational
ty.
In
these
cities
alone
it
has
been
deto the reports received, was 14,169,381 in woman who is thus a partner of the dog
ence as that. But it would be a mistake Loyalty versus Sectarian Bigotry.”
The
And somewhere I monstrated that there are several thou- to say that they were confined to the fe- standing committee offered the following reso1876 against 13,889,837 in 1875, while the in drawing the load.
number actually enrolled in the public have seen a number of men, without any sand who are more or less perfectly drill- male sex. You will now and then find a lution :
well armed with
That the Convention most earnestly comschools in 1876 was 8,755,010, and in 1875 dog, pulling away. at a large load with ed and’ dangerously
man, young or old, who is quite as vain
army rifles and other destructive weap- and ostentatious in dress as any woman mends to all our pastors the more frequent
it was 8,678,737." Adding the school popu- these broad straps over their shoulders.
presentation of the platform, comprising the
ons. The leaders give utterance to the
istory, the doctrines and polity of our denomlation ofthe Territories, we have a grand
THE BASKET-WOMEN.
is.
:
:
———
aN
:
ination, together with its Christian work both
most absurd vagaries on the
rights” of
total of 14,306,158 in 1876, an increase of
I do not know what else to call them.
at
home and abroad, educational and missionaA QUESTION.
A correspondent, rery,to their respeetive congregations, as the
298,636 over the préceding’ year.” Here They are women who carry huge loads labor, the oppression of capital and the
and
| like,
and indulge in incendiary speeches ferring to the Sunday-school lesson for surest and best methods of stimulating
is apparently a great host not attending ‘on their backs in baskets,
fy
mean
with broad bands |
April
21, asks * By what means could
and
vapid
boastings.
As
an
illustration
school, and it is principally from these coming over the shoulders and going un* The following brethren discussed. thé reso
Jeremiah distinguish his own thoughts
that the ranks of the bad part of our pop- der each arm. The basket I think would | of the order of intelligence and moral from those inspired in him by God ?” We lution, after which it was adopted: Revs. J.
ulation are being steadily increased. The certainly hold a bushel if nota bushel and tendencies of these Socialists we note the invite brief replies to the question from Malvern, Whittemore, Phillips, Minard, and .
inference is that the educational facilities a half, and sometimes the load is heaped account which a Berlin correspondent of any one who may be disposed to answer others. Convention adjourned until 2 o'clock.
of the country should be increased rath- upon them. They are met everywhere. the London 77meés has recently given of it. We shall haveto be guided by our Prayer by Dr. Cheney.
Wednesday Afternoon. The meeting was
er than diminished, and that all right ef- They are short, thick set, hardy and un- the funeral of a noted Socialist in that own judgment, such as it is, as to what recalled to order by the President,and prayer ofcity.
The coffin was followed by 10,forts tending that way should be en- couth looking women.
This hard, grindA German philoso- fered by Rev, Arthur Given, of R. I. The
000 men and women all wearing red plies we publish.
couraged.
ing manual labor has dulled every finer
pher
has
denied
that
this distinction could records of the morning session were read and
This brief summary indicates only a outliné in their forms and the expression badges—the Communistic color—who,in ever have been made by the professedly approved. The Rev. F. K. Chase then read
hurried glance at the Report.
It is an of their faces. They seem to almost con- order to express their contempt for any- inspired writers, and so he rejected the his paper on * State Associations preferable
to Quarterly and Yearly Meetings.”
exhaustive document of over a thousand stitute another species of women,and are, thing like solemnity, smoked and drank theory of inspiration altogether.
beer ostentatiously as they went along.
%§ The report of the standing committee relapages, and will repay a close study.
regarded
practically
as far as I can see,
Over the gate of the cemetery were in.
tive to church discipline was called from the
mmr
a re
STAR SUBSCRIBERS.
If any pastor
as such. Atone of the stations on the scribed these words: ‘‘ There is no heretable, and remarks made upon it by Dr, Chedesiresto put the Merning Star into the
THE MISSIONARY HELPER.
ney, C. 8. Perkins, B. D. Peck, PP. W. Perry,
railway between Berlin and Dresden, I
after and no meeting again!” The fu- families of his congregation, with the J Dr. Grabam,
and others, aftér which it was
The May number of the Woman's mis- noticed one of the women take out of her
hope
that
they
may
become
permanent
neral harangue ridiculed Christianity and
adopted.
:
sionary magazine makes its appearance basket a box, as large as could be got insubscribers, they can have it for the bala hereafter and was worthy of the Paris ance of the year, beginning with June, at
The standing committee presented the folpromptly on the first day of the month. to it, and give it into. the charge of a gen:
Commune.
It is scarcely toomuch to say $1.20. We shall be glad to make special lowing resolution :
This is its third appearance, and each tleman for whom she had brought it to
That it is the opinion of the Convention that
that the Communists of this country are ferms with any who may write nus, on
issueis making more clear its title to the the depot.. It was probably the cheapest
present system ef Quarterly and Yearly
essentially the same as those of Germany condition that five or ten additional cop- the
Meetings should be superseded by State Assoies are taken.
!
name by which itis already faverably if not the only express he could employ.
ciations, ahd that these Associations should
and France and quite as dangerous.
The
known.
TItis enthusiastic, wide-awake,
rovide for'three days’ revival meetings to be
I have seen them carrying coal up into vigilance and virtue of the people must
olden with each church every year.
practical ; taking hold of the work that buildings, from where it had been dump BRIEF NOTES.
be invoked to put titem down.
The paper read and the resolution upon it
seems most in need of help, and pushing ed on one side of the street, in these
The Pall Mall Gazette says that the Social
awakened
much interest, and a very hearty
ists
in
Germany
have
forty
newspapers,
and
it with true womanly influence.
same baskets.
have recently started @ monthly periodical and general discussion ensued, and a motion
——Nor
long
since
we
took
occasion
to
It does not appear to be exclusively the
WOMEN AS FIELD LABORERS. .
to re-commit the resolution prevailed, Conrefer to the answer given by the Chicage with literary pretensions. There is a large ference adjourned until 7, p. M.
organ of the Woman's Society, but incluclass of the Sociulists in Germany who are more
It is proper in-this connection to speak
Standard to a correspondent who inquir- intelligent and less dangerous than alinost anysively the helper of all our benevolent orWednesday Evening. X¥rom 7 until 7: 80,
of the number of women one sees: worked whether, living for a time in a place where else. The above fact accounts for it. a prayer and praise meeting was held,conductganizations, the Woman's Society among
ing in the fields. One has read about it
where no Baptist church existed, he, be- Give men papers, and the ability to read them, ed by the Rev. J. J. Hall. At 7: 80, the Presthem.
For instance, there is in the presand one has been told it, but somehow it
ing a Baptist, should unite with some one and, even if managed by demagogues, reason ident was in the chair, and Rev. Silas Curtis
ent number an urgent appeal in behalf
yet looks strange to see women employed of the other churches.
led in prayer.
The Standard re- instead of passion will in the end prevail.

xmust.at once be organized and sent forth.
‘Something has already been accomplishedby the labors of Rev. J. Wall, and
Canon Grassi.
But Mr. Wall has his
sphere elsewhere, and Canon Grassi has
not yet developed business qualities such
sas fit aman for the superintendence of
.80 complicated and delicate a work. . The
chapel stands on the

only

salary is not the safest reliance in this
eliminating process.
The illiteracy of the country is another
unpleasant feature.
The Commissioner
puts this in a clear light when he says:

present a party of English ministers and
laymen, and some residents and ¢* strangers of Rome” joined

is worth

the

~~ Now

embarrassments.

teacher who

was

There

Italy.

in

I do not think that an American is so
much impressed with strange sights or curious customs or costumes in Dresden as he
might expect to be, especially if he has
not read up on this city beforehand.
One
reason for this may be found in the fact
that this is becoming more and more a
fashionable winter resort for Americans.
The porter of the hotel points out this as
the American quarter and that as the
English quarter of the city. On the street
one is struck with the uniformity of style
of
in which the people are dressed.

efficiency of the
perplexing ques-

tically to decrease. the
school system. These

Aa All communications designed for publication
‘should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

General

8, 1878.

OURRENT TOPIOS.
——THE advocates of * higher education
by the State” seem uniformly to insist on
making the blunder that the arguments
in favor of the common school and those
in favor of high schools and universities
rest on the same grounds.
Exactly the
opposite is true. The fundamental idea
underlying the former is that of furnishing to the juvenile masses, who are to

CORRESPONDENCE.

DRESDEN, April 13, 1878.

labor

between

tilt

instance, of this hard

EDITORIAL

for

phases,

.One of the

and capital appears in a disposition to
» reduce the pay of teachers, and thus prac-
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"WEDNESDAY,

long ago.

Y
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annual report, and the subscription: list of

the Helper is gradually increasing.
rejoice in this work.

“We

There are reasons

rude stands from

which

were

exhibited

=

eee

ground that

Baptists hold very positive convictions,
and while advising the brother to co-operate with other Christian people in all
Christian work,

that

actual

membership

choose between a course consistent, honest and manly, and one. that is dodging

and evasive. A man cannot be a
Baptist and a Methodist at the same time.

Why,

then,

should

he

pretend

to

be?

May we be allowed to suggest that these
little newspaper quarrels might be avoided, if papers representing other denominations, or holding the position of the
Independent and the Alliance, would
simply accept the fact that a Baptist isa

ciety, because there happened to be claret
punch on board of an excursion steamer where

That in the opinion of this
denominational = interests in

It does

not appear that the lady partook of the beverage, or approved of other people’s doing it.
The caflse of temperance is sometimes harmed
quite as much by the fools who pretend to
promote it as by those who openly oppose

it.

:

,Wil-

of this

plucky

venture,

which

we

wish

an

ahundant success.

Benonvinational Hefos,

it will be just as- profitable to close at: an interesting and profitable gathéring.
once. Haying given precedence to the Nearly every State in the Union was rep-

Swvomen, it will be next in order to note a resented, and there was also a good repa
EL

SA

The Springfield Republican estimates that

A Tew Words ‘About the Hall,
The time is near when

‘a decision must

Girls’ Boarding

corner-stone

Hall shall be laid.

of the

All

thousand dollars are secured in money

are

or by

pledges, and the managers of Storer Normal

is the least possibility of incurring a debt.
The time appointed for laying the stone is
May 30th.. ‘What more appropriate date than.

the one on which floral offerings are made in
honor of our fallen heroes? They

give

lives; we are asked to give our mapey.

their

In do-

resentation from the Provinces.
ing the one, they freed the colored people
one exception nothing seems to. have oc- physically ; in doing the other, we shall aid in
curred to mar ‘the spirit of harmony. freeing them intellectually and morally.
That exception was the volunteered ad- ‘Women, shall we accept the opportunity of
performing
a noble deed, or let it pass for
vice ofone of the Atlanta committee to a other hands to do?
i

J

1

to

religious

To prevent further discussion upon the mat-

| We

request, read the

said paper.

After which the standing committee reported
the following resolution :
That we approve the action of the last General Conference in recommending a" Convention of Open-Communion Baptists, with 4
view to closer fellowship and co-operation.
Remarks were madé upon the resolution by
and

J.

Rev.

adopt-

Conference adjourned until 9 o’clock, Thursday morning. Prayer by Dr. Graham.
Thursday Morning.
A prayer meeting
: was held from 9 until 9:30. + At 9:80 the busibe ness meeting was called by the President, and

School will not undertake that work if there

—THE late international Sunday-school
convention at Atldnta was: without doubt

possible

tine business.

ed.

aware that the F. B. Woman's Missionary Society is invitedto do it, provided the one

altogether a different class, to be met with

gels as

exereises, and as little as possible to mere rou-

Dr. J. L. Phillips, Dr. Graham;

ship are two very different things and

in the Streets and Shops'of Drestlen, and
who form a striking contrast to ‘those already referred to; but I have no doubt

orm of the organization these meetings should

be devoted as

J. Hall, after which the resolution was

can not be put on the
all.

at
;

ly and Yearly Meetings, and that whatever the

Phillips, by

Mrs.

lard, widow of the former editor lately deceased, assumes business management. The paper
is to be conducted on a high moral plane and to
belong, as its editor says, to the constructive
rather than the destructive school of journalism. We shall watch with interest the results

en, I might have something to say about

ground

would be better promoted by State Associa.
tions than by the prevailing sysfein of Quarter-

tor and accomplished writer, while

made; whether or not the

same

Convention our
some
localities

women. The Post has been taken in hand
by Miss Frances BE. Willard
as
editor,
who is already well knowas a brilliant ora-

Chicago enjoys the distinction, so far as we
know, of having a daily paper of which the
business manager "and the chief editor are

discussing the communion question—that
church fellowship and Christian fellow-

ready in writing about this class of wom-

a revisthe fol-

ter, the chairman of the standing committee
upon presenting the resolution moved that it
lie upon the table. Adopted.
%
The Rev. G. C. Waterman, of Dover, N. H.,
not being present, but having forwarded his
paper on ‘“ A Union of Open Communion
Baptists Practicable and Desirable,” Dr. J. L.

doubtedly brought in on her back.
If T had not taken up go much space al-

Iu the June numberof the Literary World, | there are about 700 converts in that eity, as the
‘Mr, Justin Winsor is to have ‘an article on result of the meetings conducted by Messrs. ‘colored delegate from Ohio to stay away.
“ A Choice of Cyclopedigs.” Tt ought to be Moody and Sapkey, of whom about 500 have
But so far as we have seen, the attend:
already united with the different churches.’
of service to a great many perplexed people.

lod

ten have stricken
‘ Mrs. Rutherford
B.
Hayes” from the name of their temperance so-

The standing committee offered as
ed form of the preceding resolution,
lowing :
:

A company of very silly people in Washing-

Mrs. Hayes formed one of the party,

should be retained with some Baptist
church. We gave our general approval
of this position. Since then some of our
exchanges, especially the Alliance and Independent, have vigorously taken the
Standardto task for its advice.
That
paper in its last issue replies as follows,
after speaking of the peculiar position of
Baptists :
They can yield that position by ceasing
to be Baptists. Holding it, they have to

chiefly vegetables, and fruits andflowers ; Baptist, and that he has a perfect right to
:
and in nineteen cases out of twenty you be so.
would see a woman: seated on a rude
And we may add—just what even our
stool beside the exhibit which she un- Baptist brethren have overlooked when

‘enough, certainly, why the existence of t few superficial and random impressions
the Woman's Society should need ‘fio vin- of the men te be met with here.—E. A. 8.
dicution of Sclense---b
whanyhody's hands,

plied in the negative, on the

ask all who have money collected for this

purpose to add to it and forward the same: to

prayer offered by Rev. J. A.

Lowell,

of Dan-

ville, N. H. The minutes of the two previous
sittings were read and approved. The stand--.

ing committee

offered the following

recofn-

mendation which was adopted :
That the paper from the Boston church, and
all other papers beavilig 4 on the

Free

Bap-

tists in Boston, and vicinity, be_referred
special committee consisting

to

of Messrs. E.

C. 8. Perkins.

Porter, A. L. Gerrish and

W

Resolutions were presented by the following

named brethren: Revs. A. L. Gerrish,

Houghtoti, J. 'W. Scribner, J. M,

A.

Purkis,

I.

E.

All of these reso-

N. Fernald and B. Minard,

lutions were referred to the standing commit:

tee.

Rev FE 3 Fi T. Ward, ’ of

N,

.

H.,: then read &

n
paper on * Our Part in the Foreign Missio
paper,
said
the
of
g
readin
the
Work.” After
ve
the reconsideration of the resolution relati
to a Convention of all Qpen-Communion Bap-

|
the resolu-

“tists was moved and adopted, and
y.
_ject by the Rev. Dr. Chene

of Lent, against the’

-

n big

inP, Xu a
N.Y
CoNFURENGE will be
w
X,
N. Y,, chur
commencing
on Wednesda;
pints 4 June 26, at 70, P.M. Programme as follows:
-'
1. Opening sermon by J. B., Randall.
Alternate, C.
B. Hart, 2, The Fuilosophy of the Atonement, C. A.
Hilton, 8. The Relation
Of the Sabbath-sehool to the

character of which he spoke in severest terms,

as also against thosé who participated. He
said that the order in Milford was composed
largely of men of no means and low liquor

That the thanks of this Convention are hereby tendered to the church in Boston for the

upon the sub-

Remarks were made

them during the season.

Rev. G. 8. Ricker,and adopted by the Convention:
!

further distion was before the Convention for

.oussion,
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use of their place of worship, to the churches
tion, CB, Hart, 5.
Smith. 4, Ri
church, J.D.
Ji
pi
of Boston and vicinity for their generous enWood." 6. The Per:
J.
3h,
S10
iomins
of
Txexesin
de-,
were
Hibernians
ofthe
pews
‘The
sellers,
ConvenBid
of
Scripture,
‘Wm,
Taylor.
the
of
introduced to the Convention and made inter-| tertainment, and to the officers
.
+ 3, Oa Hos
Witure of \ our Denomination. . D.. M 1 Rollin.
and strict orders were given | bgeco,
which they | clared forfeited,
in
manner
acceptable
the
for
8.
Bathrick.
9.
What
Doctrines
should be
osting remarks upon the resolution under con- tion
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proposed conexpressing his pleasure at the
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vention . of all Open-Communion
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resol
the
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in its original form.

early

on

nominating

officers

secret societies, and it was

0. 8. Perkins,

of

Portland,

Me.;

E. W. Por-

for

ed the adoption
the Rev. A. TL.
offered by Bro,
Convention as

Convention adjourned

until

by Rev. E. W. Porter.”
Thursday Evening.

The

whole

of the
UNION Y.M. will hold its next
session
church at East. MoDonough, commencing on
day preceding the third Sabbath in June, at
and closing on Thursday evening, Let there
ofal Mfiendaiie,
. J. W.

former

the

part

at

communion service, Rev. J. Rand, of Somerville, Mass., and Rev. B. D. Peck, of R. I.,

our

Mic. Y.
church, Van

IS THERE A HELL?
An Inquiry and an’ Answer. By REV. JOHN A. CASS; A. M: 12mo. 1b¢.
The affirmative answer is scriptural, rational,
just and able.— Oentral Methodist,

852 West 24th St N Y City.
Lincoln Wayne CoN Y,

Letters Received.

D. LOTHROP

M. will” be held with the Gobleville
Buren Q. M., commencing
May a31.sinark:
HE ay

AGENTS WANTED,
H. 8. GOODSPEED
26117

The standing committee recommended the

Messrs. Dudley, Porter and Ward.

Gh,

Also the adoption of the following" resolu* tion presented by Rev. A. Given:
That in the death of Benjamin E. Bates,

r

to

bute

honored

his

ears

hy bi

ts y

his memory.

.

:

in June.

fitting

: and upon motion
to forward a copy

He is at {iberty to

correspond:

his services.

soln

THE Union Free Baptist church at Foster, | =

resolutions

a

uff

$

ing Establishment to publish

coi

3t18

and

order,

8

~The ollowing resolutions, Telatifig to thu
the | privilege of baptizing five~happy converts; {By
paper read by Rev. J. T. Ward, were then of-

That the success of the weekly offering system of raising funds for our Benevolent Societies, now in operation in many of our churches, warrants an expression from this Convention upon two points.
1st. In recommending
the adoption of the system by all our church:
es, and in urging all our pastors to the most
vigorous efforts to secure a weekly contribution for thése causes from every member of
their respective churches,
2nd. In demanding that no obstacles be thrown in the way of

the success of the system by either society

its representatives, as injurious alike to the interests of all the societies: therefore,
.
Resolved, That it is the imperative duty of

able.

beneticence in all our churches.

Spirited and brotherly

remarks

Jewel Co., May 24.

CENTRAL Ono
& Scipio

tion of the New England Free
ciation presented
. ~Constitution :

as

a

Baptist

report

the

following’

Art. 1. This Association shall be known as
the New England Association of Free
BapArt, 2.. The objects of this Association shall
- be the promotion of a general acquaintance
among the Free Baptists of New England, and
the discussion of important topics, with a view
a deeper

interest

and secure

a more

intelligent activity in whatever concerns the
cause of Christ.
Pus
Art. 3.
All.members of Free Baptist church-

.es in New England

shall be entitled to mem-

2 bership in this Association.
Art. 4. The officers of this Association shall
be elected annually,and shall consist of a Presi-

dent, three Vice-Presidents, a Recording

Sec-

retary, who shall also act as Treasurer, and an
Executive committee of seven.
. Art.b,
Itshallbe the duty of the Executive committee to decide upon the location and
make all arrangements for the sessions of the

Association.

.

and

willbe provided

the Bloom

Girls’ Hall H F
* Garland Me

June

7, at

2

Any further inconnections, &ec.,

Hopbot-

by

writing

0. C. WHITKEY,

Clerk.

St. JOSEPIU'S VALLEY Y. M. will be held with the
Mason church, Cass snd Berrien Q. M., commencing
Friday, May 24, at 2, P. M. Persons going by the L.S,
and M. S.R.R. will stop at Elkhart;
thoseby the
Mich.C. A.L. R. R. will ston at Cassopolis. Conveyin

trains, Whente

lately as a
$20,000 pastor.”
His salary is,
and has been for eight years, $10,000 a year in
currency.
Before that time it was $6,000 in
gold.

2tl

waiting

people

for

will

the

Thursday

be conveyed

afternoon

to place

D.P. HaTcn, Clerk.

of

The Ministers of CENTRAL OHIO XY. M, are expected
to come prepared upon the fo llowing subjects:
Opening sermon, Thursday evening, June 6,by Rev.
§. D. Bates. Essay, Christian's Duly in Temperance
Work, Rev. B.F., Zell.
Essay, Relations of Prayer
Meetings and Sabbath schools to the chureh, Rev, C.
C.Inman.
Address, Witness of the Spiritp Rev. K.'T.
Higgins, Essay, Duy of Pentecost as a Tipe of True
Revivals, Rev,G. H. Damon.
Essay,
How Nearly
Free from Sin Is It Possible to Live? Rev.dJ. W. l'arsons, Essay, True Benevolence, Rev. D. C. Brooks.
Sermon or
Essay, Atonement, P. Randall, Essay, Our
Duty to Missions, Rev. A. H. Whitaker. Essay, What
Sheuld Be Taught in the Sabbath-school and Who
Should engage in the Work ? Rev. P. E. Whittier. Essay, Freewill Baptists, their Mission and Prospects,

v On April 15, the receipts of the Presbyterian Foreign Mission Board were $83,257 less
than those of last year at the same date.
A

surplus from last yeer of $7,000, and

will be

meeting.

described

saved by the fall in the cost of
will reduce this deficit to $58,257.

Friday,

with conveyance,

the clerk at Nicholson, Pa.

There is a bill before the Legislature of
Ohio, to tax church property.
An effort is
making to modify it, so as to exempt from
taxation all houses used exclusively for public
worship.
The proposal to tax the larger salaries of
Methodist ministers 1 per cent. for the relief
of the ministers who receive small salaries is
growing in favor. It was adopted at the recent session of the New England Conference.

tists.

to awaken

been

page, Eld.
instead of
homestead
rover:

Visitors can come by D.L.& W.R.R.to

ance

Rev.8. D. Bates,

Essay,

What

Preparation

Should

Be Required of Candidates for Ordination to Gospel
Ministry ? Rev.I; 8, Parsons. Sketch of Sermon, Rev,
Isaac Seitz,
Per order of Committee.
Lelegates and visiting brethren
M. will take the Kalamazoo & Bo.
Kalamazoo

and

come

to

to MICHIGAN Y.
Haven
I. R. at

Gobleville,

whére

they

will

be met at the station by committées to
places of entertainment,

assign them

WHEELOCK Q. M. will hold its next
the North Danville church, May 28—30.

session with
Conference

2t18

£18,000

Association shall

hold

an

Tuesday, atl, P. M.

N.L. NOYES, Clerk.

exchange,
Time Changed. WATERLOO Q.M. willbe held three
weeks earlier than usual, beginning May 17, at Fairbanks. Churches be sure and send delegates,
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

an-

On motion, a committee of five was appoint»
i. ed to nominate officers for the ensuing .year.
The chair appointed for said committee, Revs.

Dr. Cheney, L, Dexter,

J. Malvern,

J. W.

Scribner, and J. A, Lowell.

"The special, committee

to which

was

our

we consider it of great importance

forces and

immediately

establish

a strong

at some point in this city, * ©

to

collect

interest

“ We hope this will be done not only in

the

interest of. present apparent prosperity, but
for future preservation and larger growth.
In erder to do this we are aware that some
inconvenience must be suffered and sacrifice

made.

And we recommend that it. be done

for the greater good of our common Zion and
the cause of Christ. To this end we recommend that a meeting of these separate” organizations in conjunction.
with a council designated by.them, be called at an early date to consider this matter and decide upon some plan.”
i The following

resolution

wag, presented

separate

Preshyterian:
youngest

re- church of Norway.

following report :

“ That

proceedings of last year, there
world—the

ferred the paper concerning the Free Baptist
interests in Boston und vicinity submitted the

that. an effort be made

As reported in the volume lately published
in Edinburgh, containing the Pan-Presbyterian
are about

organizations
being

the

fifty

in

the

Presbyterian

The largest of these is
that in the Northern United States, with some
5,000 congregations,and 535,000 members. The

‘next largest is that of Hungary and Transylvania, with 2,007 churches and 2,017 ministers.

NEW DURHAM Q.M. will hold its next session with
the Barrington church, May 21-23, Conference, Tues-

day, P. M,, and not
23 ah
-26.
3.48
REAR
TRS

WENTWORTH \
M, will ba held at the Tunis
school-house, in Kast Hanover, Suturday and Sunday,
June 1 and 2, The ¢hnrch clerks will see that the an
nual ten cent tax i8 collected and the church 1eports
are properly filled for the Register, for which blanks
have been sent.them.
ow. NELSON, Clerk,

CLEVELAND Q. M. will be held with the Royalton

church, Friday, May 24, at 2, P. M.,

the Sabbath.

church

of

Wales, next the Free church of Scotland, next
the German Reformed church of the: United
States, next the Presbyterian church of Cana-

da, and next the Cumberland Presbyterian
i
church of this country.
Considerable excitement has been oceasioned at Milford, Mass., owing to the stand

taken

by the Catholic priest, Father Cuddihy, in. denouneing from the pulpit the Ancient Order of
Hibernians, many members of that society being present, and members of the church. He
by ‘dwelt especially upon a ball recently given by

suf-

»

House block,

Opera

Druggist,

.

** 1 Kyger

Pine Grove

O

H

* Georgiaville

3

tre

R I

Durgin

Saco

LAWRENCE,

N. Y., Q. M.willliold

its next session

ASHTABULA Q. M. will be held

with

&° Vernon cherch, at Burgh Hill,
ing Friday, May-24, at 2, Pr. M.

the Harford

Ohio, commenc;

C, H. HIGBEE, Clerk,

GENESEE,N, Y., Y. M, willbe held in the F,B.
church, at Middlesex, N.Y. commencing on Friday,
June 28, at 10. A, M. Opening sermon by Rev,
C.,
A.
Hilton, Q.M. clerks will be prompt in forwarding
the five cent tax on all resident members.
8t16
‘WM. WALKER, Clerk.
RHODE
ISLAND ASSOCIATION
of Free Baptist
churches ‘will. convene withethe church in Greenville,
on Wednesday, May 22, at 10.80, A. M.,and will contin
ue in session during ‘Wednesday and Thursday. The
Ministers’ Conference will convene on Tuesday, at

10.30, A. M,

on

Per order,

J. M, BREWSTER,

Sec. of the Asso,

7.80

8.15
1.40
30
1.01
2.00
Hy
2.68
1.00
1.20

9.75
1.20

4.25
£0

2.40

1.56

13

5.00
6.00
2.50
9.40
4.63
ol
2.60

3.00
6.00
250 .
7.14
4.29
Hl
8.08

99
6:42
.
2.66
3.00
3.50
2.92
2.08
26
1.53

12.00

12.00

5.10

1.03

6.00

40
1.20

80
2.40
2.4

80
2.40
2.56
4,00
6.67

* Prov Roger Williams R I =
* Center Strafford N H 2.25
for Bible and Tract cause
India—1.75 for Freedmen's
Miss
* Morning Star Foster
RI ~~
* Walnut Grove Rochester
NH
.
John Loveland New Haven O
Mr
and Mrs F D Millett N
Leeds Me
A friend Vt for Bible school
India
H Pand A D Goff Broadway O
D P Haynes Hanover N H
Miss E M Haines Biddeford Me
Wm G Towle Saco Me
Mercy Bachelder Sandford Me
C A Merrill Auburn Me
GW Steere Chepachet R I
Mrs M A Sprague *
Bickford Lang Lowell Mass
Geo C Dolly E Waterboro Me

“For self-application
to any | part of the body,‘

10.66

80.63

60.79

2.25
5.00

2,00
10.00

5.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
4.00
2,00
1.00
2.50
2.50
2.50
S00
10.00
10.00
5.00
2,50

II

will

churches

the

if

Business Fotices.

the

nervous

and

vital

send

self-addressed

OIL

ap-

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E. H. TRUEX, 8 Platt 8t., New York.
ith

THE Supreme Court ofthe

I

1y42

State of New York

fas decided that J. C. Ayer & Co., of Lowell, have

the sole right to use the words CHERRY PECTORAL
for a medicine, and has issued an injunction
agamst F. V. Rushton, of New York City, for selling Rushton’s Cherry Pectoral or Cherry Pectoral
Lozenges, or any other use of the name to

deeeive

the public.
The decision of the high court in.
cludes all dealers who sell any similar article.—
Port Jefferson ( L. 1.) Leader,
Handsome

Pictures

6x8 Chromos, worthy

to

Free !—Two
adorn

the

walls

Hlegant
of

any

home, and a Three Months’ Trial of LEISURE
HOURS, & charming 16 page literary paper, full of
the best Stories, Poetry,
Wit, etc., sent I'ree to any
one sending Fifteen Cents (stamps jaken) to pay
mailing
expenses. Money returned to those not
satisfied.
"They get Double Value. J. L. Patten &
Co., Publishers, 162 William St, N. Y. News
dealers sell LEISURE HOURS, price seven cents.
dteow

most

valuable,

treatment

safe,

for

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?

NEBRASKA.

wish

to

recover

the

same

degree

of

i

13teowl

ous, chronic or

OSE

We

feel

Roses.

,

neuralgia

and

Are you

from

suffer

and

pains?

rheumatism,

Have

you

find your-

self harassed with a multitude of gloomy
symptoms?
Are you timid, nervous, and
your mind continually dwellforgetful, and
ing on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?
Are you gules to any of the following Symp.
toms: Restless nights, broken sleep, nightmare, dreams,

pitation of the heart,

bash

fulness, confusion
of ideas, av
tosociety,
dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pim-~

STRAWBERRIES;

ples and blotches on the face and back, and

other despondent 8; plone} Thousands of
young men, the middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, too, are broken
down in health and spirits from disorders
peculiar to their sex, and who, from false

list this season. Catalogue
CHARLES S. PRATT,

2t19

or aches

been indiscreet in early years and

) over 30 varieties.
The finest and most extensiye stock in the New England States.
18 new

kinds added to my
and price list free.

you

Do

dition?

PLANTS.

TO

you

fretful, timid,

feel listless.
8g) fullness of blood in the head, leasure,
an
for business or
subject to fits of melancholy ?
Are your kidneys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered con-

i
INGER

TR

functional disease?

debilitated,

moping, unfit

grag mer biinal Allpetans.
ot
§ Solera
finest sorts.

rom

subject to loss of memory, have spells of faint-

Strong Pot Roses, suitable for §mmediate

distributing

nervous,

lack the power of will and action ?

4

ECR

Are you sadering

ill-health in any of its many and multifariupon a lingering, nervous forms, consequent

THE DINGEE CONARD
&
0's

No. Reading, Mass.

modesty
or neglect prolong their sufferings.
‘Why, then, further neglect a subject so productive of health and
happiness when there
is at hand a means of restoration?

PULVERMACHER’S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS
cure these various diseased conditions, after
al other means fail, and we offer the most
convincing testimony direct from the af-

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other

flicted themselves,

compounds, ornamental designs, trade-marks
and
labels.
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, Infringements, ana all matters relating to Patents;
promptly attended to. We make pridiminary ex:
aminations and furnigh opinions as to patentability, free of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents, are invited
tor send
for a copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”

which is sent free to any

address,

and

HEALTH, S$

J Droit Building, Washington,

Sabbath

Law,

D. C.

Broadway,

tric qualities.

Le

New

elec~

appliances claiming

how to

r Pamphlet explains

the spurious.

distinguish the genuine

-

News.

Cotilogusiin

raise from these who have heard its

But

all

‘should

“Beautiful

sweet

try it—and be pleased;

young singers are sure to

be.

Gate;” and“ Hear

‘It

Shining
y

-

.

may

be

the

the

far;”

use

seat Free.

of

TI

; TABLISHED

PRAISE.

Is

a collec-

Songs and short Anthems,

(20cts.)

for Epis-

MIXED

30 YEARS.

CA

1]

4tl7eow

ith

name

elegantly

25 printed, 10¢, oe BARDINER, Lynn
"TAKE

Mass.

THE

Chicago,Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
’

goal Sabbath Behovis. The beauty of its contents
will comniend it to any denomination.

+

COLORADO,

Por all pointsin
ICANSAS,

end

CALIFORNIA,

and the TERRITORIES,"

DINING AND RESTAURANT CARS

Those who play the organ for Sabbath School Singing, will welcome the new

CLARKE’S

Organ Melodies,

($2.50 Boards; $3, Cloth,) which melodies are in
true Reed Organ style. are excellent for the ‘or
gan touch, ” and practice and are unusually fresh
and interesting.

FOUNDRY.

:

as the tastes of composers Squally good will differ.

Let your girls and boys sail on this * shining river,” making the way vocal with sweet and pure
lyrics like ¢ Beautiful Vale;” ‘Shining Land;” or
ii
Like the Stars.”
CHORAL

BELL

[Any Book
furnished
stern
prices; Stationery ete. Specialats
ention to mail
‘inquiries
and
orders.Oldest Theological Sunday
School aid aract
Depot west of the
Mississippi.
J W.MCAINTX
RE 4gt 710 Qlive St, St.Louis, Ma.

4

(35 cts.) Is a book of the same nature and general excellence ag “ Goop NEWs” and differs only

tion of. Chants,

sent free.

Bells of Pure Co per and Tin
for Churches,
ools, Fire
Alarms, Farms, etc,
LY
WARRANTED.
Catal
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,
io

melo-

River.,
»-

eto.

26teowl

BUCKEYE

Him calling;” are

three of the 270 glad songs, which make
GOOD NEWS a perpetual joy.

rices,

Blymyer Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati,Os

(35 cts.) This charming ‘Sabbath School Songster has won a multtude of friends, and needs no

Reed

York.

School Song Books.

Good
ies.

bogus

pes Avoid

CO.
at

Cop-

THOUSANDS.

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.,
212

Address,
&

GTH, AND ENERGY,

and INFORMATION WORTH
ies mailed free. Address,

‘contains

we have obtained nearly three thousand Patents
for American and Foreign inventors, and can give
satisfactory references in almost every county in
BAGGER

who have been restored to.

after drugging/in vain for months and years.
or DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
Send now
BELECPRIC QUARTERLY, a large IllusTHE
trated Journal, containing full particulars

complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and
other valuable matter.
During the past five years

envelope to

JELLY,

the

efficient known

diseased condition ?

MAHA:

Rey JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,
. Xu»
y

QUERUS €OD LIVER

found

health, strength, and energy as experienced
in former years?
Do any of the following
symptoms
or: class of symptoms meet
your

LOUIS

forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular. giving

and

the cure of disease.

and

Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys

The Great South American Remedy for all spe
cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of
the

been

simple,

E DOLin America.

nl
Now is the time to secure it .
LARS for an Acre of the BEST A)

the Union.

A CARD.

full information,

have

5.00

year,

of

AFARM....HO!

1 = ACRES DEVOTED

forward all their contributions for the three causes to
the Financial Secretary as requested to do by the
action et tl ¢ three Executive Boards,
E.N.F,

a8 a restorer

QUIS SMITHNIGHT, Chemist,Cleveland,0.

STRAWBERRY

5.00

Lewiston, Me.,May 1.
P. 8. It wiil greatly facilitate the work of making
up a tabulated statement of the contributions of the

Amazon,

The only sure remedy.
Is sold under a positive guar.
antee. Price¥1 a package. Sample pkgs free. Address

INGER
Soon AD G0 Tose. Growere. / ‘est Greve.ChesterCo..Pa.
10t13cow

8.00
5.00

Me

ofthe

ISTHE:

These noted Curative appliances have now
stood the test for
upward of thirty yours and
are protected Dy
tters-Patent.
in all the.
rincipal countries of the world. They were
ecreed the only Award of Merit for Electric.
Appliances a
e great World's Exhibitions
aris, Philageld ia, and elsewhere —and

SMITHNIGHT’S Asthma REMEDY

and choose from over

8.75

249,38
128.08
199.95
E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec.

at the end

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them,

6t13

2.0
3.33

10.67

F A Waterman Prov R Ij
H Graves Springfield Me
Mrs H F Lord Springvale Me
J I, Emery Saco Me
Chas Adams **
‘WD Burnham *
E E Harris Springvale Me
Mary F Potter Pascoag RT
*
Wm A Potter
"
Lydia H Potter
CH Richardson Newmarket N

churches

;

HANDS:

AND.

8.81
2.80
1.15
2.02
4.00
4.80
3.24
2.00
2.40

4.18

* Colebrook O
* New Lyme O
“2 Sandwich N H
“ W Falmouth Me
“E Pittsfield Me

Obadiah

LTS

BE

RIC

ELECT

;

:

:

55.42

2.25
166

5.76
1607

“ Ea Otisfield Me
N

.

PULVERMACHER’S

Ansonia,

2.

S54

68

* Parma N Y
0
“AubnrmMe
**1 Rochester N H per Mrs
M K Hayes
“ N Scituate RI
* Blackstone Mass
* Dover Charles St N H
‘ Ashlend N H
‘* Hebron Me
“ Harper’s Ferry W Va
‘* Epsom

:

tho yoo of medicine of any kind.

5.2

15.62

15.62

13.04
4.80
1,55
2.02
4.00
2.30
2.88
2.00
2.40

“ Meredith Cer: N H
« Gilford Vill N H 4.25 for

and continue over

G. H. DAMON, Clerk.

the Parishville ¢hureh, June 7-9. All churches
Next comes the Presbyterian church of Hol- with
desiring their statistics inserted in Register will forChurches will'please
land,next the Southern Presbyterian church in ward the same to the session.
their annual tax of 5 cents per member.
the United States, next the Established chureh | forward
D. S.8SMI1TH, Clerk.
in Scotland, next the Presbyterian

and

Receipts.

B. L. PRESCOTT.

The Rev. C. B. Kittredge, of Westborough,
nual session on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Mass., states that Yung Wing, the Chinese
OXFORD
Q. M, will hoid its next sessicn with the
Thursday Froceding the last Sabbath in April ; Commissioner, who has charge of the educachurch, May 24, 25, commencing Friday, at 2
om time to time, adopt such rules, tion of the youths now in course of ducation | oCana
clock. Opening sermon by Rev, N.H. Farr, Friday
my regulations
mck
hal be 'd eemetl necess
evening.
E. J. DOYLE, Clerk.
and
as shal
and advisable,
.:
-y in this country, at thé expense of the Imperial
BELKNAP
Q.
M.
will
be
held
with the East Tilton
Government,
was
reeéived
by
him
into
the
Art, 7. This Constitution may be amended
chareh, commencing
May 28, at 1, P. M. Open ing serat any regular meeting of the Association, by Christian church at Monson. A companion of mon by Rev. M.A. Quimby, Tuesday evening.
J. T. WEEKS, Clerk.
a two-thirds vote of. members present.
Yung Wing, who united with the church of
Monson,
at
the
stme
time,
afterwards
went
to
. The constitution
was considered and voted
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Remarks upon the resolution were made by
Revs. A. L. Gerrish, E. N. Feruald, J. W.
Scribner, and J. Malvern, after which it was
adopted.
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made by many brethren on the necessity of
harmony and union, and that a greater degree
The resolution was “discussed by brethren
1'of the social element should be cultivated in
. J. Malvern, L. Malvern,J. W. Scribner, E. N. connection with our Q. Ms.
Revs. John
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among them a husband, wife and daughter,
who all came -out of the water together! In
the evening, these, with one by letter, were
welcomed to the fellowship of the church.
Others will go forward in baptism very soon;
and best of all, the work is still deepening.
The church never has been in such nopeful
condition, and goes about its work joyfully.
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evening, June
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The conception of the work is a happy one: the
analysis of the stibjects comprehensive and clear;
the concessions pertinent and trustworthy, and
wide enough in the range of authors to give them
great cogency. The plan and execution are alike |
admirable.—
Rev. Heman Lincoln, D. D.

‘WM. WALKER, Sec,
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ORTHODOXY.
The Deity of Christ, The
Aionement, Endless Punishment. By DANIEL
DORCHESTER, D. D. 12mo. Cloth, $125.73
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CONCESSIONS OF “ LIBERALISTS ” TO

All the above exercises will be subject to criticism
except the sermon, Thursday evening.
All ministers
belonging to the Y. M,, not mentioned above, are requested to present a paper of their own selection - for
criticism, All ministers belonging to the Conference
are expected to present a written report of their
labors, studies and support during the past year. It
is hoped that all wili be present promptly at the commencement of the meeting on Wednesday evening,
and try to make itan interesting and profitable oc

belief that

casion,

The report was adopted. *

of the resolution presented by
Houghton; but the following,
Hammett, was accepted by the
its substitute and adopted :

the

Publisher’s Notes.

L. Houghton, Mass., J. A. Lowell, N. nA
Given, R. I, H. J. White, Me., W. L. Noyes,
Vt., and G. C. Chase, Me.

conventions

Vice-

W.. Perry, N. H.,’A.

Executive Committee, P.

raised to defray the incidental expenses of this
Convention. The standing committee reports

desirable that such reports be published

for
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this order is identical with the secret associa~
tion know in Pennsylvania as ‘ Molly Maguires,” that the attack upon it was made.
The matter is likely to attract attention far and
near,
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That we tender our thanks to the standing
committee for the able and efficient programme which they provided for this session.
The resolution was adopted.
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Poetry,

In the

1212, an

army

of 80,000

French children set out for the
Land by the way of Marseilles.
were unarmed, and chose for their
mander a boy named Stephen, who

FOk ME.

+H

year

._ BY J.W. BARKER.
———.

{in Vendome.

I dreamed of glory,—but my heart
Grew weary, and my steps were slow ;
1 seemed to see the ¢ better part”

German

At the

children

same

time

Holy
They
comlived
20,000

crossed the Alps at

Mont Cenis, and 20,000 more

at -gnother

MORNING

search of this boy; and he found

STAR,

him

the back of the maternal mansion,

will suppose he is born with an overplus
imagination, so that things appear to him
as realities which have no existence except as the magic light of that imaginaThe May—dJune number of the North Amertion has thrown a picture against the ican Review contains the following articles:
white surface of his world. And sol sud- “ Is the Republican Party in Its Death-Sirugdenly discover, as I imagine, that he is gle? by Senator T. O. Howe; * The Sovereignty of Ethics,” by Ralph Waldo Emerson;
lying right and left; and then he gets,not “Our Commerce with France,” by J: 8. Moor;
a gentle guidance through which he can *¢ Discipline in American Colleges,” by James
find the line at last between thoughts and MecCosh, President of Princeton College; “The
things, but first a stern warning, and then Army of the United States,” by Gen, James A.
what I call a good sound whipping. Many Garfield; ¢ Is Man a Depraved Creature!” a
a minister has flogged his boy for this debate, by Rev, T. W. Chambers, D. D., and
Rev. O. B. Frothingham; “ The Irrepressible
turn, when he ought to have filpgged him- Conflict Undecided,’’ by Senator A, Cameron;
self like one of the old hermits. Here is *¢ Chinese Immigration,” by M. J. Dee; * The
a case in which they are alike, but with a Phonograph and its Future,” by Thomas A.

split~

ting up pine-knots for kindlings. Sam
approached him with a very slow, dignified step, and a look of commiseration.
‘* Hey, nigger!” said Sam, ¢‘ dat’s all
you fit for, is to work. Why don’t you
Le a gemman like me, whut aint a.gwine
to do a lick o’ work dis whole day?”
‘Done runned away, is you?” answer-

On the nineteenth day of last month,
Sam could and would have testified, from

‘Were it not well, in this Lrief little journey
On over the isthmus, down inte the tide,

information and belief, that he was
‘ eight yeahs ol’, gwine on nine ;” but on
the morning of the twentieth, that interesting infant of color was informed by
his mother that he was ‘ nine yeahs ol’,

‘We give him a fish instead of a serpent,
Ere folding the hands to be and abide

Forever and aye in dust at bis side?
Look at the roses saluting eact thier:
Look at the herds all at peace on the plain—
Man, and man-only, makes war on his brother,

Is it worth while that we battle to humble
/ Some poor fellow
soldier down into

the

dust?
God pity us all! Time oft-soon will tumble
All of us together, like leaves in a gust,
Humbled indeed down into the dust.

“—=Joaguin Miller.
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and Aunt
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and other
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parts of Palestine, and so a great many
people in Italy and France, called together by a man named Peter the Her-

mit, started
although

he

for the Holy Land.
was assisted

by

But

kitchen,

“Stop

Phillis

down-stairs,

descended

great precipitation.

the

steps

Then

Sam

heard her shouting, angrily:
«You, Bose! Oh, you bettah

git,

|

mean ole no-'count rascal! Ido
houn’-dog 1”

'spise : a

# Sam went on with

musing,

his toilet,

they

kin Tommy,” who was

the

patriarch

of

stroyed, still leaving Jerusalem in the
hands of the Turks.
But all these efforts, you see, were

the plantation, and popularly supposed
to be ¢ cluss onto” two hundred years of
age; and who was wont to aver that
when he arrived in that part of the country, when he was a boy, the squirrels all
had two tails apiece, and the Mississippi
River was such a small stream that people bridged it, on occasion, with a fencerail. Thus meditating upon the glorious

made ‘without any organization in par-

possibilities of his future, Sam got ready

ticular,

for break fast, and went down.
It was
not until he had absorbed an enormous

didn’t get anywhere near Jerusalem,

cause the Turks destroyed

nearly

them. Shortly after that an

of

army

of

- Germans shared the same fate, and

an immense company

of

200,000

England and the Continent were all

and

were

not

at

all

be-

all

then

from

de-

skillfully

carried out; but they opened the way to
the first real crusade, which did hot start
for some years after the other failures.

quantity of fried pickled-pork and hot
corn-cakes, and finally with reluctance
ceased to eat, that his mother told him
what had caused the noise a little while

The first crusade consisted of six splendid armies, made up of the very best
knights of Europe, commanded by some
of the noblest princes in the land. They
fought their way successfully to Antioch,

kitchen, and surreptitiously ** supped up”

which fell into their hands after a long
,siege—six or seven months. What did

the chicken-soup that had been prepared
for Sam’s birthday breakfast ; and further,

these Christians do but massacre all the
inhabitants !
That doesn’t sound very well Dow-a-

how the said delinquent had added insult

befoge,—how

old

Bose,

the

fox-hound,

had with felonious intent come

into the

to injary, by contemptuously smashing
the bowl that he had emptied.
Sam, however, was too true a philoso-

pher to cry long over spilt milk—or
soup. = He reflected that the breakfast he
had just taken would prevent

his

eating

any soup, even if he ‘had dt. * I isn't
injy-rubber,” said he to himself, with
w | which beautiful and happy thought his

is held the
the attacks of the vlan

year 1144, when affairs looked so bad
that a second

crusadé

was

announced.

by

a

smile,

+A-a-a-aunt Sally Goedin!
When you got enough corn-bread

THE COUNTERFEIT QUARTER.
Four boys were standing under

dat

walkin’

now,”

said

‘He come to de place he wuz

on seme one. . You could spend

failed,
In 1187, the Sultan of Baypt captured

“Jerusal
and em,
a third crusade wos organized, and after that a fourth and a
a sixth and a seventh, and, in
and th
fif

1270,the eighth and last. Sometimes the

Christians weresuccessful, but oftentimes
they were completely beaten by the Turks
and their allies.
But the Professor wants to tell you of
the strangest thing of all. Have you
dren's crusade?
ever heard of

Sam,” said she;

| laughed Philip.

git

Pumble

to

play

that in

At Come,

let

us

try,

it

any way.”
** Not I, Phil,” said the

other,

stoutly.

| © My father says it is stealing to pass

Sam,

gwine

deeply impressed, Sam
Pumble joining in:

custom

began

Truly great men are polite by instinct
to their inferiors. It is one element of
their greatness: to be thoughtful
for
others.
The greatest men in the world ‘have

¢¢ Jay-bird a-settin

wid

you.”

Pumble wabia boy who in age and
tastes corresponded closely with Sam, as

he did in complexion. °His real name, at

full length, was Pumblechook,—he hav-

ing been so christened at the instance of
Mahs'r George, in honor of the immortal
corn-and seedsman, Off went Sam in

Indeed,

mainly

to their popular manners, which induced
the people whom they pleased to give
them an opportunity to show their power.
Many years ago the errand boy em-| ployed by a publishing house in a great
city was sent to procure from Edward
Everett the proof sheets of a book he had
been examining. The boy entered the

BE TENDER TO THE CHILDREN.
vast library, lined from floor to ceiling
Solomon may slip in with his cruel with books, in fear and trembling. He
maximof ¢ Spare the rod, and spoil the stood in awe of this Tamous man, and
child;” he has no business about my dreaded to meet him.
But Mr. Everett, turning from the desk
place while my children are tender. I
can no more be hard on them than Jesus where he was writing, received the lad
could, If I hurt them in this evil way, I with re-assuring courtesy, bade him sit
hurt those who are of the kingdom of down, chatted kindly as he looked for the
heaven. = My gray hairs have bugis proof sheets, and asked :
¢¢Shall I put a paper around them for
this wisdom (and woe is me, I should

so wise!) that the unpardonable sin is to you ?” as politely as if his visitor were
be hard on a tender child. I do not
know whether God forgives me; I know

the President.

Ido not forgive myself.

ble state of mind. He had been raised in
his own esteem by Mr. Everett's kindness, and he has never forgotten the lesson it taught him.
!

I hope;

I do net forget.

They

forget,

No

cut of

the hand or the tongue ever fell
from a true father on such a child,
that failed to ache forever in the heart of |.
the giver ; and no such thing was ever
done which was not a damage all round.

I do not wonder the..0ld grandsire is so
gentle with the ‘second generation.

He

The boy departed in a very comforta-

o--0-0-b
ha G0 gn a 8

BOYS AND

THEIR MOTHERS.

Some one has written beautifully to the
boys in the following manner. Here is a
whole sermonin a few sentences: “of
all the love affairs in the world, none can
surpass the true love of the big boy for his
mother. It is pure love and noble; hon-

orable in the highest degree to both, Ido
not mean merely a dutiful affection. I

passages in his fatherhood, but- mean a love which makes a boy gallant

back the inextinguishable

‘ you

politeness.

many have owed their greatness

Irwin Russell, St. Nicholas for May.
Ee Tr
SSL
PS PES

so he chokes.

regret,

spirit, but is plain and outspoken, and aims
chiefly to present reasons why the organization
of the Republican party should be maintained.

Dr.

McCosl’s

article has evidently grown

out of his experience with rebellious students,
and will interest a large number of readers.

He compares our own system of college discipline with that in European Universities,
which is based generally on the principle of the
election of the fittest. The American college,
on the other hand, exercises a kind of moral
control of the student, and Dr. MeCosh believes that this is, in a certain sense, necessary
and profitable. He recounts a good deal of his
own

experience,

and

offers

many

excellent

hints. The debate by Revs. O. B. Frothingham and T. W. Chambers deals with a knotty
question.

First,

Mr.

Frothingham

submits

and

humbly tries to get even through the overmeasure. Now, we always walk softly
if we do not know our way, and that way
lies through great shadows ; and here is
where the child differs from the machine.
‘We know what the machine can do; we
have no such knowledge of the child. My

and courteous to his mother; saying to
everybody plainly that he is fairly in love
with her, Next to the love of a husband,
nothing so crowns a woman's life with
honor as this second

love,

this

devotion

of a son to her. AndI never yet knew a
boy ¢ to turn out’ bad who had begun by
falling in love with his mother. Any man

may fall in love with a fresh-faced girl,

boy may have a faculty in possession of and the man who is gallant with the girl

may cruelly neglect the worn and weary
wife. But the boy who is a lover of his
day, through the overplus of its power. ‘mother in her middle ageis a true knight,
compared with bis other powers and his who will love his wife as much in the
knowledge of the world he lives in, ft sere-leafed autumn as he did in the daisied
may look like a vice to'me, and may grow Springume Galva Journal.
O--0-0-0
0
to be a vice, if 1 do do not say, * The
The darkest cloud has a silver lining.
child is tender, I will lead on softly.” I
his nature, which in thirty years will be a
benediction to the human family ; but to-

tions their validity and efliciency, and hints at
the essential worthlessness of their endeav Ors,
threatens to restrain ambition, diminish purose, deaden the springs of resolution, enfeeble conscience, and encourage the indifference,
supineness,
and skepticism, which are the
deadliest foes to progress,
Such an account of

man may even turn his energies against himself; and, besides exhausting his moral power

The

deb yate is

conc Tuded

hy

Dr.

5

doctrine’ of de-

pravity is that it wounds to heal, it kills to
make alive.
It stains the pridé of human
glory
and exposes the emptiness of an earth-born
morality before Him whose eyes are as a flame
of tire; but with this it disclosesa way of escape and recov. ery.
Itrevealsa provision for
phidon which is not capricious or arbitrary,

ut agreeable

to

the

deepest ethical

eonvic-

tions of the soul; and it rh
with this pardon a spiritual renovation which makes all
things new.
It is a mistake, therefore, to say

about

Ktaadn”

is

a

suggestions

to

campers-out in

general,

who may also see the humorous side of the
thing in ¢ Cawping-out at Rudder Grange”—

a droll sketch by Frank

R. Stockton.

The

first of Dr. Brewer's papers on the curiosities

of

‘ Bird

number,
and the

Architecture”

is

given in this

and treats of the bower-birds,
wonderful garden and cabin-build-

ing bird discovered by Dr. Beceari, this being
the first full account of the bird in English.
Two engravings
by Henry Marsh accorapany
this

paper.

Of

the

unillustrated

material,

there is ‘“ An Impossible Story,” by Bayard
Taylor, in which certain desirable reforms
are achieved; ‘‘ Lissy,” a short story by
Margaret H. Eckerson; “ Little Rose and the
House of the Snowy Range,” a Colorado bit
of travel, by “ H. H.;” and a light essay,
‘ Concerning the Use of Fagots at Geneva,”
by Leonard W. Bacon.

In

“ Topics

discusses

of the Time,”

“ Recent

Dr.

Financial

Holland

Legislation,”

‘“ The defeat ofthe Turk,” and “ The Talk
about Retribution.” In “ Communications”
there is an account of the marriage of Princess
Mercedes,
by an
eyesvitness. ‘‘ The Old
Cabinet” is chiefly about ¢ Smooth

Painting,”

“ The Society of American: Artists,” “ Nationality in our Art,” “ Frauds and Good Men,”
and
‘ The Sonnet.”
“ Home and Society’?
gives
experience in co-operative gardening,

with other suggestions. * Bric-a-Brac” cone
tains
anecdotes
in
* Pidgin
English,”

¢ Fables a la Mode,”

and verse

and

drawings

(with cuts), and treats
matters,~New
York:

of other
Scribner

of a -humorous character. * The World's
Work” describes a Singing Telephone for
Schools”
practical

& Co.
Arthur's

Home

IMlustrated

Magazine

makes itself quite a favorite in the household, .
on accountof the domestic and practical nature of its contents,
It by no means omits the
story-telling or poetic features, nor fails to
give a due amount of travel-sketches, accounts
of adventures, historical
and other papers.
But it includes also fashion plates, various pat-

terns for ladies

and children’s garments, and

domestic receipts, etc., which are of real use in

most.

families,—Philadelphia:

T. 8, Arthur &

Son.

St. Nichatinntn: with an illustrated story
describing

the

fi-Rer-folk

life

of the Hudson

The inimitable ¢ Peterkins,” of Lucre-

tia I’. Hale re-appear, this time in the perplex-

ities of“ moving,”—a household

trouble that

brings out very amusingly their curbus aptitudes for blundering.
Mr. Irwia Russell tells

about “ Sam,” a darkey boy,ang his funny doings on his birth-day. “ Old Soup” is a tale
about a wise old elephant of India, and has a

C hambers ¥ | striking

as follows:

But the glory of the church

with

river.

in the attempt to supply himself with supernatural qualities, may drive him into such
morbid discontent and distrust that he will
prefer going out of the world to performing a
manly part in it. It seems as if the world
would get on faster and more satisfactorily, on
the noblest estimate, if the doetrine of deprayity were discarded.

Tramps

full-page

picture

by

4.

E.

“The Charcoal Burners’ Fire;

Kelly;

and.

or Easter Eve

among the Cossacks,” is a narrative of Russian
life, by
poems.

David Ker.
The number is rich in
There is a liberully illustrated article,

entitled, * Where Money is Made,” describing
the government mint at Philadelphia; a paper
about

school children

pictures; and

in Paris,

with

several

* The Story of May-day”

and

some of its curious customs in various parts of

the world, by Olive Thorne, with 3 drawing

The numbersof Littell's Living Age for
the weeks ending April 20th and 27th, contain
Mr. Froude’s * Life and Times of Thomas
Becket,” by Edward A. Freeman, Contemporary Review; England as a Military Power in
1854 and in 1878, by Sir Garnet Wolseley,

i

been noted for their

Stephen wink at him;
Stephen pint de gua,
Pull on de trigger,
Off go de load—
An’ down come de nigger!”

text in

and

any one suffer loss by its means.— Child's
Ao
LARD
RRR
POLITENESS OF GREAT MEN.

when

On a swingin’ limb,

Senator Howe's #rticle is in the line of his
recent speech in Congress, but finds its

* Camps

paper descriptive of the wood-life of painters,

by Howard Pyle, giving an idea of an old-time
May-day in “Merrie England.” Besides these, .
there are several other lively and interesting

World.

to Sing,

He wink ut Stephen,

Con-

l

and many other equally. rave and curious:
things. Among the numerous cuts is a
large portrait of Postmaster James, drawn
by J. Alden Weir, and engraved by Cole.

can do with it is to pitch it into "the millthat the on IY Sonsomitants of the doctrine 1
pond. T might lose it, and somebody find defend are
wail of penitence, the robe of
and pass it. Get some pebbles, boys, and sackcloth, and an outlook of gloom oy i’ al ithe
scenes of coming
time.
There jie. §
let's see which can pitch the farthest.”
| grief, self-reproach, and shame, but,al TY
. The old counterfeit was buried in the these are the joy of fo {veness, the be aning
of a better life, the Pu
g power of a
deep mill-pond, where it was never likely and
elev. ated affection, hs
cidence of duiyduty,

.to tempt any one to dishonesty,or to make

impressively, “wuz to turn right ’round
an’ go back whar he come from. An’

that can not be done ; and

needn't tote no wood to-day, or fotch no
water, or do nuffin. Go down to de
quarters, a’

tree,

half-a-dozen ways, if you liked. Give it
to me, Freddy, and I will go down to
| Aleck, and get a hatful of chestnuts for it.
You might as well ; it is of no use to you.
| If Aleck finds it out, 1 will take it back,
{ and say, ¢ Is it bad?’ If Aleck finds it out
| after he gets it, he will pass it on somebody, so there’ 11 not be any harm done
any way.’
« What of the next oze who gets it?”
said Freddy.
“Oh; he-must-pass—it—off-as; we~do;*

to,” said Pumble.
“Did he, sho’ enough?”
exclaimed
Sam.
“1 wuz kinder skeered he wud n't
nebber git dar at all. Whut did he do
nex'?”
De nex’ t'ing he done,” said Pumble,

dat’s all!”
As was his invariable

instrument;

of one of them had taken the day before. his views of the question and attempts to show
““ Father thinks it came from the apple- that the negative of the question is the fact,
man—he bought apples yesterday,—
but Dr. Chambers replies, is answered by* Mr.
Frothingham, and then closes the debate in a
he can not be sure, for he had several
pointed paper, written in good spirit, which,
others in his pocket-book. It is good for indeed, characterizes the whole Jdehate. An
nothing any way, so he gave it to me. to extract from each will show the drift of the
play with.”
author’s reasoning.
Mr, Frothingham says:
*“ You wouldnt catch my father losing
A theory which casts suspicion on the nor
| money that way. He would shove it off mal condition of the faculties themselves, ques-

walkin.”

some

.

The excellent Aunt Phillis was "much
affected by this saint-like conduct on the
out, but on account of the treachery of a part of her son. She sighed; fearing
Greek owpercr, Comnenus, the crusade | ‘that the bey was too good to live.

« Nemmind,

a

looking at 4 bad quarter, which the father

the

Is des as good as puddin’,”

Two armies, coutaining 1,200,000 men
under Louis VIL, King of France, and
Conrade III., Emperor of Germany, set

it will; and

sight; this may be a rare gift you do not
understand. The loftiest poet that ever
sang may be but a vaster liar by your base
criterion.”—Robert Collyer.
tg
pe

will not tell you, or himself, perhaps,how
| smile developed into his normal grin,’ it is that he is so tender with these new
and he began to chant an appropriate buds on the tree of life. He is trying to
make it up to them; poor man, it is all
stanza from oneof his favorite lyrics:
he can do now. He would fain recall
ul 1 the
“ 0-0-0-01d Uncle John!
. | frown was superseded

whither

the other way ; pray for insight and fore-

“and tell whut he done when he got froo

the while, upon the probability of his
ever getting to be as old as Uncle ¢ Afri-

another

army, under Walter the Penniless,

the

it carries him

then perhaps the father even prays for
him at the family altar, as if he were a
son of perdition, and helps to make him
one through such prayers. Gently,” I
would say to such a man, * turn the lash

along—-."

« Fine way to git gray-headed,” ‘said
the great Mohammed, who was born in
the year 571) were overthrown (by the ‘Sam.
Turks, who treated the Christians in a
At this moment a mighty crash redays even
it was all
they could
keep them

so

“ Shill I tell a story?” asked Pumble.
“Does you know a good one?” inquired
Sam.
:
* “Dis story’s gwine to be a new one,”

The son has

said Pumble, ‘“but he
kep’
a-walkin’ | counterfeit money when you know it, and
along.
An’ walkin’ along, an’ walkin’ a very high crime.
Idon't*mean to bealong, an’
walkin’ along,
an’ walkin’
gin that business, even in a small way.
along, an’ walkin’ along, an’ walkin’
Come to think of it, guess the best thing I

THE ORUSADES.
mighty peart, tell long come somebody
Long, long ago, Christians used to wida hoe to slosh it down, but ef you
make pilgrimages to the Holy Land libs long enough, an’ uuffin happens,
from many parts of Europe; but in the youll keep on habbin a buff-day ebry
year 1065 the Egyptian caliphs ( a caliph yeah wunst a yeah till you dies. An’
was so called from an Arab word mean- ebry time you has one, son, you'll be one
ing a successor— i. e., a successor of yeah older.”

most cruel manner. In those
Christians used to think that
right to kill just as many as
of the people who tried to

the matter of his ‘sermons.

Edison, the inventor of the
temporary Literature,

come honest'y by the faculty, but he is _ Mr. Julian’s article in the last number of the
not shrewd enough to see how far he can Review. It utters sentiments which betray a
good deal of chagrin and political disappointgo without being found out. The rein
lies on the neck of his power as yet, and ment. . Senator Cameron’s paperis in & better

sat down to consider and consult, or, as
they expressed it, ‘“ to study up whut us
gwine to do.”

said Pumble, ¢ beakase 1'll make it up as
gwine on ten.”
I go ’long.”
‘ Hoo-ee! ” he cried, ** whut a pow’ful
. *Tell"ahead,” said Sam.
while I mas’ ha’slep’! Or else I grows
““ Wunst apon a time—" began Pumble.
wuss an’ dat ar Jonus’s gourd you tol’
¢¢ What time?” interrupted Sam.
me 'hout, whut wuz only a teenchy leetle
“Shut up!
Wunst apon a time. Dey
simblin at night, and got big as de henwuz a man.
An’ dis heah man lighted up
house afore
mornin'—early
sun-up.
he pipe, an’ started out on de big road.
Hm! hey ! look heah, mammy, is IskippAn’
he went walkin’ along, Right stret
ed any Christmusses ?”
along.
An’ walkin’ along, ‘an’ walkin’
‘ No, chile,” replied his mother ; ‘‘you
along. “An walkin®
gran’ walkin’
aint skipped nuffin. Dis is yor buft-day;
along—"
de 'fects ob which is, dat it ’s des so many
‘‘ Dat man wuz gwine all de way, wuz
yeahs sence you wuz fust borned. I
n't
he?” interjected the listener.
don’t know how ’t 11 be, Sam—folks is
“
He had n’t got -no way, hardly, yit,”
sim’lar to de cocoa-grass, whut grows up

And laughs in his heart at hisearl and pain;
Shamed by the beasts that go down on the
plain.

difference, The sire has been drawing
on his imagination, time out of mind, for

before the ‘¢ big house,” Sam and Pumble

SAM'S BIRTHDAY.

And mightier far for woe or for weal.

8, 1878.

Witerary Rebietv,

at

point,
And feel the chill of coming woe.
Think of it! Seventy thousand chilAs distant echoes gently sweep
dren on their way to deliver Jerusalem ! ed Pumble.
‘ Well, I'll come 'round dis
* The azure of She mbisinin wild,
V1
They
seemed
to
think
that
by
some
ebeain,
when
de ole ooman gibs you a
A voice seemed whispering,
soft and deep;
miracle they were to be the means of dose ob hickory-tea.”
In richer tones, Come home, mymy ¢child.”
"| converting all their oppressors to Chris“Dat'll do, boy;"” said Sam. ¢ Let you
The view entranced my anxious soul,
tianity. This crusade was certainly one know dis is my buff day, an’ I wont work
. The voice was solaceto my breast,
of the strangest things in history. Did for nobody, on my buff-day. Go ax yo’
Yet threat’ning billows seemed td goll
|
the children succeed? ‘1t makes the Pro- mammy kin you come up an’ play wid
Between me and the land of
fessor feel very sad to say that they did’ me; tell her my mammy sont word for
I could not stem the stormy flood,
not. Poor children ; some of them wan- you to come.”
Too wéak to mount the swelling tide,—
dered back to their homes again, their
Pumble dropped the hatchet, stared
1 fainted, till in glory stood
‘I little hearts discouraged, and their little ecstatically, and ran in to obtain the deA Form upon the other side.
feet weary with marching, but nearly all sired permission. It was granted. Then
Across the wave he reached his hand,
of them perished—some on their way, this dialogue occurred :
And bid me doubt and halt no more;
some by drowning in the Mediterranean
“ Be a good chile!” *
And I could see the glorious land
Sea—while all who missed a compara* Yes'm,"
That spread upon the distant shore.
tively happy death were sold into slave‘ Don’t forgit yo’ manners!”
I ventured, in the strength of hope,
ry.
‘ Nome.”
“To Him who taught me to depend,
Crusade
is
from
:
a
word
meaning
“Member
you's my son !”
He raised my fainting spirit up,—
“cross,” and all the knights wore cross“ Yes'm.”
I saw my Saviour, Brother, Friend.
O-o-O-0-0
es, and so pledged themselves to fight i “Don’t you git into no mischuf!”
*ro-re
for the Holy Land. The Templars, of ' #*Nome.”
BROTHERHOOD.
whom you've all heard, were so called
Is it worth while that we jostle a brother
« Ef you does, I'll w'ar vou out, sah!
Bearing his load on the rough road of life?
because they had a house near the sup- Now, go 'long!”
Is it worth while that we jeer at each other
posed site of Solomon's Temple.
The boys trotted merrily away together.
In blackness of heart?—that we war to the
The Order was founded for the protec- But they had not gone fifty rods before
knife?
\
tion of . pilgrims, but they grew very they heard Pumble’s mother calling him.
God pity us all in our pitiful strife,
rich, and very wicked some people say, They stopped to listen.
God pity us all as we jostle each other;
and the head Templar and many others
¢¢ Take— keer — ob yo’ — clo” es!” she
God pardon us all for the triumphs we feel
When
a fellow goes down ‘neath his load on were put to death by being burned alive. shouted, and then went back into her
— Christian Union.
house.
the heather,
Pierced to the heart; words are keener than
Under a great pecan-tree, on the lawn
ell
ppp

steel,

MAY

-

THE
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and inclination, I.
with God
triumphant hope of better things than dndbes
of earth. The right position RE — God in
sures the right we tion toward man. The believer, remembering the pit whence he was
snatched, bas
a tender sympathy with all his
kind, as sharers with him in a common Cae
tastrophe. He sees in them the possible recibjents of thesame blessings which he him
self enjoys, and he feels a constant imple to
live, labor, anda pray, that what is possible may
become actual. The thought of the first Adam

with his wretehed entail is inseparably blended
with that of tire second Adam with his worldwide redemption ; und these two factors
bined have produced the largest, Purest,

lasting, and most self-sacrificing
world has ever seen.
Mr. Dee’s

article

on

humanity the

the Chinese

will interest political economists,

commost

question

while

Prof.

Edison’s brief paper, describing the most curious invention of the age, will be found to
abound in desirable information,—New York:
North American Review, 551 Broadway.
THE

MAY

MAGAZINES,

Ponkapog to

Pesth’ are delightful sketches of travel. Prof.
Shaler’s article on * The Silver Question Geologieally Considered” treats of the origin of
silver and gold, the localities in which they are
found
in workable quantities, and the proba-~

ble

variations in

value.

their relative amount and

All who read Mr. Wm. Chauncy Lang-

don’s admirable paper

on

Vietor

standard.—New

Nineteenth

York: Scribner& Co.

Century;

Modern

:

Japan,

Fort-

nightly Review; French Home Life—the Influence of Women, Blackwood; The Loss of
the * Eurydice,” Spectator ; A Broad Church
Bishop, Church

Quarterly ; Macleod of Dare,

by
Wm. Black, from advance sheets; Erica,
translated for The Living Age, from the German of Frau von Ingersleben ; Story of George
Cruikshank, Chantbers’s Journal; The Analogies of Plant aud Animal Life, Nature; Our

Irresponsible

Ambassadors,

Spectator;

Change-Ringing, Chambers’s Journal; The
Legitimate Sphere of Agnosticism, Spectator;
The Domestic Sphinx, Spectator; ete., etc.—
Boston: Littell & Gay.

>

¢ Detmold,” which opens
the Atlantic,
steadily develops power and interest.
Another extract from the ‘ May days” portion of
Thoreau’s journal will be found charming
reading.
Henry James, Jr.’s, ** Recent Flor-

ence” and Mr, Aldrich’s ¢“ From

papers and engravings; the very. little folks
haye a pretty picture, and a story. in large
ype; and the departments are well up to the

Emmanuel,

will be glad to find that he has contributed to
the May number an equally noteworthy article
on * The Old Pope and the New.”
Richard

The Centennial of Phillips

Academy,

Ando-

ver, is to be celebrated in due form early in
June next. The Literary
World (Boston)
for May anticipates the interesting occasion by

publishing

an elaborate article on the Literary

History of the

prefixed

to which

are two fine sonnets by Ray Palmer,

Academy,

an ai.in

nus of the institution. This May number contains the index for the eighth volume of the

paper, extending through nearlyasix pages,
and a dozen pages of critical reviews and other
matter. There is alsoa sonnet by Miss Charlotte

F.

Grave.’

Bates,

entitled,

“ At

Hawthorne's

Hawthorne died May 19, 1864.

To the Rockies and

of a velume issued by

Beyond

the

is the

Union

title

Pacific

the English origin of the larger part of so-called *“ Americanisms,’ and again, in passing,

Railway which will be found both valuable
and interesting to the tourist or the western
It is a condensed sccount of
home-seeker.

pays his respects to his old enemy Dr, Fitzedward Hall. = The poetry of ®the number well
maintains the established reputation of the
magazine in that department, comprising, as

States and Territories, and is crowded with
useful information as well as with versions
of delightful - mountaineering experiences.

Grant White continues

his attempt to prove

it does, ‘ Evolution,” by H.H, Boyesen, “The

¢ Rank and File,” by H. H., “ Menotomy
Lake,” by J.T. Trowbridge, ¢ The Captain’s
Drum,” by B.F, Taylor, and * Daffodils,’ by

Laura U. Feuling.
of Verse” is an

“ Some Recent Volumes

admirable

critical article by

W. D, Howells, reviewing the lately published

works of J.T. Trowbridge, Edgar Fawcett,
Murs, Piatt and Mrs. Moulton. The Contributors’ Club,the department of Recent Literature
and the Educational department are filled with
interesting matter.~Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co,
;
in.

The opening paper in. Scribner's is entitled ¢ Merry Days with Bow and Quiver,” and
is prepared by Maurice Thompson, the archerpoet whose piper on Archery last year in

a summer’s travel in the Rocky

Mountain

The writer hasspent considerable time asa
correspondentin. the Black Hills, Big Horn

and San Juan regions, and

furnishes special

articles on all these sections,
es a vast amount of useful

He also furnishinformation con-

cerning routes,

distancés,

and living in the many

expense

of travel

different locations

described, all obtained recently from per-A large and
entirely
sonal observation.
new

map of the region

covered

by the

book.

is ome of its most valuable features.
The
work contains 141 large pages and is pro-

fusely illustrated with gems of Rocky Mount-

ain scenery. Any one can obtain a sample copy
free, by applying 10 Theos. L. Kimball, Oman,
-Nebraska.
The
York)

National

Temperance

has just published a new

Society
and

(New

valuable

work designed for all schools, public and
this magazine will be pleasantly remembered.
The present papery which is the outgrowth private, and for home instruction, entitled, .
of the increasing interest in. this sport, is The Temperance Lesson Book, from the pen
made up of fresh material, including an ac- of Df. B. W. Richardson, of London, the dis.
count of an unique shooting match between tinguished author of “The Cantor Lectures on
Gen. Lew
Wallace's rifle team and Mr. "Alcohol? ‘Tt'comprises a series of ‘short lesIt
Thompson’s
archers, in
which
the lat- sons on alcohol and its action on the body.
ter came off victorious. Another illustrated is the mature result of most careful and expaper is by Edward Eggleston on * The tended research on the part of its gifted author,
New York Post-office,” where the writer whose attainments place him in the front rank
finds a model
system of civil sevice, of the ablest scientists of the world.
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comfort

and

forced inactivity was severe | the tramp element is on the increase for | tens” and one notch higher, but who feel
maRiers Is self-reli- | toPrisoned—this
endure.
But he found some compen- | the following reasons

The basis of good

=

;

a

ie

Ba

TE

Co., Ne
Wyoming ee

SEMINARY.—Pike,

RGR

a

ork in A LF

In the prime’ of life,—he was only | posal she will make of this, and have it | aid ; not by persons who go among them 147,750 was one of the or nal
on | ly No primary ist ay
thirty-two years of age when he was im- | just and fair
for all parties.
At present | feeling that they are of the upper | remained until his death
a consistent member. Seminary and English Course.

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Ace.

.
Bik

:

3

as though they belonged

to

my

arms and bri
The most difficult thing in life is to know | sation for the narrow bounds of his pris- | 1. The hard times. This cramps busi- | family, and the tramps did, too, and in a 30d heinbors in
yourself,
on in the wonderful activity of his pen, To | ness and for want, of employment men | little while there would be a touch of | in words only but, a

lias sare.
or Tul catatoge,

B, Sw
raving

LUT

He could say tru) pie 1 am loved 3 God and

the human | these, 1 wish I could" fold all

children

|

APHAM

INSTITUTE.

on

North

So

Col uae 3 1.
Limi Institution furnishes
po py
or a pds w Colle he

3 them all
er

RJ.;
His heart, his hands and his means | the Principal, at North Scituate,
and God would be hon- | deeds.
below,
for work and wanderto find it, which | heaven
It iy the beautiful necessity Of our natureto | thoge of cell lifetl wepea? owe that matchless | beg
Gi
were converted to the Lord. He will long be | _July 11,1876.
DW
:
:

love something.

a book

allegory the Pilgrim's Progress,

for much

|is too well known

Sunday is the golden clap that binds t0- | which a eritic has pronounced as second | Thousands say they would
|

Ls
gether the ¥o
Be not forgetfalto entertain strangers; for
thereby some have entertained angels una.
Wares.

tl

* Modest humility is beauty’s crown, for the
beautiful is a hidden thing and shrinks from
;
\
:
“its own power.

The flower whichwe

only one which

never

de not

loses

its

pluck is the

beauty

or its

fragrance.
Not nations, not armies, have advanced the
race, but here and there, in the course of
y

an individual has stood up and cast his shadow

over the world.

The young girl who begins to experience the
necessity of loving seeks to hide it ; but the desire of pleasing betfays the secret of her heart,
and sometimes reveals her hopes.
It is easy
in the world to live after the
world’s opinion; it is easy in solitude to live
after your own; but the great man is he who,
in thé midst of the crowd, keeps with perfect

sweetness the independence of solitude.

Avoid idleness, and fill up all the spaces "of
thy time with severe and

for lust easily creeps

useful

in at those

employment;

emptinesses

where the soul is ¥nemployed and the body is
at ease; for no easy, healthful, idle person was
ever chaste if he could be tempted.
But, of

all em

Joy Iments, bodily

labor is the most

ful,and

ef the greatest

benefit for driving away

the devil.—Jeremy Taylor.

THE FATHERS

use’

OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

John

Bunyan.

BY

FRED

jailer was a kind-hearted man who treated"
2. The disgrace felt to be attached to
him gently and permitted ' him ' to read labor. Although much has been said in
and write as he chose. The Bible and praise of labor in our land, yet there are
Fox's Book of Martyrs were his constant
companions, and it was the study of these
two books which gave that bent to his
mind resulting in the composition of the

great allegory. In fact he hadwo thorough-

‘ty made the language of the

MYRON

COLBY,

VI.

:

It may safely be pronounced

that a

book which little children take delight in

is a good one. For many score of years
two works in onr English literature have
been subjectedto this unfailing test, and
have never been found wanting. One of
these is John Buoyan's Pilgrim's Progress, and the other is the

Robinson

Cru-

their

who

hired help as little

look upon

better than

slaves. They neither allow them {o eat
at the same table, nor ride to church in
the same vehicle, and converse with them

Bible his as though they had but little intellect,

own that the images of the Pilgrim's
Progress are the images of prophet and
evangelist. He had lived so long among

and did not care

much

if they

had

no

The United States has in its official em-

Pliable, his con-

tempt for Mr. Wiseman’s policy, his
meatings at the wicket gate and the house
Beautiful, his terrible fight with Apollyon
in the Valley of the Shadow of Death, his
experience at Vanity Fair and at the Delectable

Mountains,

and

in

truth,

the

whole of his triumphant pilgrimage,
must have been charmed by the simple
graceof the diction, the ease with which
it changes from living dialogue to dramatic action, the bold character painting
and the playful humor which character-

superior

present, to say the least, a cause for in-

-to her husband, taught him again to read

quiry.......0
a
:
i
‘Now, inthe first pldce, what is ‘the
cause of 80 many tramps ? All countries,
when arriving at about a certain age, become infested with a class of landless and
homeless persons ‘who must therefore
seek a living through some occupation.

and write. - Two books constituted their
- sole library, but both of these . were re* ligious works and had .a beneficial in-

fluence upon: the poor .and depressed
tinker.

"Two years later he’ experienced

a conversion. and joined himself to a
. Baptist church in' Bedford.
About the
year 1656, be began to preach in the villages of his native county, tvhich he con-

In nearly all countriesin times past many
of these have become outlawed robbers,
but civilized laws have materially stopped

that he held no formal post of minister in northern part of Europe, they go around
Six months after the

605

Browns,

563

The publisher of a weekly

paper in

Illino1s prints in each issue a chapter of
the Bible, and upon being ridiculed for it
o his contemporaries, remarks editori-

gins March 25, 1878, This

ione of

jintl best In the swt,
the largest
full of | Send
i welo at always
i paralysis
for Catalogue.
his residence
Berlin, July 17,
.. His wife survives
He

in
him in her 77th year, afflicted with a partial

strokeof paralysis, waiting to join her husband among the heavenly choir.
+ Com.

Liberal Offers !

address
Center Strafford,
July

;

Now is the time to work for an
ally: ‘ We publish nothing but what is increased circulation of the Morning
news to our readers.”
:
Star. Please read the following of-

- France derives an immense income
from retaining to the Government the exclusive right of manufacturing and sellhim about a month before his time “Was ing
tobacco, the idea originating with
out, but paid him for full time, for he the great Napoleon, and the decree being
said he did not want any trouble with. issued by him as Emperor in 1810.
The
him. About this time a young Christian success of the French Government in conbrother worked for him, a few days, but trolling this monopely has attracted the
attention of Germany at this late day,and
he withheld two days’ wages after wait- her Emperor and his advisers are seriing a year, without giving any reason, be- ously considering the advisability of in-.
cause, no doubt, he was not afraid of any augurating a like movement.
From’ the
trouble with him. The Christian brother vast quantity of tobacco consumed in
Germany, it is estimated that an annual
revenue of over $100,000,000 might be

derived.

RQ GRANDE

., y Ohio. ie
of ten w

81,487.

| |

COLLEGE. Rio

, inde, Gallia

ege year 1 consists

e Co!

of four

Winter term will begin Jan..29, 1878. This new”
Institution
the thoro!

arte,
Jomme
courses,

is already acquiring

h,

a repufhtion for

nlanner: in EL

iy

Tho Sourses

is im-

of study are the Normal,
Prep:
viz. : Classical ory
41 WY Cotiege
Board, (including
room rent) from $2 to
$2,50
er information APIS 1 iad
er week. For

PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

the best cures of this vexed question is to

wake

up

their

ambition.

A broken

spirit who can bear? Then let fair wages be faithfully paid to every person who

follows ‘an. honest

calling.’ There

are

in whole families,

and are

so dreaded

Stnarts came into power again, Bunyan gometimes that householders hide themwas arrested and committed to Bedford selvesifor fear of them when coming to
Jail; on the charge of preaching in uns. ‘beg. Young Anierica has been able to

of a safe nature,

business.

so

he

is secure

in his

A man who is contentedly fol-

lowing his honest business is not running about nights, plundering, burning
barns, or tearing up railroad tracks.
Fy

Obituaries

public.

at the rate of FOUR

For

the

should
excess

be
over

CENTS

PER LINE of eight

VERSES ate inadmissible.

SIMEON 8. HasTY, of Limerick, Me., died
with lingering consumption, April 15, just as
the school-bell was ringing the morning hour
of 9 o’¢lock, atthe age of 66 years.
He was
indeed an extraordinary man and Christian.
He was baptized by Eld. Elias Libby at 18,
and at the age of twenty was made a deacon
in the Limerick - Village
Freewill
Baptist
church,just then reorganizing; which office he.

magnified and adorned

for all these forty-six

years.
His family bas cousisted
eight children, four children and
ing, while four children and now
crossed to the other ide.
The
was an industrious worker and

of wife and
wife remainhimself, have
dear deagon
well-beloved

in bis family, and in all this community.

At

his funeral eleven ministers and an audience
larger than the church could hold attended.
After the preliminary services, and a brief serwon and sketch by the writer, a hearty eulogistic testimony was given by Parson Lord, so
intimately acquainted=with our dear brother
the several years he was pastor of the Congregational church here. Bro. Willis, present
pastor of our church, and several others participated in these very serious services.
In
my long life and extensive acquaintance in
our churches, I have never known any Deacon
who has done half as much for his church as
Dea. Hasty has done for this; vor a deacon or
pastor whose prayers and exhortations were
more acceptable at our Quarterly Meetings;
and he was always as much at home and wel- come at other denominations as with his own.
The ghurch has met with a loss that probably
no one man can fill. His Jast words were, “All
is well.”
AsA PARSONS, of Parsonsfield, died March
2, in the hope of immortal life through the
Lord Jesus, aged 72 years.
Bro. P. died
with
cancer on the baek—of course his sufferings
were. protracted and distressing. These he

who

endured with much patience.

He was

also a

MATTIE E., only surviving daughter of Rev.

Alva

Buzzell, of

Salisbury,

N.

H., died

in

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR AT

will send his own name and

WORLY'S EXETBITIOS

Matchless— Unrivaled,—FRANZ

The Establishment has also offered,

on a slip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer), that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all
arrearages shall have his own paper
and one for a new subseriber one
year, for $4.00 in advance.
of six or more,

of RECENT YEARS:
Santiago;

bore all with great -patience
and died fully trusting

buried from the

and Jusiguarion,

in the Lord.

KF.

Baptist

Andover, N. H., on the
ducted by the writer.

church

20th.

CLARENCE W., son of B.

She

P.

was

at East

Funeral
conJ. RAND.
and

Clara

|.

early’end in
Com.

MRS. GEORGIE F., wife of L: M. Bailey,died
in Freeport, Maine, April9, aged 24 years and

10 months.

The death of this amiable and ac-

complished
lady brings sadness to
hearts, for her many virtues endeared

all who

knew her.

The, stroke

‘many
her to

A more liberal offer than the
above can not "be asked for, unless

for ten
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at

Ministers,
& SONS,
4

gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
walnut, ete., from $1.50 te $6 each.

ners and Decoration,

Pre- |

1742

10 ots. post-paid.

ERYSIPELAS.
Many of our best citizens inform us that Dx. H.
A.LAMB,

No. 337

Congress

St.,

Portland,

Mey, never fails in the cure ot the severest forms
of *hirysipelas, Rheumatism, and all forms of
scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.
1y38

9

Fashionable Cards, nd2 alike, with name
10¢., post-paid.

GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassar,

N

50

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13¢.,

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 0c. Dowd & Co.,

Bristol, Ct.

$35

Sec.

Co

0x dy

b2t52

LATE 1D WATCHES, eapest Cheapst
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ents Address, A. CouLTER & Go., Chicago.
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1y24
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seat Free. VANDUZEN & TIFT, Clucinnatl, &
Fern tany

50

Extra Mixed Caids, name in Crimson, Gold &

Jet, on all, 10c. CLINTS BROS., Clintonville,Ct.

The Minister's

Manual.

"This work meets with special favor from

8S.

all who have seen it. Every pastor should
have a copy, and some clerks of churches
and Q. M’s are buying it to aid in the busi-

ness transactions.
eral sale.

|

arrange-

Spring term begins

Prin‘her F March 26, 1878. For particulars address the
cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
:
Wilton Junction, Towa.
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
.each. Commercial College. Cheapest and best of
any
in
New
England. Spring term begins Monday,
OWEN FULLER was born in. Floyd, N. X.,
28, 1878.
Summer term begins Monday, April
Dee. 20, 1794, was married to Miss Lucy Otis, . Jan,
15, and closes Thursday, June 20, 1878. Fall term
March 20, 1828, moved to Wethersfield the begins Monday, Aug: 26. Send for. Catalogue and
Same year, was baptized in 1831 by Elder Her- circular to
.
man Jenkins and joined the KF. Baptist church
Rev. ‘A. B. MEsgrvEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New
Hampton,
N. H., July 26, 1877.
in said place, and was soon chosen Deacon in

parture.

n:
Ye

-

Hlustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Catalogues of Ban-

Collegi-

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

Towa.

S

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs.
\ ete., for church wuse—-counstantly in
stock at reasonable prices.
3
Silk 8. S. Banners in colors and

Lyndonville, Vt.

year.

of

ga

INSTITUTE.—J.

COLLEGIATE

for the ebming

WA-

40

of

Send for Catalogue. Address,
:
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

ton, Muscatine Co.,

year.

Dealers,

A
liberal discount
to Teackers,
Churches, etc. HORACE WATERS
40 East 14th St., N. XY.

BROWN,
A.M., Principal, with competent as.
sistants.
Spring
term begins March 12, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clas-

1ILTON.

a

great, BARGAINS
for CASH, or INSTALLTS. Illustrated Catalegues Mailed.

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center, Vt.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
» BALDWIN, Associate. With competent
assistants, Expenses are moderate. For further
aici address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
v. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
)

ments

used

HORACE

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine £t.,N. Y,

Commercial,

3

stops, $85

oards 15¢.

AMOS & ORGANS,

2.60

J. A. HOWE,

LITERARY

not

7 octave,

ORGANS, 7

©

val
al
Pager toy Boar

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878. Summer tegm
begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1578. Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.
.
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order

, paper covers
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paratory, Music. and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and oheab;
Finest colleges
buildings in the Northwest.
Tuition, incidental

3

perfeet

12

Rees :—SONGS oF CRACE AND

Educational,
COLLEGE.—Michigan.

PIANOS,

$70.

Large Increase of onr ORGAN on PIANO
TRADE, we have decided fo give
publishing Sunday-Sehool Music Books, and
will sell our entire Stock at the following

5.10

Rev.
Geo. T. Day,”
. (new
‘Subscribers,) ceeecessceasiaias

ILLSDALE

in

8 stops,

3.85

3.60

¢ National/' Sunday=

for

Paper 12¢, Boards 15e¢y
Ease
aper Bc,
Boards 4¢. Sheet Music at half price.

School Teache
Sosnr cane
two years and ‘“Memvir of

Advocate?

prices

3.80

3.25

and

these

a
{aor

.coevaeficienniens

(13

v6

“The Christian” ......
¢*‘National Temperance

i

SUNDAY - SGHOOL MUSIC, BOOKS

3.20
3.20

and
and

lower

TERS & SONS, Man'frs and
East 14th Street, New York.

........

3

at

Sheet musie
af half price.

5.75

and ¢ Critical Greek and
Engilsh Concordance?’.....
and
“Fruit Recorder and

makers,

will durin.

$130., 7 1-3 octave, $140.

and
‘New
England Far=
MET hesanenare cunsinasvrninns. 4.75
and ‘‘Smith’s Bible Diction=
ary”...... secscssssccescccssssee 4.60
and ‘‘Lite and Epistles of

¢

:

Monthly”?

3

We

ducements fo the trade.

and ¢ Wide Awake’? (the
+ popular new juvenile maga1111) FORO GREE
Sn coan $4.00
and ‘‘Harper’s Magazine,”
Bazar *» or “Weekly”’....
5.80
and ‘°Arthur’s Home Maga=
ZC
as sarersstvnsencrsnnenns
4.60

¢¢

:

cash or Installments than ever before offered.
WATERS
PIANOS & ORGANS are the
BEST MADE, warranted for 5 years. Illustrated Catalogues Mailed, Great in-~

We will furnish the Star, to those
who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :

¢.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES-an

LIST, free.

AposeGREAT
OFFER ! Sawn mins aii:
of 100 NEW PIANOS: & ORGANS, of

opportunity to see what can be done.

upon her husband, from whose home the light

through
a long illpess and illumined her path
through the shadows of death, support the
bereaved friends in their irreparable lod,
«J.
Bs

HONORS

MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
€o0.,
154 Tremant St., 25 Union Sq., 250 Wabash Ave.,
BOSTON.
NEW
YORK.
CHICAGO.

list of subscribers,” now have an

STAR

quarters.

PRICE

the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrupt.
Those who have said, ¢¢ put the Star
at $2.00 a year and we will double

falls heavily | sical.

hus gone out, thut for seven yeiirs made it the
brightest spot on earth, A little daughter two
ears old, parents left childless, and a
arge circle of relatives’ mourn her early
de-

1876;

MASON & HAMLIN

LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
Lowell, diedin Lewiston, Me., April 19, of Nise
of the school is to prepare the students for col:
consumption, aged 20 years and 7 months.
ge,
and
every
is made to do this in as thor©,
Clarence found the ‘ Saviour upon’ the dying ough a manner aseffort
possible. Expenses are moderbed, and passed away in triomph, Two
ags ‘ate. Send for a Catalogue.
before hé died, while assisted at the organ
by
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
hig fiither, he played “ Sweet by dnd by,” as a
Lewiston, Me.

by his bedside. Better far an
Jesus, than to live to fail. .

Philadelphia,

HIGHEST

one-third

B.

farewell piece, and éarnestly exhorted all his
loved ones to meet him in heaven,
praying
fervently for 4 sister, younger, while she Knelt

1875;

HAVE AWARDED THEIR

being new subscribers, ean have the
Star at $2.00 each, strictly in’ ad- CABINET ORGANS for
vance.
v
:
Demonstrated Superiority,
|
The offer of ¢Day’s Memoir,” or, ; NEw STYLES at reduced prices, from $54 upwards.
FIVE OCTAVE, DOUBLE
of “Open Communion
or Close Reed, $100;CashNINEPgices;
STOPS; $108; in ELEGANT UPRIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
Communion,” and the Star, is lib- BRONZE $135. = Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays.
A small Organ of best quality
eral indeed.
=
may be obtain
payment of $7.20 per gnarter,

She re-

muined true to her
profession, and although
suffering greatly during her last sickness, she

LISZT.

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;

Franklin,N. H., April 18, aged 29 years.
Bro. B. had previously buried five daughters,
and he feels this affliction very severely, she
being also the seventh of his family that has
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
heen removed by the hand of death, a compan- | $2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
jon having died some years since, and, as he
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue
remarked on the day of the funeral, he had
address,
hoped that one daughter might bave been
Spring
Term
commences
Mar.
20.
»
spared to him till he should be called hence.
¥
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
But he and other relatives and friends, though
Hillsdale, Mich.
deeply afflicted, mourn not without
hope.
Sister Mattie became interested in religion
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
several years ago, but did not make an open
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULrofession till two years since, when she was
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
Poin by the writer and became a member

of the Somerville F. Baptist church..

LAW.

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H,

pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Postage, ten cents extra.
:

member of the Limerick
church—baptized
over thirty years ago by Rev. S. Burbank.
I
visited him in his sickness, and he expressed
the wish that I should speak *‘ the last words”
at his funeral.
He leaves a wife and four chi ldren to lament his departure.
:
P, 8S. BURBANK.

which is nice in a new place.
Now, Mr. Editor, we don't want your

tramps. We hope for the best. But one of

NOTICE.

for the

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that cAsH should aceompany the copy

words.

any person who has already paid for
his own Star one year in advance ;
and’ also to every new subscriber

Clubs

®brtnaries.

piece
‘with,

uals. Or, better yet, take another
of land and have $100 to begin

many land-holders whose property would
tinued to do with slight interruption till ‘that. Others resort to begging for a do more good to themselves and all’ conthe time of the Restoration.
livelihood: ~~ In the older ‘countries, cerned if they would give theuselofita
Even under
the Protectorate his preaching was illegal Italy, Xgypt, the Holy Land, &o., they few years for the trouble of improving a
and gave offense to many of the doctors seem to be quite local, remaining in ene few acres to’ the meedy, securing them
and priests of Bedfordshire from the fact place and begging of strangers. = In the by proper writings’ or verbal agreements
the congregation.

Smiths,

ohnsons, 474 Joneses, 432 Davises, 324
Thompsons, 242 Allens, and 215 Bakers.

TRAMPS.

‘a learning

1,077

who hired an Irish Catholic for the summer, but not feeling satisfied, discharged

soe of Defoe.
Bright eyes and flossy
did not tramp for a living, and I Afbpe be
curls have bent untiringly over their benever will, but thousands do worse for
witching pages through all the genera:
such reasons.
tions that have come and gone, and it is ize the work. Iathe words of a great
4. Experience in pioneering.
What
not easy to imagine a time when children writer ** it is a noble poem that will ever
will cease to be interested in the perilous "charm the reader, from one gilted with encouragement is it to the poor to go intravels of Christian, or will not read with the world-wide genius of Bacon, to the to new countries, when, after having obdelight the adventures of the shipwreck- humblest rustic never heard of half a tained some success and means, a chance
is open for losing it all? We knew a
ed mariner.
:
mile from home.”
>
fnan in this county (Lincoln Co., Kan.)
The
Pilgrim's.
Progress
was
not
the
The famous author of the Pilgrim's
who, after making a herd of stock and
Progress was born.in 1628, in the town only work he wrote during his confineother property, was shot and his bedy
. of
Elston, near Bedford. He was emphat- | | ment. ~ Tracts, controversial treatises, | “thrown into-anunused-well;-and-his-steek
ically a man of the people.
His father poems, meditations, his Grace Abound- (cattle) shipped to Missouri and sold,
was a Puritan tinker who brought him ing, and his Holy War followed each oth- and although one man was blamed for it
up to the same business, giving hima er in quick succession. The last mention- and several accused of helping, yet no
very imperfect education.
His youth ed work was an allegory after that of the one was brought to justice.
was surrounded by -the atmosphere of Pilgrim’s Progress, which describes the
He was a man of like disposition himexcited feeling which preceded, and was seige and capture of the city of Mansoul
self, but right is right.
Another man
by
Diabolus.
It
was
never
as
popular
as
the precursor to, the civil war and the
desired to build a town and after laborhis
other
work
and
is
now
little
read.
commonwealth.
Its influence was not
Bunyan left prison in 1672, and im- ing assiduously for post-offices, mail
without effect upon the growing mind of
mediately
took np preaching again. He routes, &c.,having done some dirty work
the boy. In his very childhood he imwas
not
further
molested and continued was run out of the country, and his propagined he heard angelic voices and saw
visions of heaven. Ile was haunted, too, at his adopted vocation, every year mak- erty gobbled up at a cheap figure,and he
could go somewhere else, and set up
* with an overflowing sense of sin, and at ing a journey to London, where he drew
with a similar prospect! Perhaps I ought
together
&
large
concourse
to
listen
to
the early age of ten had fearful dreams of
being chained by devils in the burning his sermons. At Bedford he conducted to say he loved to get the start of others,
his services in a barh which had been jump claims and encourage others to,
lake.
.
bought
for filly pounds, and fitted up as but let every man be paid for the good he
There is reason to doubt, however, that
a
chapel.
There he labored for sixteen does. Our homestead law and similar
he’'was the idle, dissolute youth that poplaws are very good ones; furnish homes
alar faney pictures him to have been. years with voice and pen, and meeting
to thousands, aye, millions, who would
with
an
abundance
of
success,
In
the
The error originated probably from Bunotherwise be homeless, and parasites;
summer
‘of
1688,
while
riding
in
a
heavy
yan's own strain of self-condemnation.
He
who, in suffering
tells us, in his ** Grace Abounding to.4] rain, after a benevolent visit to reconcile but I have seen many
times, have thought themselves obliged
an
angry
father
to
his
Son,
he
took
a
Chief of Sinners,” a sort of religious autoto sell their claims to get support for
biography, that he was a great sinner, severe cold which brought on a fever tertheir
households, and as a person is aland specifies the vices to which he was minating in his death. He died at his
lowed only one right under each settlers’
lodgings
in
Snowhill,
and
was
buried
in
ithe most addicted — drunkenness and
act, many soon dispose of their last right
swearing. But a careful reading of this the grave-yard of Bunhill fields, London.
and
then are worse off than they who
rather curious book will convince any A green, decaying grave-stone, on which
have
not used their rights.
There are
was
inscribed
in
faint
lettering,
¢¢
Here
-one that the author simply adapted the
three
laws
giving
land
to
the
settler,
but
lies
John
Bunyan,”
was
pointed
out
in
inflated and.extravagant style of the Puritans.
Infact his purity and sobriety is the ancient cemetery as late as thirty if they could all be abolished but the
homestead law, and that so modified that
fully shown'by his admission at seven- years ago.
any one having no land could take a
John
Bunyan’s
great
fame
rests
upon
-iteen into the ranks of the * New Model.”
The popularity homestead it would be better for all parBunyan, while yet a boy, enlisted in the his Pilgrim’s Progress...
ties.
Atleast, so it looks after eleven
-army of the Parliament, and saw some which it enjoyed from the first proves
years’
experience where settlers find
that
the
sympathies
of
the
English
peoservice in the war.
Little is known of
homes.
this part of his career. He tells us of a ple were still mainly Puritan. = At first
In all cases where men have tried to
narrow escape.he had at one time.
It its circulation was confined among the
to the law as far as able, the
conform
was at the siege of Leicester.
Bunyan middle and lower classes, but gradually
bad been selected .as the sentinel for a the merits of the book began to be appre- Goyernment has given them due credit
certain post and.was ordered to his sta- ciated by the great. The number of its for it, and where people were driven off
tion.
Before he .went, another soldier editions has been innumerable, and it from their homesteads by Indians, when
asked leave to mount guard in his stead. has been translated into all the chief lan- settling, their time was counted the same
. Bunyan consented, and the poor fellow guages of the world. ' Of the good it has as if living there until they could return.
‘who took his place was shot dead by a accomplished and the number of pilgrims In contests, as far as [ have known, every
bullet through the brain.
The young it has cheered through life no estimate reasonable chance is given to a person
who has made a real effort to improve a
tinker always regarded this circumstance can be formed.
piece of vacant land.
In many cases I
as a direct interposition of Providence in
tee re
have known titles to be given to land on
his behalf.
-a very slim fulfillment of the laws, andl
At theclose of the campaign of 1647,
BY DAVID T. BACON,
don’t know but it will be so after awhile
Bunyan returned hom, and soon after
a claim: over
The subject of tramps has become one that a tramp can sleep off
married. His choice fell on a young
night, and sell his interest for $100,
lady of his own rank in, life, and they of some importance, and I desire fo exwere so poor .at.one time, he tells us that press a few thoughtsupon it myself.
A and if there is no whiskey hole with, they had ‘neither dish nerspoon betw ixt clsssof humans who, to all appearance, in: 200 miles, have enough left to, buy a
‘them.”; . She wag, however, a goodly have no homes, and but few, friends, suit of clothes and several meals of vict-,
. person, and haying

rt

THIS AND THAT.
ploy

by ise or ointed, stirring and time-

more. Such things touch human self-re- | Captain Harry Ward, aged 101, who | fers :
vo !
.
:
;
spect, and many say, ‘* If that is the way fought in the war of 1812, stepped, for the
To every old subscriber, who will 1 Co.,HANING,
the visions and voices of divine seers they are going to be served, they might first time in his life, yesterday, on a railOhio. Pres, of Trustees, Rio ale Galthat he had lost all sense of possible un- as well tramp, for they feel free some of road car, rode ‘into Watertown, in this pay all arrearages for his Star, and War
VIRGINIA COLLEGE.—Flemington,
and made out an application for a
Co., West Virginia. This Institution
reality,
The perfect naturalness with the time, at least while going from house State,
($5.00), or offers toTaylor
Government pension.—New rg Her- two years in advance
students important and peculiar advantagos,
For
particular
information, send for a circuwhith he tells his tale brings Mr, World- to house.” Of course there are thousands ald, 19th.
will pay for his own 'Star one year
9
.
r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President,
ly Wiseman and Pliable before us as viv- who do not and we are glad of “it, and | It is a kurious kommentary on the in advance ($2.50), and at the same
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busiidly as though they wake real characters, may the Lord bless them, and lead to kultivated kennoisseurs in kwaint krock- time send pay for a new subscriber
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
GEO.
F. CHACE, A. M., Principal. For further
ery that they kan’t komprehend the kon- ‘one year in advance ($2.50), we
and Doubting Castle’ and the Slough of respect.
ppdcular, address the principal, or ELIHU
servative konsequences of spelling kera- will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
Despond are as real as places that we
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
3. Unfairness in wages.
We knew mics with a K.
W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, 1877.
see every day. But this is not Bunyan’'s
George T. Day, or a copy of the
a man in Wisconsin who often got up a
"ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
The
following
from
the
Oi
City
Deronly excellence.
P. R. CLASON,A. B,, Principal, with a comquarrel with his summer's farm hand, rick has a whole philosophical treatise book entitled ¢¢ Open Communion or
plete board of assistants, For further particulars
His language is simple and powerful.
Close Communion.”
:
just before his time was out, so that he disguised in its quaint rhyme:
address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
It is perhaps the purest and homeliest EnTerm commences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878,
The postage on each book thus obwould leave without his pay.
He tried
‘¢ De big sunflower may rise above
orthwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877.
glish which has ever been used by any
De modest ’tater vine,
tained will be ten cents extra.
his game with one Irishman, whose
IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spri
Term
Ar’ brag about its Sunday clothes,
English writer. Unpolished, but, vigorbrother quietly told him he could pay, or
The same premium will also be
will open March. 12; 1878, and close May 30.
An’ put on airs so tine;
.
Annual
meeting
of
Trustees
May
28.
Commenceous and perspicuous, it answers every
But when de winter howls around,
he would burn his wheat stacks.
The,
given for every new subscriber paid ment Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address
And de snow lies at de doah,
need of the great allegorist.
Every one farmer paid his help that time.
Secretary,
|
|
M. REED,
We
for one year in advance ($2.50) by theRidgeville,
De big sunflower, oh! whar am he?
Indiana.
:
who has read the story of Christian, his knew another man, adeacon in a chureh,
De tater haz de floah !’
neighbors,Obstinute and

pr

thousands of employers

2

PEP

:

His | than starve.

despair and struggles, his escape from his

—
}

onlyto the Bible in our literature.

ete

HITESTOWN SEMINARY
remembered by the members of the Waupun - JV

comment. | ored and sinners be saved.

steal rather | Petersborough, Kansas.

Price,

It ought to have 4 gen-

75

cents,

postage

paid,

for leather, flexible cover; and 60 cents in,
cloth.
« RurLES oF ORDER,” is the title of a lit-

tle book in thick paper covers, containing
the last fiftéen pages of the ¢ Manual,”
designed especially for deliberative bodies.

The very

book

for all young men who

want a full and yet concise statement of
parliamentary rules. Price 10 cents per

copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and postage paid.
.
Send orders to

IL D. STEWART,

Dover, N. H.,

-

§, 1878.
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Summary.

composed of all nationalities.
visitors:
MacMahon declared the exhibition
int

hibition.

were

Many

visitors

at the backward

Saturday, May 4.)

state

of affairs

cipal exhibition buildings.

were

fi the Senate, several bills

MoxpAY.

and

passed, the most important of which was one

disappointed

mm

the

prin-

District of Columbia. Inthe House, a large
nuniber of bills were introduced and referred.
A bill forbidding the further retirement of le-

Besides the ¢ Liberian Exodus Association,”
which owns the ship Azor, of Charleston,
societies for promoting emigration to Africa
have been formed in North
Carolina, Seorsia,

considered

est report
of the American
Colonization
Society states that nearly 250,000 of the freed-

gal-tender notes by the Secretary of the Treasury was passed > a vote of 177 to 35. "The
bill was

lative appropriation

Alabama, Mississippi

TursDAY. The bankrupt repeal bill, as
amended by the House, was considered in the
Senate, an effort to

committee being

to

it

refer

down.

voted

the

judiciary

It

was

of

three senators, but before reaching a vote an

adjournment was taken.

the

In the House,

The

lat-

ually
increasing removal
would be a good
thing for those who go and for those who remain.

then

proposed to refer it to a special committee

and Florida.

men of the South are disposed to go. The managers of the Society express the opinion that
“a wisely arrangéd and moderate and grad-

of the

in committee
wns
at ye
whole, but no action was reached.

Treasury

®tatistics.

The United States comptroller
of the currency
reports the amount of additienal circulation issued during April at $1,459,620,
upon which eighty per cent. of legal-tender

jegislative appropriation bill was discussed,
a spicy tilt occurring between Speaker. Ran- ‘notes will be retired by the, Secretary: of the
and the republicans on the question of Treasury, leaving the amount of legal tenders
dall
ontstanding at $346,681,012; total amount of
economy,
WEDNESDAY.

Senate,

Inthe

was

the repeal of the bankrupt law

for

bill

the

discussed

at length, and the House amendments adopted,
with an additional clause that the repeal shall
not take effect until January, 1879, The ~bill
was finally referred to the judiciary committee,
In
that the saving clause might be perfected.
the House, the debate on the legislative approriation bill was continued, the discussion taking a decidedly political turn. * No action was
reached.
In the. Senate, the bankrupt
THURSDAY.

repeal bill was reported back from the judiciary committee with an amendment for

protect-

ing the rights of debtors and creditors in suits
which may be instituted prior to the date fixed

and Voorhees.

Ferry

and reports were submitted,

Several

and

bills

adjourn-

an"

the

ment taken until Monday. - In the House,

legislative appropriation bill was considered at
length, without, however, reaching a-vete.
the salaries of naval officers ut
The bill fixing

Baltimore and New Orleans was passed.
not in session.
FRIDAY. Senate

The

House spent most of its tirae in diseussing

the

legirlative appropriation bill. - It was: finished

in committee of the whole, and reported tothe

House, but no action was reached.

SATURDAY. - Senate mot in session.
The
House passed the
legislative appropriation
bill, the aggregate amount appropriated reaching $14,956,698.
Bills were introduced making
subsidiary silver coin legal tender in sams not
exceeding twenty dollars, for. discontinuing

the coi
of five and thrae-cént silver pieces,
and retirmg those mow in circulation.
PS

A

Veteran

Dead.

°

Lancaster Holy s of Brownfield, Me., who,
has long beewtfie subject of items in the pa-_

_ pers as the oldest man in the

State,

died on

Thursday at the great age of 107 years and 3
months.
He was born in Danvers, Mass., in

sie

actually as
have
men,
ter,
1775,
dead

old

as claimed.

proof that

He

he

was

claimed to

remembered the march of the minuteunder Captain—afterward General—Fosfrom Danvers square to Lexington in
and their subsequent return with
their
and wounded.
:
Death

of John

Morrissey.

* John Morrissey, the noted New York ‘politician, prize-fighter and gambler, died at Sara-

toga, N. Y., Wednesday evening. His career
showed how the very worst men may succeed
under our form of government.
He was a
most mischievous member of society. Not-

withstanding

the splendor in" which

he seems to

»

have died comparatively poor.

lived

Political,

In an interview last week with a New York
gentleman the President admitted the necessity for the republican party gaining the next
House, and said that there would not be the
slightest objection to government employes
individually making voluntary contributions
to the campaign fund, speaking on political
subjects, writing in the interest of their politics, or sending
off documents to aid in the
campaign. He claims that the civil service
order has not been modified in the least and
will not be. He spoke of the excellent condition of the republican

party in Massachusetts,

where tbat order is enforced and the course of

overninel employes shaped by its commands.
Jy contrast he referred to the: deplorable condition
of .the party in New York, where the
order is
red and the party controlled by
the New
York custom-house ring, which is ‘in
fact controlled by a few leading politicians.
He thought the first duty of a government em: Dloye was to his country, in
doing
-his- duty,

and

not to his patty, and said: “

We, who be-

lieve that the subordinate employes of the
government should not be changed évery time
there is a change
of administration, should,
w

Miscellaneous.

favorably on the house bill for placing General
James Shields on the retired list of the army.
The House ways and means committee is of
the opinion that 1t will be impossible
to pass
the bill imposing a tax on incomes at the present session of Congress.
The
Utica, ‘Ithaca
&
Elmira Railroad,
N.Y. was sold by auction Wednesday, D. A.
Lindley, on behalf of the English bondholders, beg the purchaser.
W. 8. O’Brien, supposed to he the wealthiest
man on the Pacific eoast, died at San Rafael,
California,
Thursday.
His
property
is
estimated at from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.
A revolution has broken out in the states
of Durango and Nnevo Leon, Mexico, and the
garrisons at Matamoras and Meir are reported to be on the point of repudiating the Diaz

government.

The
foreign
relations
committee of the
United States Senate
has decided to report
a bill for the return of the unexpected balance

of the Japanese indemmty fund

show our faith
by our works now,” and not
wait until the change takes place.” "A caucus
of republican senators was held in Washing-

ton,

Friday, for

the purpose of exchanging

views on the general political situation. A
series of resolutions declaring that the 14th
and 15th amendments to the Constitution have
been duly ratified, and should be full
enfore-*|
ed by the executive department, will shortly
be Introduced into the Senate, and pressed to a
vote.
is

:
The

A Flying Dutchman.
German Steamship Cimbria,

has

ap-

* peared in Southwest Harbor, at Mount Desert,

Me., with six hundred officers and men of the

Russian navy on board as passengers.
officered and manned by Germans and

She is
is said

to be under orders of one of the passengers.
Nothing can be learned of her purpose ror
destination, but it is said she is waiting orders
from St. Petersburg. Several naval officers
think that the movements of the vessel are

ar etn
een

und Bohan vi

Russia a

ngland

found that the Cimbria

small arms and
warfare to prey
Jah &.declurat
be
by
parts
in otheramos

5

it wi

{

th

five or re J
‘naval
on British’ merch itmen, and
on of war would
also
abtioss
‘the announcement that
Vessels
of b the world, similarly
i
equipthe

Russian

jovernment,

Derts unsuspected, would develop into Rus* sian cruisers.

1. A terrific
Hxplasion
and Less of tate
mill explosion and fire (including

five flouring and one planing mill), occurred

Minneapolis, Minnesota, recently, by which
it seventeen persons
lost their lives, and
8 greater number than this have

80 .0 ,

Tot obertyill probably {|

on is that it fatook place fn the.
{

enerated
in the paten

1)

e

to the govern-

ment of J apan.

_ The Mississippi towboat

Warner, from New

Orleans to St, Louis, and with twenty-five
persons aboard, exploded her boilers, Thursday,and took fire. At least four persons perished while a number were more or less seriously injured.
he congressional ways and means
committee has decided to recommend the
passage
of a joint resolution
by Congress directing
etary

s¢

of the

Treasury

to suspend

the |

of bonds for the government sinking

fund until June 30, 1885.
A lock-out is threatened by the Preston and
Lancashire mill masters in England, to take
place next Wednesday, unless
the
strikes
are ended
in the meantime.
The . strikers
‘are growing more
uncompromising, and a
disturbance is reported at Burnley.
.
The Mexican border troubles were considered in cabinet coyncil, Friday, and the Secretary of War has ordered General Ord to ex-

the

use,

their universal

from

nutriment they contain, or the convenient
form
in which the food is preserved,
presented and cooked.

A

hen's

egg

con-

tains
thirty per cent. of dry matter,
and eleven per cent. of fat.
The white

rooms in the house for the protection

contains more water than the yolk, while

that

the yolk is richer than the white in fat
and in
albuminous
substances.
The
yellow oil of the yolk contains a large

hold. Now

quantity of oleine.

The

oil

is separated

from the yolk of hens’ eggs in Russia
and used for medicinal purposes,
each
yolk yielding about two drachms.
The
yolk was also used in the middle ages for
the painter's art before the discovery of oil
colors.
Eggs not only spoil by the loss of their
moistare
and the putrid fermentation of
DoE
in consequence of air
penetrating through the pores of the shell,
but also by being
moved
and jostled
when

hark,
The statue of Mazzini, in Central
inNew York, will be unveiled on the 29t
stant,
It is authoritatively announced that Wil:
lism H. Vanderbilt
“has obtained control of
the Michigan Central Railroad.
The Albion lead works at Dighton, Mass.,
were damaged $150,000 by fire, Thursday morn.

the
1771, and had-been-blind for-over-forty- yéars—| “pu
Letters written in 1876 by Jonathan Tucker,

S0 years old, give abundant

.

ing; insured for $81,000,
The Senate military committee has reported

for the repeal. The bill will come up for conSpeeches were make on
sideration this week.
the bill for the repeal of the resumption act by

Messrs.

additional circulation issued since the
passage
of the act of January 14, 1875, to date,
$44,148,
730; amount of national-bank circulation out
standing to date, $321,646,069 ; amount oflegaltender notes on deposit with the Treasurer,
for the- purpose of retiring circulation, $12,

295,537.

OONCERNING EGGS.
It would be impossible to exaggerate
the value of eggs as an article of food,

whether

Colonization.

appropriating $75,000 for public schools in the

and Donwestic,

Bural

the royal guests and others marched through
and inspected the various' sections of the ex-

Congressional.
(For the week ending

Subsequently

in a brief speech,
opened,

ITEMS.
Smooth |
gouge, and the veining
tool.
blocks of white wood, 6 inches long, 2 or
In Spain, horses are comparatively lit3 inches wide, and 1 1-2 inches thick; are tle used, compared with mules and asses.
‘| the materials worked upon.— Boston Post,
Theré is an apple tree at Bloomington,
>-0-O-0-0
—
* +o re
Ill, six and one half feet in circumference.
A Wheatfield,
Mich., farmer finding a
DON'T KISS THE BABY.
A gentleman left a curious order at our couple of young fox squirrels; took them
job office this morning.
He wanted half home and introduced them to a motherly
a dozen notices In large type which should old cat with a young family now in charge,
read as follows: ¢* Don’t Kiss the Babies!” Land Tabby adopted the little strangers
and he intended to post them in different without any fuss, and is doing the hand-

carried

to

a

distance,

Any

by the fact that all eggs, after being laid,
lose daily a portion of their matter by the
trarcspiration going on threugh the pores
shell,

vacancy

and

as

this

is occasioned

progresses

. in the

egg

a

in a

side of the

.

:

Rio

Judge Sanger, of the United States circuit
court
for the district of California, decides
that a Chinaman is not a white person within
the meaning
of -the naturalization laws, and
is therefore not entitled to become a citizen
of the United States.
Mr. Edison has found his carbon telephone
a very delicate heat measurer, detecting one
fifty-thousandth of a degree Fahrenheit, and
hopes to devise an arrangement by which the
heatof a star, millions of miles away, will close
the cireuit at the proper time automatically
and directly. Well, we are ready to believe
that he ean do about anything that he thinks
he can.
Sendtor Bruce, colored, has introduced a
bill in Congress, providing for a
government

endowment of $100,000 from the sale of

pub-

lic lands for an Industrial Institute at Huntsville, Ala., for the colored
people. In these
days of subsidy schemes 0
Bethel claims
bills, Senator Bruce’s measure is likely to die
an early death.
\

‘Orders have been issued by Brevet

Major-

General Sturgis, colonel of the seventh cavalry,

that the only living survivor of. the bloody
fight in which Custer fell—the scarred war

horse Comanche—shall hereafter be tended to
with special care, and not allowed to be ridden or put to any work: but on all occasions of

ceremony he is to be draped in mourning

paraded with the regiment.

The pastor and deacon

ofa church in

and

while

in Philadelphia

with

the Academy of

Sciences
at the Smithsonian. Institute at
‘Washington.
For the year ending April 9 the exports from
the port
of New
York, excluding specie,
were $24,648,570
greater than for the corresponding
periodwf last year. The imports
were nearly $13,000,000 less—a differenc®
of
about $37,000,000 in our favor,
Island No. 10, on the Mississippi, ‘which

wasso noted

during the

late war,

has now

disappeared.
Then it amounted in extent to
nearly five hundred acres.
hope
Congressman Harbridge, of Georgia, says
the colored people of that State wr Ts
taxes on over
$3,000,000 of real estate, and
that they are steadily contributing to the
material wealth, and prosperity of the State.

* E. Remington _& Sons, rifle manufacturers at

Ilion, N, Y.;, have failed. Their liabilities
amount to about $1,000,000 and their assets’ are
valued at $4,000,000,
but
not immediately

available.

They

propose

run five years at seven

to

per

issue bonds,to

cent,

interest, to

by

heat

and

bursts

the

hence

there

is

more

expansible

matter

in an old egg than in a new one.
Eggs
should never be placed near any = odoriferof absorption which the shell possesses,
and because the meat of the egg would

‘thus become impregnated

with

the

odor

with which it comes in coutact. ~
The quality of:eggs varies
according

to the food upon which the fowl is kept.
Certain articles of food communicate a

that of the duck, aud both

of the common

fowl.

than

That kind

ferred which gives the sweetest

est flavor.

that

is pre-

and

rich-

It is also well known that the

breed of the

fowl

greatly

quality as it does

influences

the

the size of the egg.

The
weight of an ordinary fowl's egg
is one and a half to two ounces, whilst
that of the duck is two to three ounces,
of the sea-gull amd turkey three to four
ounces, and of the goose four to six
ounces.

It is believed by some that ducks

are more profitable than hens, having
regard to the xumber and size of the eggs
laid by them.
The solid matter and the
oil in a duck’s egg exceeds that ofa hen’s
egg by so much as one-fourth.
Reckoning the weight of an egg at two ounces,

and that one-tenth of this consists of shell,
the contents will furnish of dry
ents 110 grains of nitrogenous
forming

matter,

eighty-two

fatty matter and eleven
matter.—Am. Cultivator,

constituor fleshgrains

grains

of

of saline

++ PU

A WHITTLING SCHOOL.
On

Tuesday

and

Friday

each week, from 7 to 9

evenings

o'clock,

for

of
some

time past the ward room on Church
street has presented one of the most peculiar scenes to be found in the city.
At work-benches conveniently
arranged
about

the

room

can

generally

be

found

32 boys, ranging in age from 12 to 16
years, busily engagéd with chisels, gouges,
and knives in learning the practical features of the wood-carver’s trade.
Each boy
has four feet in length of the two anda
half feet wide bench
allotted . to him.

Each

bench

has

a vise with common

wooden
jaws
and
an iron screw; a
drawer with a lock and key in which the
tools
are kept, and a gas-burner with
moveable arm.
Each boy is provided
with a large work-apron of cotton drill-

ing.
are

All the benches,
numbered,

and

toold and
each

boy

aprons
‘is made

accountable for’ their care and keeping.

and friends.

$5,000 or more. His rascalities
several of his nearest relatives

He is also found to have burned

several buildings to get tie insurance.
Latest

Monday

don

News,

morning’s 8t Petersburg

advices

state

that

much

and

better

exists respecting the peace ne,

Lonfeeling

tiations. Count
Schouvaloftis expected to visit the Russian
capital soon for the purpose of entering into
an exchange of views concerning ‘the merits
of the existing
treaty. On the other hand
a dispatch to the New
York Herald from St.

with the Industrial School, conducted for
two seasons in the Lincoln Building.
Mr.

Frank

Rowell,

of the

firm

of

Allen

& Rowell, photographers, has been Superintendent of the ‘ Whittling School”
from

the

beginning,

Practical wood-carvers

without

have

salary.

‘been

em-

stands

first,

Minnesota

second,

the most

corn

and

ofts,

very large crop.

There

strawberries,

in singing the word I-sa-ac all the night.
When it rains, and is very dark, he sings
the louder.
His voiceis not so pleasing us
that of the nightingale, but this would be a
venial imperfection if he would but keep
silence on Saturday nights and not forever prefer I-sa-ac to Abraham and Jacob.
Hehas more elasticity in his long legs than
any other’ creature yet known.
By this
means he will leap five yards up atree,
fastening himself to it by his ferelegs,
and in a moment

will hop or spring

as

far

creature

appears

very

devout,

'

YOUNG OHIOKENS.

Those

not

attention.

out,

need

extra

Animal food of

care

some

and

kind

is

Iowa,

from’

Pennsylvania

is a good
grapes

has

other

He

nd

a factory

corn

has

been

in
by

when wet,
pact its

a

Aat$175@

$1 8
@ outside for lots of extra
ellow Eyes continue in limited
SuppIS with sales at $2 35 @ $287) per bu. We
Pea, Northern
II P per bute .vvveveeein $1 75
5
Do Western H Si APRA
spew
Do
Madinm,

when

the

and

the

is

for them to catch.

Ground scraps, beef or pork, scalded with
their soft food, are excellent; if this is not
obtainable,
boil up a -sheep’s haslet or

some beef’s liver or rough meat,

feed with the boiling

scald

liquor and

the.

stir the

meat in, first having chopped
it fine:
Feed them little and often.
Don’t give
them enough to have them leave it and
tread it into the dirt. Be sure they are
kept warm.

If with

the

hen,

have

them

in a sunny spot protected from the wind,
so that when the hen is eating or standing
around, the

from

little chicks

are not

suffering

the cold.—Poultry Bulletin.

HISTORICAL NOTES.
No Czar ever lived to be sixty years
old.
Sir William Stewart was assassinated
at Edinburgh in 1588, by the Earl of Bothwell.
The first steamboat that ever came

down the Hudson was
Claremont.”
The famous

the ‘ Katherine of

Madame

Roland,

French

patriot, was guillotined at the age of 39 in
1793.

Paul Jones died July 18, 1792, at Paris,
in his 45th year. No fiction could exceed
the actual romance of his career.
The new Vice-Chancelor
of Germany,
Stolberg, is a member of the family in
which Charles
Edward Stuart found a
wife.

Lord Ashburton, who made the tfeaty
that bears his name, was Alexander Baring, one of the great bankers of the
house of Baring Brothers.
Gunpowder was invented in the thirteenth century by Roger Bacen.
First
manufactured for use in 1418, in England,
although previously

used in Spain in 1344.

In Gg¢orge the IL.’s time, Earl

Farrers

was hanged for murder.
A silken noose
was used instead of a cord.
He drank
hard the whole way to execution, was
draw® by six horses, and threw gold by
the handfal -to the enormous crowds
which lined
- the route.
.
Down to the revolution
of 1795, the
Dutch nobility enjoyed political privileges.
They were called as a separate order

to the Provincial

Parliaments;

but they

had to share their power with the rulers
of the towns, the so-called patricians,
Thus thie Datch nobility soon lost that:

which

the German

still

possesses, in a

high degree, the character of

a separate

and

denied

them

Bven

burial

in

consecrated

in ancient Greece, Aristo-

tle comdemned the practice, and in Rome

it was regarded as a crime.

Luther got

heated whenever he spoke on this subject,
and did not stop to choose his words.
He said: ‘ Every usurper isa thief and

small
lot
small
Jota ak

do

....

80a

Green Peas..........
APPLES.

© The market is quiet and

steady,

with

lots to the trade at $4 @
bol.
from store range about 0 Bi

or

9

110120

GREEN

sales in

Job
Dvbiug

lots

ought to be to pulverize and make mellow.

“ Good

tillage is manure,” and

stirring

DRIED APPLES.
There has been a little more inquiry for sliced
and quartered, but not enough to impart any life
t) the market, aud prices remain low and wesk.
Evaporated continue in moderate demaed, with
sales of choice at 16 @ 18c per pound. We quote:
New York, quartered, new,
per
pound..... 4
5
Do, aloes cen ror po seseanns 5 a6

of wet soil is only allowable in a brickyard. No
im plement that we know of
is capable
of again opening lumps of
earth to atmospheric action and influence
after they have once closed up by compression and become externally hardencd.
Any one can observe this by molding a
lamp of damp earth in his hand, ‘when it
becomes the consistence of putty.
When
exposed to the air it becomes nearly as,
hard as stone.— Scientific American.

LeMON.

Pie.—Grate

the

rind

and |

tea-cups hot water, and boil, stirring

well,

lated sugar.

When

8b
av
84

dss aes Evveareiasrinriviane 12

¢l5

ONIONS.

Stir |
two |

Add three-quarters of a pound

Southern quartered, new.... ..... Yesessnea 3
Po.
BHOOA. cove ennssesriorarseesns 6
North and Eastern, qr & sliced, old......... 2

Evaporated, Choite. .acvuuiiiisssiinnresinnes 16 @18

squeeze the juice of two lemons.
two table-spoonfuls corn-starch into

Native Onions are dull at §1 a 150 per LbI.
POTATOES.
The markét has beea overstocked and prices
are very
low. Maine Central Rose have been selling at 45 @ 50c, and 550 ie the highest range
choice Houlton stock.
Northern
Rose can not

of granu-

cool, add the yolks

for
be

of | sold at over 45¢. Eastern and Northern Jacksons
four eggs well-beaten, then the lemon- | are slow at 24 @ 30¢ per bu. Prolifics, Seedlings
and Peerless are in limited request at 40 @ 45¢ per
juice and grated rind, stirring tbe whole | bu.
8 firmer and some
At the close the market
well together.
Line the plates with rich | choice lots bring a little ahove quotations.

pastry, and pour the mixture in. Bake |
until the crust is done.
Beat the whites |

BostoN

of the eggs very light, add six ounces of !
powdered sugar, pour over the ples; set |

them

again

in the

oven,

and

slightly

Srerewm——

WHOLESALE

PRICES.

For the week ending May 2, 1873

OIL.

|
Moulas:~

Bank

do.

ve 40

Menhaden . 5°38 @..

pipet

4

Neatsfoot¥gal.

“308
2
PAINTS.
Lead, White—
Engpanoil 10 @&..
Am.do.dry.. 7 @.. Ti

‘THE ‘' PROVIDENCE LINE."
Wé trust that passengers between Boston and New York will not miss the pleasure of a trip by the favorite ‘‘ Providence
line.” Its two steamers, the
‘ Massachusetts”
and
the * Rhode Island,” are
among the finest boats that cross the

Cannel... 14 50 €17.5%0
Cumb’land.. .. @.. ««
Anthracite, 2000 bs

tail ... 550

@ 6 00

AD

Sound, while the former, which is entirely

new, is a really magnificent craft. Safety
is always the first consideration with the
line, while the comforts and luxuries |
afforded its patrons are second to none.
Express-trains leave the Providence depot in Boston each week day at 6, r. Mm. to

| Do.donoil 7@..

8!

SLT | Red Amer 7NE..

8

COFFEE.+
Mocha, vw hry 3 3%
Maracaibo... 14 @.. 19
Ri0.acuese 14 Ga 18

Zinc, i0.
5.5
N,
re
|Dodo.noil 1058. 111
[4B Masse. oa
Putty in balk £8... $i

COTTON.
Upland.

2%
Minerl Paints1 @..
arnishes 1 * @..6 0

Gulf.

Ordinary... ..8K@.. 9x|0Ne ce. 14 @.. 0
Gd Ordinary 9@.-10 X|
PETROLEUM.
Middling.....11 @.. 11%
Cre... .. 0 a.

T

connect with these boats at Providence.
Gd. Middling.11%8.. 12% Refined ..
log. u
The return boats leave Pier 29,
North
River, at 5, pr. M.
|
DOMESTICS.
Naptha..... 9 g..10
Sheetings and Shivunge. !
PRODUCE.
ree
liens

The low price of subscription of ‘‘ Andrews’ Bazar” puts it within the reach of
all. Its clear explanations and descriptive
designs put it in the power of the most
ordinary needlewomen
to manufacture
a costume of which no skilled modiste
would be ashamed. Published
by W.
R. Andrews, Cincinnati.

@..

25

Modivina, 1 o

YrgPen.
e,ql2
75 @ 4 00

Cod,

Co

me

8 00 @

8 50

|Cr'nb'rrs,bbl..

.. .. @..

|Onjons,bbl..

..

should

be

used.

I

are caused by poisonous secretions in the blood,
which can be entirely expelled from the system by
the use of the VEGETINE. When the blood is perfectly cleansed,
the disease rapidly yields; all pains
cease; healthy action is promptly restored, and
the patient is cured.
:
ph

YVegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

:

SATURDAY, May 4.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commisgion
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
* Quincy Market, Boston.
:
FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour for the week have Leen
26,982 bble of all kinds against 26,492 bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877, and 30,153 bbls. in
1876.
e exports for the same time have been
7,188 bhis, of which 4,182 bbls were to Liver
ol,
440 to Hayti, 225 to
: Domingo, 820 to Halifax,
30 to Cayenne, and
1.191 bbls to other British
Provinces. The market for Flour remains dull as
previously noticed. The advices from Europe are
again of a more warlike character but fail to lead
to any increased aouvity, At the same time prices
of wheat continue to rale so high throughout the
West that Flour can not be placed here from any
Doint exceptat an actual loss, and this has connued for 80 long
a time that some millers are
now Ssposing of their wheat instead of turning it
into Flour.
Unless a change takes place we look

for a considerable falling off in Jedelpia, but at
the market is a purohadi Subp] ed With
purchasing
for jm.
|
Include in the oon A of the

:

The ecoipis of the week have been 10,051 pack; aes, inclu ing yi boxes and 4 tubs,
86
8,622 packages
$or the corresponding week last
ear and 11,655 in 1876, Total reccipts
t of January 151,182 Jackiges

FOB wok ava 0 packaged +

since the

eck
have
been
ackages.
The market has steadily tended downward dur-

¥ bushel—

Early
... B58.. 60
Jacksons ..... 33@.. 85
gouly.
5
12@.. 18

wom}

4 85325

| coarse... 600
@ 700

Somiothociu ¢ 6 so | oliuil00 glo)
Michigan

Choice

and

Ohio—

ext 600

|

mixed....11

g 6 25

Vi

Niinols and Indiana—

Choice ext 600 @ 6 75

00

@12 00.

¥gal.1d

I

@..3

atic

,

St Louisex
e 7 2 Beef, Mess—~
oth'rn eX
7:
W’st.mesg 1000 @11 00°
Jive Flour. § we 450 1 West. ext. 1150 @ 12 00
oben dob ae d % 3 0
Oat

Meal

|p Fmilyext12 50 @135%

jr 00 8700

Cak ¥'to
ake,
or Bee

Pork, prime

os

Lard, tee,
¥ Bb 7%

FRUIT.
Almonds—

)

Soft shell... 21 @..

23

« 5@..
LO

7
)

¢

ea

Nuts.

.

Figs, drums... 7
yers....

175

Ji

7@..

9

14

Lemons¥bx350 @ 4 00
5 STYLES OF

10cts.

$660

50

@..

8

caddies¥ b.10 Yea. 110

Citron... ++ 15@.16
Die

8 50 @9

Mess. .... .10 CO @1050
Clear......12
00 @13 00

.

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.

00

FLOUR AND MEAL. /Efs.bdoz....
108.. 12
Western sup 50 @ 400 | pickles, ¥ bbl

0il

THE MARKETS.

700@12

75 @ 1 00

[Peas,
¥
bushel—
Canada.... 1585 8 150

Herring—
sealed ¥hox 15@4.. 4
pekld, #bbl200 @ 5 00

now of no disease which will not admit of its use,
with good results. Almost innumerable complaints

4 155%

fcrory. 138... ae 14

No.1,¥ tc13 00 g17.00 - [Po

It is unnecessary for me to enumerate the dis

7

80

smal ie 22,820
Rir to
. 108...
13%
Hake......
5 @ 1 00 | farm
dairy..
6 @.. 10
Pollock..... 10g 125
[Skim..... vaeeed @.. 6
Alewives
Salmon—

THe CREAT Brooo PumifiER

BUTTER.

Denims......9%

Shore... 8 75 §15 00

VEGETIN
eases for which the VEGETINE

odes
}
A
Modiam 44.05 8.. 1 (Apples,¥bl 3 50 @ 4 56

@..
na
8
Drills, brown.7%@..
¥B.. 6g
sliced,
Print Clothae8X@.. 3%
bushel—
¥
|Deans,
oae.
Cotton FI'n'ls...
jralldex17381
6
Prints fancy..5 @

Mackr’Lb'y

NATURE'S REMEDY.

week
are 6,687 bbls by the Graand Junction
.| road for distribution in neighboring Tarhoss. Tho
sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota bran ds
In the ninth century, Alfred, in England,
have been at $7 @
$823
per bbl.
B
confiscated the estate of money lendbrs, brands from $8 to +4 2% Dor Re anclading Shoice

ground.

to

Choice Canada, perbil.c.cuvuviieiinssnin 110a120

Hbrown:
This will make two ples:

worms or insects now

«160 @ 165
175 @ 180

TEAS.

com-

object

s..vcranssss. wee

The sales have been conflued
steady prices. We quote:

stirring or
or harrow,

tends to compress

particles,

‘common. .
holo... ee.

i
commo
to n
good. ....evuninsen 150 @ 165
Yellow Eyes
PTR, 230 82 37K
Red Kidneys
sebeiinesenies 280 @ 240

Common

sandy
soil,
spade,
plough

and sales
agli @ a

80 per bu. For extra 19
Iders are asking
more, but $1 80 ia all that can be depended upon
for the bulk of the receipts. Pea have ruled steady

in

in

4

BEANS.
. The supply of Mediums is light,
choice los have been rea mas

pros-

and

:

LAMO0s 1s iv antes frasethanstonunrensanvenant

market for some time.
Unless
moving

CHEESE.

past few days. with sales of Eastern at 12 @ 12c
per dozen. Receipts
of Western are falling off,
with sales ra
m 10% @ 1c per doz. , as
fo.
quality. Wosing |
% ee
pee
8
do
Eastern...
.
wee 12 @ 12
orthern
“aes
‘os a 1
estern .
bese
Jo
;
Southern....
.
4.1

Illinois

operation making
sugar out of Indian
corn.
The sugar is said to be of the best
quality, and much resembles maple sugar,
and is as pleasing to the taste as honey.
Syrup made

NEW

There has béen a firmer tendency in Eggs the

raises the most rye—one-fifth of the whole
~—and California the most barley.
The peach trees on the eastern shore of
Lake Michigan are now in full blossom,
and present g beautiful, appearance. They
have blossomed
at least three weeks
earlier than usual.
Every limb is covered with blossoms, giving promise of a

Davenport,

his throat isa wind bag, which assists him

Iowa

Ohio raises
and Illinois

fruit in Bassction
The tree-frog can not be called an insect,
a reptile, or one of the winged host; he
has four legs, the two foremost short,
with claws'as sharp as those of a squirrel;
the hind legs five inches long, and folding
by three joints. His body isabout as big
as the first joint of a man’s thumb.
Under

i

*
’
CHOIGE OI
svieevss sennnsse searene 12% @ 13
Fair
to good. .,..
wed0
gle
Common «..spuses
vo
@Y
Choice
New
...cinnves serene rene Jie 12
Common te 800d «vvsvernnnriens Seeene 11
@ 12
EGGS,

States,

third, and Wisconsin fourth.
the most
Winter
wheat,

pect for

Lous—-substance—on—-aceount—of-the-power-

their cleditors Ry the Siouny of heir, claim, ' The present school is the result of a
secured
by mortgage on the armo:
uild
unionof the * Whittling School,” which
at Ilion.
4
ih
ing
had been carried on for five seasons in
Mr. Thomas E. Ladd, a prominent business man of Laconia, N. H., is g forgerto the the chapel of the Hollis Street church,

amount of
have ruined

so recklessly.— Lancaster Examiner.

them, the

Bar-

rington, N. H., while walking
in a pasture in
that town a few days ago killed 10 black snakes
the longest measuring 5 feet and four inches,
and the whole being 43 feet and 2 inches
long.
The largest of them were provided
with two rows of teeth.
Mr. Edison the inventor of the telephone
on a distinct conversation
carried
recently

never safe to do it, and at the
present
time it is almost criminal to tempt death

noisy, arbitrary and phlegmatic, and asshell.
Eggs that have been kept some
sociates
with none but what agree with
time crack more readily than those that are
newly laid, since as eggs become old gases him in his ways.— Peters’ History of Con;
:
are generated within them, and they also necticut.
ENSUE
<b
fT JB
absorb gaseous matters from
the air,

than

American

lips, and contagion may easily be concealed in the most innocent kiss of affection.
“Don’t kiss the babies!” It is

comes expanded

intent

the

A slight affection of the latter might
carry disease to the former through the

put into boiling water, because every
egg contains a quantity of air, which be-

distinct flavor to the egg. That of the
large egg of the sea-gull is much stronger

from

are with us in malignant and fatal form,
the idea suggested by this order for job
work
is well werth considering.
For
a time, at least, osculatory intimacy with
children ought to be forbidden to adults.

Fine old Cheese has been scarce and sales have
been readily made at 13 @ 18%¢ in a small way,
Fair to
lots have been selling at 10 § 120,
and common ranges fiom 6 $ $0.
New Cheese is
beginningto arrive, but it is not of a desirable
quality and sells slowly. Strictly choice full cream
would command 113 8 13, but most on the mar.
ket 80 far bas been rather poor and ranges lower.
We quote:

some thing every way.
Among - wheat-growing

as from one tree to another, Jt is from
the singing
of the tree-frog that
the
Americans have acquired the name of Little Isaac.
Indeed, like a certain part of

degree proportionate
to the loss which
it sustains. ‘Eggs frequently crack when

ercise the utmost vigilance in preventing any
invasion of Mexican territory with hostile

Grande.

of

house

THE TREE-FROG.

a shrunken appearance of the interior is
always observed, which is accounted for

the

portion of the

that diptheria and scarlet fever

sort

of rough motion ruptures the membrane
which keeps the white and yolk in their
appropriate places, and upon . their becoming mixed, putrefaction follows.
It
is claimed that eggs may be kept fresh
a longer time with the small end downwards than in any other position, because
in this position the yolk is suspended
in the albumen and enveloped by it. If
otherwise placed for a length of -time,
the yolk comes in contact with the shell
and so causes injury and decomposition.
Upon breaking the shell of a stale egg,

of

much-abused

The receipts of the week have been 143 boxes,

|Hama,
|
" smoked

!

8'%5@..'"
LL

Hogs, dresstd 54. 5.»

a

Carolina......5}
'Louisiana......
|

@.. 5;
a...

SALT—¥ hhd.,

Fodinooen

300 @ 220

Turkslsland205 @ 2 15

CARDS, with name in

oid,

(1yh2) J.B. HUSTED, Nassau,

N. Y. .

week in your own town. Terms and a $5outfit free.” Address H. HALLETT & Co.

ortland, Maine.

JA

1ys

THE MORNING STAR
§ an able and

waive

paper;

devoted

large-

ly to Religious culture " and intelligence, but con=
)
ents

tains depar

Sabbath Scheols;’
J
}

Rm
rt

Li

Xa

2 Domestic.

Miscellany,

ee

Review,

‘News Rummary,

&c.,&c.

It is under the direction and patronage of theBaptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken 3 may of other religious views, because of
its real ‘worth.
i
i

TERMS ¢ $8.00 per year: or, if paid strictly in

advance, $2

REMITTANCES must
be made in money-or- -

ders, bank
checks, or drafts, if possible.
hen
neither of these can be procured, send the money
in a registered letter.
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